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RCA VICTOR RADIOS FASTER!
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Number 2
RCA VICTOR'S MAGIC BRAIN
Magic Biain eliminates interference, insures
more stations, better tone, easier tuning. Silverplaced copper-band coil system now gives even
better performance than previously. The first
radio frequency stage used even in D-band ahead
of first detector, has the "Watchman Tube,"
which guards programs against noise and interference, and super-charges them four times.

RCA VICTOR
MAC1C VOICE
MODEL 9K3- A
price leader in the
quality class . , .
with Magic Brain,
Magic Eye and
Metal Tubes.

RCA ALL THE WAY
Most broadcasting equipment is built by the Radio
Corporation of America. Most power on the air
is RCA installed. The newest RCA Victor sets
keep the thread of RCA quality unbroken from
the microphone to you. They bring your customers reception to match the fidelity with which
RCA equipment and NBC engineering put programs on the air.

k
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THESE 24 EXCLUSIVE RCA VICTOR FEATURES ALSO
MEAN FEWER "FIRST YEAR", NON-PROFIT SERVIC1NGS
Magic Voice; Magic Brain; Magic
Eye; Metal Tubes; WorldwideReceplion;Super-fidelity Speakers;Higher
fidelity Tone System; Duo-plane
Speaker Mountings; Tone Compensation; Dynamic Expansion; Microtone Control; Music Speech Control;
Beam Power Amplifiers; Antenna

RCA Victor wants to help jew make more
money. Why? Because by so doing, you
can help RCA Victor make more money.
We sincerely think that by giving you
the details concerning RCA Victor's 24
features for finer performance,,. by urging
you to tell your prospects about these
features, just as we tell you about them ...
that you can sell more RCA Victor radios
-and sell them faster and easier! Because
these features are not mere claims. They
are facts that prove beyond question the
extra quality built into RCA Victor
radios-. And if you point out these features to your prospects talk about them
— they'll prove more convincing than ten

Wave Traps; Built-in Antenna Couplers; Automatic Volume Control;
Permanent Adjustment; Stabilized
Oscillator Circuit; Rubber Floated
Chassis and Condensers;Selector
Dial; Band Spreaders; Edge lighted
Dial; Record Player Connections;
Magnificent Cabinets.

thousand fancy claims.
Note the 24 features shown on this page.
Read all about the one "spotted." Jf you
didn't get the information previously published here on Feature Number 1, let us
know and we'll send it to you. Keep these
and subsequent pages on hand. Study
them. Use them.They'll prove
welcome selling aids to you.

RCA MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
Camden, New Jersey
A Seri ict (/ the Radio Corporation of America
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MALI.ORY-WAXLKV
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Precision Radio

j

PARTS

COST

REPLACEMENT

NO

ORDINARY

MORE

THAN

PRODUCTS

.liHEE service men check tlic prices of Mallory Condensers,
Mallor\ N'ilirators, and Yaxlej Volume Controls against the prices of
compclilive products. All three are surprised to learn—and tickled to
death to know — that Mallory-Yaxley products with ail their welldeserved prestige and popularity cost no more tlmn ordinary products.
Said one—"I alwa\s thought that because Mallory-Yaxley had done so much
for the service man that I'd have to pay a premium to use their products."
Said another—"I never know that a company big enough to publish a book
like the Mallorv-Yaxley Radio Service Encyclopedia would charge no more
for its products than 1 pay for those of companies that have done little or
not bine to advance the service man's interests."
Of

And the third remarked—''I had an idea that products with tin; reputation
and prestige of the Mallory-Yaxley line just couldn't he priced on a really
competitive hasis.

V&fit

So—if you "always thought"; if you "never knew"; if you've "had an idea"—
check with your dealer or distributor—through counter or catalogue and
get the proof that will make
WMVOW
vou say: "I'm going to bnv
AV;
Timr Jl as!inn
Matiorv-Yaxley from now on!"
it>re
when you j***! a
And—after you've used these
cost
no
ropy
of
thr
precision replacement parts
\IAI.UOi«Y-YA\LEV
awhile you'll fmd'tha! the goodRADIO SERVICE
will and good business they
ENCY CLOPEDIA from your dislrihulor.
build make Mallory-Y axlcy
All tho irifomiation on Cirrihls- Sclu'inaiics, I. I'. Prak l-roqnrncirs,
products actually cost less in the
Tran!*forinrr Circuils, Cornlensers, Volunie Controls-, \ ibralors and
long run!
Tul>e» in one book, on one page, on one line l«»r any receiving set.
IJse
IA
M
Wi
REPLACEMENT
CONDENSERS.. . VIBRATORS

P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc.
INDIANAPOLIS
INDIANA
CABLE ADDRESS —PELMALLO

*

REPLACEMENT
*
VOLUME CONTROLS
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New Models with the Famous Labyrinth
New Ideas in Cabinet Styling
New Exclusive Selling Features
Never be Co re liavv there been radios with such lure to the
buying [.mbiir as in the eomin<r line of Stromberfr-Carlsons,

PARTS OF
ACOUSTICAL LABYRINTH
|*) SPECfAL
MATERIALACOU5TJCAC
ABSORBS
UNWANTED
SOUND
WAVES
FROM
SPEAKER. BACK OF
(B) ARROWS
INDICATE
PATH OFISAIRTUNED
COLUMN
WHJCH
TO
INCREASE
RESPONSE. BASS
(C) EXIT
FOR LOWEST
BASS NOTES.
ki

Prices will be aggressively eompelilive. Everything in the
new presentation combines to insure again that There is
Nothing Finer Tlmn a Slromberg-Carlson."
Some desirable territories are still open. W rite our Sales Department.
STROMl5KKC-(:AKLSON TELEPHOM-: MFG. CO., ROCHESTER, N. Y.

NATURAL TONE
FROM
FRONT
OF SPEAKER

SPtAKE "■rTr

1

5IH

The Labyrinth—most important contribution to tone in
radio history will be presented in sets of appealing beauty.
Advanced features of enirineerinir
C?
P design
H whicb out-range
P
anvthing heretofore known in (irovidihg radio enjoyment,
will give an ease of selling to delight every dealer s heart.

111

s^lP

LABYHINTH RADIO
I he long, winding passageway <»l the Aemislk-al Lain rinth,
an e.velusi\e Slroniberg-Carldon feature, lakes the place of
the usual box-like eavitv in the eabinet which i.-n the source
of the exaggiTaled hooin in low tones. It gives yon deeper
bass notes, with a new lidclii> ami increases the voluinc
Capacity and accuracy of the Lund -speaker.

KT-

PASE 2
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RCA RADIOTRONS
THE CHOICE OF MILLIONS
OF SET OWNERS

Babio

ilclus

RCA Manufacturing Company, Inc. • Camden, New Jersey
A Service of the Radio Corporation of America

RCA "CHECK-UP"
THE CHOICE OF THOUSANDS OF SERVICE MEN

To the consumer, RCA Ratiiotrons mean high quality...To the radio man, RCA Radiolrom mean easier selling, higher profits

AND GET PAID
BUILD
"Service Men's Meeting
of tlic Air" Unique
"Check-Up" Salesman!
RCA and its distributors are
sponsoring a newradio program
on 51 station s from coast to coast
which is helping you sell the
Check-Up idea in a unique way.
At the beginning of each
program, a frequency run is
broadcast. It serves to make
the listener sit up and take
notice. Then, when the consumer is wondering why his
set does not receive the signal,
theannouncerwill say: "Ifyour
tonal range is quite limited—or
i f your reception is generally not
as good as you would like, call
your local radio service engineer for a Check-L'p. These men
are all radio experts and they
will locate the source of youtset's trouble with this CheckUp service, which includes 10
testing, cleaning and adjusting
steps, all for only $1.50."
Aiito Radio Check-Up
Opens New Field for Sales
of Service,Tubes and Parts
.1,412,000 auto radios were sold
last year. This year it is estimated there will be 1, "50,000
more sold. Car dealers aren't
prepared to service them, Ytm
are ! These radios need attention more often than home sets
— and the RCA Auto Radio
Check-Up Flan gives you a
great opportunity to cash-in
on extra business.

NEW

SALES

Radiotron Ads Tie-in with Your
fr

Window to Help Yon Sell
RCA Radiotron, the only tube
manufacturer doing any national consumer advertising,
crashes through this month
with full-column advertising
in Saturday Evening Post and
Collier's. These advertisements
sell the Check-Up idea by
using
a powerful new theme -1 'Tired
Tubes"—which is tied in with
national events that are news!
A sample of one of these vividly

ii' 10
COPOliU
ttROIlOCH*"
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Check-Up'

TIE-INS FOR
YOUR STORE
Not only is RCA doing a tremendous advertising job, but
is further helping you cash-in
on the Oheek-Up by supplying
you with colorful window
streamers, which tie-in with
the timely advertising! The
first of these streamers based
on the Coronation, is scheduled
to be mailed to subscribers to
the 1937 RCA Display Service,
May 1st- They will be sent for
display at the same time magazines are running advertisements which will feature a
similar event. In this way both
the advertising and displays
will be doubly effective 1

GET THIS YEAR-ROUND
DISPLAY SERVICE!
The streamer at left and ad at
rigrht will help you tie-up with
the Coronation
aiive, newsyadsisshownabove.
Others will follow every other
week based on the big championship fight this Summer, the
World Series, the thrilling foot-'
bali games and other important
events throughout the year.

THERE'S MONEY FOR YOU
IN THESE FIGURES
The figures shown here are
glowing evidence that radio
set ownership furnishes the
key to increased service and
appliance equipment sales sales you can make I
7 out of every 10 homes have
a radio set.
BUT
8 out of every 10 radio homes
have only one radio.
In7outof every 10 radio homes

FOR DOING IT!

the radio is over 5 years old.
7 out of every 10 radio homes
have never had the radio inspected or repaired.
in 3 out of every 10 radio
homes there are other inoperative electrical appliances.
AND
6 out of every 10 homes have
no electric refrigerator.
5 out of every 10 homes have
no washing machine.

Shown here is the second of
the RCA window displays in the
1937 Display Service. This one
is going out to subscribers now.
It can be used very effectively
either by itself or as a background tor the advertising tiein streamers mentioned in the
preeoding article. This particular display provides you with a
blackboard, chalk and eraser,
so you can write in your o\vn
message.
Your RCA Tube distributor
will be glad to give you further
details. See him today.

RCA Radiotron Spring
"Check-Up" Plan
a Proved Way to Profits
58 out of every 100 radios in your
neighborhood need, service, repairs, new tubes! This fact, plus
the many other startling, yet
bona-flde, figures revealed in
columns 1 and 2 (lower left) tell
you vlnj the RCA Spring CheckUp Plan is successful.
With the Check-Up you can get
into the homes whose radios need
service. People will realDe the
worth of a radio check-up, because theyr know the benefits of
other check-ups — auto, health
and dental. And, in your role of
' 'Radio Doctor'' you can get the
chance to sell More than tubes.
For, as the figures show, nearly
all the homes need electrical appliances, new radios. Hence, you
can make valuable sales contacts,
find new prospects, while performing a service for which you
are paid 1
New RCA /'index
Tells Position
of Tube Prongs
How many times have you laboriously checked tube charts
and service notes to find which
tube pin is plate, which is grid,
etc.? And even after yon found
them you still were not sure
you were right!
Well, here's the answer to
all of these and many other
questions — the RCA Pindex.
In operation this clever device
is simplicity itself. Pick out
the type number of the tube,
pull the slide until that number appears in the opening
beside the indicated "socket"
and the pin positions are
graphically shown. No tables,
no numbers to remember, no
complicated figuring.
Pindex is small (3" x (S'f"),
fiat, fits neatly into your
pocket. It is made of heavy
celluloid for long wear. Ask
your RCA Tube distributor
how to get yours.
PAGE 3

SYLVANIA QUALITY TURNS

Sylvania tubes have got to be

MANY A TUBE CUSTOMER

dependable. Over 80 separate

INTO A NEW-SET SALE!
• • •
The customer who occasionally

manufacturing tests protect you
kick-

—and you'll find Sylvania will

drops in to buy tubes represents

backs . . , they "go to bat" for

make bigger, better tube

a fair tube profit. But he's more

you every time on performance.

profits for you. For complete

than that! He's potentially a

Fair list prices, and the kind of

sales and technical information

customer for a new set —

technical and sales helps that

write to the Hygrade Sylvania

a refrigerator or other home

build profits, make Sylvania a

Corporation, Emporium, Pa.

against

business-killing

thoroughly profitable line of
tubes to carry.
Make Sylvania's acquaintance

appliance—and occasional new
parts ... if you, and the tubes
you sell him, treat him right.

THE
PAGE 4

SYLVANIA

SET-TESTED

RADIO

TUBE
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A

new way

both

for

Friends

yon

and

to

make

Profits

• If you sell 2 or 6 volt radio sets, you should be vitally
interested in the new line of Willard radio batteries and
the new proposition Willard has for radio dealers. Here
is a new line of batteries, especially designed for 2 and
6 volt sets ... a popular-priced line bearing the most
NtPf

fACIS I

famous name in the battery industry. And a plan
T
!■ bin
KIDltlh ! '™
UMS

that makes it easy to add batteries to your other lines.

Look at the advantages these new Willard
Radio Batteries offer your customers . . .
— Designed by men who know radio.
Wouldn t you like to know how
you can get this attractive 5color merchandising display?
Just mail the coupon below.

— Built specially for 2 and 6 volt radio use.
— Noiseless, tight-fitting connections.
— Convenient, bail-type handles.
— Finest workmanship and materials.
— Less frequent recharging.
— Longer life and better performance.
— A radio battery that costs less to own.

mm
Protect

your

reputation — sell

Willards —the

batteries that will give your customers extra long
service and steady, unwavering power... batteries

ylUAKO Roland. ^
^ in thc
, .e deta,ls

that will make both friends and profits for you.
tlCW

^

MAIL THE COUPON TODAY FOR FULL DETAILS
ON THIS MONEY-MAKING PROPOSITION.

RADIO
u

§
colt
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BATTERIES

to own
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THE

NEW
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HOWARD

BREAKING
RECORDS

SALES

LINE

AUTO

AND

RECEIVERS

PERFORMANCE

ismim

EVERYWHERE

Three great models: A six-tube built-in speaker, a sixtube Deluxe with separate speaker and an eight-tube
Deluxe,
COMPETITIVELY PRICED AND CARRYING FULL DISCOUNTS
It you do not have complete Information on this fast
selling high performance line, do not fail to wire or
write at once.
mADC
AKL

IMUITTn
INVMlU

and it is our earnest hope you will attend
and make your headquarters the

HOWARD DISPLAY OF 1938 HOUSEHOLD RECEIVERS at the
Bfackstone Hotel during the Radio Parts Show June 10th to i 3th
inclusive.
SEVEN REASONS WHY EVERY LIVE DISTRIBUTOR WILL MAKE IT
HIS BUSINESS TO BE AT THE HOWARD DISPLAY;
^ BECAUSE—HOWARD receivers are
made by the oldest manufacturer in
radio.
2 BECAUSE—Since the inception of
radio, the ownership and management
has never changed hands,
J BECAUSE—Cabinet designs and dials
are so outstanding thev will be the talk
of the Radio Show,

HOWARD RADIO CO.
CHICAGO
1735 BELMONT AVE.

America's

PAGE t

Oldest

A BECAUSE—Every receiver offered by
HOWARD has the same custom built
quality that made the HOWARD name
famous.
^ BECAUSE—Of the 100% jobber and
dealer set-up which offers complete protection in your territory.
^ BECAUSE—All receivers are outstanding values, made possible through concentration on fewer models covering
the entire popular price range.
"J BECAUSE—Of the cooperative
advertising plan and the distinct
distributor and dealer helps offered.

Radio

Manufacturer

RADIO RETAILING, WAY, (937
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O. FRED. ROST, Editor

WARM

WEATHER

RADIO DEALERS WHO ACCEPT
a slump in set sales during the spring and
summer months as something inevitable and
incurable are simply hiding behind an antiquated and outworn theory.
It is true that in practically all retail lines
the average of monthly sales drops somewhat during warm weather. In summer
people eat less heavy foods but they eat
more ice cream, drink more. They burn
less fuel in their stoves and furnaces but
more in their automobiles. They spend less
time wearing out indoor furniture and more
outdoors, on porches, in the garden, in
parks, at resorts, in summer cottages. Warm
weather brings a shifting in what is used
rather than cessation of consumption.
*
^
When It Comes to Radio Its Broad
acceptance as an all-year-round necessity is
widespread, penetrates to all classes and
types of retail buyers, so that there is no
longer a real excuse for any drastic summer
sales slump. If a retailer experiences it, its
cause is most probably a slump in sales
effort. Records of alert radio dealers prove
that this is so.
Radio has ceased to be a seasonable commodity to the extent that skates, sleds,
bathing suits are seasonable. While the fall
months and the Christmas holidays will continue to give extra impetus to public interest
in radio, the spring and summer months,
from the standpoint of the actual use of
radio sets, today command almost equal
consideration.
Until recently any definite proof that public interest in radio continued through the

RADIO RETAIUNS, MAY, 1937

MYTH

summer months without any serious setback, was lacking. Now a study made by
Dr. Daniel Starch (for CBS) proves that
this is so. Personal interviews with 182,000
radio listeners justified the conclusion. Advertisers, who use radio, have found out
that the summer months are good radio
months and in the last two years the volume
of radio advertising for summer broadcasts
has grown faster than that for the nonsummer months.
It being a known fact that radio sets are
used practically as much in summer as in
winter, it follows that the interest of radio
listeners in set-performance, in new sets,
tubes, parts, aerials, etc., must be at least
equal. Therefore it remains only for the
radio dealer to capitalize that continuing
interest by suitably planned and persistently
continued sales effort.
^
*
The Prospect Lists and Customers
list should be used as the basis for an allsummer sales campaign. Where a home is
struggling along with an antiquated model,
a properly planned sales attack will generally
produce the sale of a new model. Where
new sets have been sold within the last year
or two an inspection call may produce some
tube replacement or aerial business or possibly the call will bring the opportunity for
selling a second, third or even fourth set.
There arc numerous other ways through
which the wide-awake radio dealer can bend
the so-called traditional summer sales slump
into a profit peak but it can't be done while
warming the chairs in the back room and
bemoaning his fate.
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Six JUasaus
tVky. Ifou
Skatdd

SeM

STEWART
WARNER
Outstanding PUBUC ACCEP1 TANCE—pfoved by saies gains
that smashed all records last
year and are continuing
through 19371
MORE FEATURES FOR YOUR
MONEY— including 6 absolutely exclusive StewartWarner developments that
win buyers on sight!
DEPENDABILITY and FREE3 DOM FROM SERVICE with
the exclusive twin - cylinder
Slo~Cyc)e Compressor,
PROVEN LOW OPERATING
COSTdemonstrated year
after year in homes from
coast to coast.
Special FLOOR PLAN and
RETAIL FINANCE PLAN for
the exclusive benefit of
Stewort-Wamer dealers.
COAST-TO-COAST RADIO
BROADCASTS on Colombia
network with HORACE HEIDT
and his Brigadiers^

P h one

or

wire

your

Stewart- Wa rner

distributor

now!

STEWART-WARNER
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NEW WINCHARGER FACTORY IS WORLD'S LARGEST WIND-ELECTRIC PLANT
A; ■
■r

#■
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DEALERS are wildly enthusiastic
over Wincharger's profitable new
simplified merchandising program!
Sales have jumped to a new high! Increased manufacturing facilities were
needed immediately—so Wincharger
has moved into this great new factory,
with three times the space and equipment available in our former plant!
New dealers everywhere are stocking Winchargers and displaying them
with farm radios, ready to cash in on
the great 5100,000.00 national advertising campaign soon to be released.
Manufacturers and distributors are
making preparations to profit by this
intensive promotion of 6-volt farm
radios. The entire radio industry is
looking forward to the biggest year in
history for 6-volt farm radio sales!
Five million of America's 6,280,000
farm homes need new radios NOW!
More (Iran 4 nullion of these homes

are located away from the high line.
These non-electrified homes can best depend on Wincharger for radio power.
The 6-volt DeLuxe Radio Wincharger
is the farmer's most dejxmdable, least
expensive source of electric current for
radio. Wincharger is the key to this
fertile farm market ■ a market which
needs more than 4 million new farm
radios RIGHT NOW!
And the great new Wincharger factory is our pledge to the radio industry
that we will be able to meet all demands
promptly and efficiently, with an even
higher quality of guaranteed performance than that which has earned the
unanimous endorsement of leading
radio manufacturers!
Wincharger also manufactures the 32-volt
Giant Wincharger farm power plant for
practical, complete electrification of the farm,
and the Hi-Way Wincharger for charging
truck and trailer batteries on the highway,

Let the Wincharger Corporation help you get your share of sales in
the rich new wind-electric" market. For complete details, write
WINCHARGER
RADIO RETAiLINS, MAY, 1937

CORPORATION

4
From this liltle woodshed workshop to the huge
factory shown above in a shorl ten years? From
the slow hand methods used by John and Gerhard t Albers in making the first successful Wincharger to modern mass production in little more
than two years! The new Wincharger factory,
largesr of its kind in the world, has a capacity of
2000 Winchargers a day!
jscrir:

/felUXF
The Genuine 6-Volt Deluxe
Radio Wincharger
proven 22% more efficient by
impartial "watt-hour" tests.
Built for years of dependable
service. A charger of known efliciency and dependability. Only
the Genuine Wincharger has
these exclusive features;
Albers Air-foil Propeller
Dual-Purpose Governor
Double-Brush Collector
Ring
Roller-Bearing Turntable
Special Air-cooled
Generator
Positive-Acting Auto
Brake
Rail-Steel, Angle-Iron
Tower
The Wincharger
Guarantee

SIOUX CITY, I O WA
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HOTPOINT
BEFRI6ERAT0R

SALES

OR

r

'ALES

3 fast-selling models in baked
Glyftal finish, porcelain interiors, Exceptional value
at surprisingly low prices.

Leap Ahead to
New Records!
The public demand for the new Hotpoint
Refrigerator is setting new sales records
everywhere. Seldom has an electric refrigerator received such rapid andsweeping public acceptance. But seldom, too,
has a refrigerator offered such a wealth of
sales-building features—such eye-filling
beauty for modern, all-electric kitchens
—as mis sensational new Hotpoint.
Faster freezing at lower cost..,dependability. ..streamlined styling.. .amazing
econoray...quief operation—these are a
few of the brilliant features that have
made Hotpoint the outstanding refrigerator "buy" of 1937. Hotpoint'sVaciiutnsealed THRIFTMASTER Unit delivers
more power at lower cost.
Hotpoint's SPEED-FREEZER produces ice and frozen desserts foster titan
ever before, Hotpoint's lifetime all-steel
cabinets are styled for enduring beamy
and Hotpoint's complete line offers a
refrigerator model for every purse and
rrpose.
Now is the time for you to cash in on
unprecedented public demand for
America's No. I refrigerator buy. The
big profit months are ahead. With Hotpoint, you get plenty of full-profit sales
with minimum resistance. Call your distributor! Ride high, wide and handsome
to the biggest year in Hotpoint history!

HOTPOINT
OFFERS 3 COMPLETE

»

4 popular models in the Imperial line, America's finest refrigerators, all in enduring
porcelain enamel inside and out.

LINES
Thriftmaster and Speed Freezer
standard equipment on all 3
lines of Hotpoint Refrigerators. There's a model for
every need — a price
for every purse.

5 popular models in the Hotpoint Dp Luxe line, all wish
gleaming haked Glyptal finish. All popular features.

■ft.

fW

m
SPEED FREEZER
Shows the Way to New
Sales Records!
Give a dealer a vital, tangible feature—something the customer needs; something easily
understood — and you have a perfect set-up
for fast sales. That's why Hotpoint's sensational new Speed Freezer is blazing the way
to bigger sales and profits for Hotpoint
dealers everywhere.
Refrigerator buyers have always wanted
faster freezing, greater economy. The HotpointSpeedFreezet,powered by the vacuumsealed Thriftmaster, makes ice and frozen
desserts faster than ever on a mere "trickle"
of electricity. Power is stepped up—current
consum ption is reduced. These are cold facts
easily demonstrated—to every customer.
Check the cabinet construction ... mechanism ... and features! You'll be convinced
that here is a refrigerator line you can sell
■—profitably! Then look at Hotpoint's powerful advertising — magazines, newspapers,
posters, direct mail—everything to direct a
constant stream of sales through your store!
Tie up today with Hotpoint — the name
everybody knows — dependable for over
thirty years in 16,000,000 American homes.

i
VACUUM-SEALED THRIFTMASTER
Hotpoint's Thriftmaster Unit is permanently vacuum sealed, for longer life.
Highly efficient. Five cent's worth
of current now makes twice as
much cold as ever before. The
Thriftmaster carries five
year protection
plan.
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Over 90 % of all manufaGturers
of washing machines power their
farm models with air-cooled. 4 cycle
Briggs & Stratton Gasoline Motors,
widely recognized everywhere for
dependability, economy and
long, tronhle-free service life.
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TRADE INS
Ajipropos April Radio Rctiuliug's proposal of a scrapping" program, sponsored
or hacked 1)}" die manufacturers, it is interesting to note that last year Chevrok-t
went to the rescue of its trade-in laden
dealers, paid $20 for each car scrapped,
took over 100,000 used cars off the
market via that route during the first
three months. Other car divisions of
General Motors had similarly conducted
scrapping" programs. Now let's see who
will be the first radio manufacturer to
adopt trade-in scrapping as a national
policy, equipping a husky representative
with a trusty sledge hammer, sending
him out to break up radio trade ins, giving the dealer a suitable credit of $5 or
$10 for each sledged set.

SET AGE
A survey made in the Chicago territory by the Marketing Department of
DePaul University shows that a surprising number of ancient radio sets
are still doing duty. In the course of
that survey 5,360 radio homes were contacted. One year old sets were found
to account for 20.6 per cent, two years
old for 20.3 per cent of the total, while
three year old scored 18.7 per cent, the
four year old, 14.7 per cent and those
five years or older equaled approximately
20 per cent.
If those percentages may he considered as typical for the whole country it
means that over 6 million homes have
radio sets that are 5 years or more old,
are waiting for some lire dealer to do a
selling job.
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ranging up to $3 per watt >o that sonic
stations would have to pay $150,0lK) per
year and giant WLW would put up li
million smackers annually for the privilege of going on the air.
The bill is said to have the hlcssing
of Pederal Communications CnnumV-

Tt G-O'-PEACE
When parts makers all lug ou
the same end of the rope even
the halt, maimed and blind
smell news. Thus gossip highlight of the tuonlh is the euthusinsni voiced by this group
for the INational Radio Parts
Trade Show to be served up at
Chicago's Stevens Hotel June
10, 11, 12 and 13,
Obvious reason for this concert of uiiud and muscle is the
fact that the rope is at long
last the manufacturers' own.
For this show is managed by
equipment makers, sponsored
by the politically important
Sales Managers Club and KMA.
Hitherto harrassed partsmcu
need not consult the erystai ball
concerning its importance. They
own the show. Naturally they'll
exhibit. And our own leg and
ear work indicates that this
time exhibitors will meet important distributors, representatives and retailers as well as
competitors and student contingents.

sioner George H. Payne. Its passage
would have far reaching and destructive
effect on the whole industry. If a tax
on broadcasting stations is justified it
should be a reasonable one, not oppressive. Write your Senator or Representative your views, and ask that the BoyInn bill be defeated or its tax provisions
drastically reduced.

un lair methods of competition have
been entered against manufacturers and
dealers in radio sets at New \ork, Philadelphia, Chicago, Washington, 9 in all,
who labeled their seG Bell, Edison,
General Electric, Majestic, Marconi,
RCA. Victor and with other well known
brands without legal authoHiy from the
owners of those trade-marks.
Four other concerns and three individuals will escape a formal similar
order if they behave. The commission's
findings against the whole flock were
that they cooperated and were engaged
in a scheme to deceive the public and to
compete unfairly with other mamifactnrers and dealers.
SIDETRACKED
Interests that were formerly associated with the Chrysler auto manufacturing enterprises recently acquired a
plant that is well equipped for making
auto-radios. The inference is that autoradios for Chrysler-DeSoto-Dodge and
Plymouth cars may be made in that plant
and thus a substantial volume of autoradio business will be sidetracked out of
the industry as a whole into an automaker-controlled or subsidized unit.
Radio dealers and distributors everywhere will lose business by this. Their
only means of combating the trend is to
form strong alliances with car dealers
who would much rather make the long
profit by buying sets when and where
they wish, rather than take what the
car maker gives them—at a short or no
profit.

FILE YOUR PROTEST
Tax-sters wish to get their lingers
deeper into the broadcasting pie and a
bill introduced by Congressman John J.
Boylan, of New York, would tax stations
on a wattage basis on a sliding scale
RADIO RETAILING, MAY, 1937

FEWER FAKERS
The Federal Trade Commission has
cracked down on another batch of takers
who have been sailing under false colors.
Orders to cease and desist from using

EDITOR
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FAIR

TRADE

LAWS..

What they mean to
the

radio

industry

D. C. Frederick
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ALABAMA
No Fair Trade or allied laws in force,
LegrUlature not now in seaslon.
ARIZONA
Fair Trade law now in force. Permits
resale price agreements between manufacturers of trade-marked goods and dealers. Violators may be sued for damages,
by competitors. State also has Anti-Price
Discrimination law. Requires equal prices
for all buyers, whether large or small
concerns, if all conditions under which
purchase is made are equal. Proved violations draw heavy penalties and damages for injured competitor,
ARKANSAS
Fair Trade law now in force. Permits
resale price agreements between manufacturers of trade-marked goods and
dealers. Violators may he sued for damages, by competitors. State also has AntlPrice-Diacrimlnatlon law. Requires equal
prices for ali buyers, whether large or
small concerns, if all conditions under
which purchase is made are equal. Proved
violations draw heavy penalties and damages for injured competitor.
CALIFORNIA
Pair Trade law now in force. Permits
resale agreements between manufacturers
of trade-marked goods and dealers. Violators may be sued for damages, by competitors. State also has Anti-Price-Dlscrimination Jaw. Requires equal prices
for all buyers, whether large or small
concernSj if all the conditions under which
purchase Is made are equal. Proved violations draw heavy penalties and damages for Injured competitor. Additional
trade legislation pending. Legislature now
in session.
COLORADO
Fair Trade law now In force. Permits
resale price agreements between manufacturers of trade-marked goods and dealers, Violators may be sued for damages,
by competitors.
CONNECTICUT
Pair Trade bill reported ready for presentation to legislature, now in session.
DELAWARE
Both Houses of legislature, now In
slon. have passed a Fair Trade bill.
FLORIDA
Fair Trade bill reported ready for presentation to legislature, now in session. State
has a so-called Commercial Discrimination
act, which aims to eliminate price discrimination between localities.
GEORGIA
Fair Trade law now In force. Permit*
resale price agreements between manufacturers of trade-marked goods and dealers.
Violators may be sued for damages, by
competitors.
IDAHO
Fair Trade law now In force. Permits
resale price agreements between manufacturers of trade-marked goods and dealers. Violators may be sued for damages,
by competitors. An Anti-Prlce-Diacrimlnation act, passed this year, prohibits discrimination In selling price only.
ILLINOIS
Fair Trade law now in force. Permits
resale price agreements between manufacturers of trade-marked goods and dealers. Violators may be sued for damages,
by competitors. Legislature still in session
and is reported to have an Anti-PrlceDiscrlmlnation blil under consideration.
INDIANA
Fair Trade law now in force. Permits
resale price agreements between manufacturers of trade-marked goods and dealers. Violators may be sued for damages,
by competitors. State has also Anti-PrlceDiscriratnation law. Requires equal prices
for all buyers, whether large or small
concerns, If all conditions under which
purchase Is made are equal. Proved violations draw heavy penalties and damage*
for Injured competitor.

\
p

wm
.

FAIR Trade laws in force in 37
states—in 2 more states such
laws passed by both houses of the
legislature and only awaiting the
governor's signature—then 6 other
legislatures now in session, with such
laws under consideration.
That's the picture as of May 1st,
and its significance is, that by the time
the 1937 legislative season has ended
RADIO RETAILING, WAY, 1937

STATE BY STATE SUMMARY*
• A» of May 1, 1937
IOWA
NEBRASKA
RHODE ISLAND
Fair Trade law now In force. Permita
Fair Trade law now In force. Permits
Etiacted in 19S6, the Fair Trade law
resale price agreements between manufacregale
price
agreements
between
manuapplies specifically only to those who
turers of trade-marked goods and dealfacturers of trade-marked goods and dealsign
agreements but competitora may sue
era. Violators may be sued for damages,
ers. Violators may be sued for damages,
for adamasea
If injured
by the wilful acts
by competitors. A new Anti-Price-Disby competitors. An old Anti-Price-DisOI
crimlnation bill has passed both houses
crimination
act
applies
only
to
price
dls..
.
. olesaler
' retailer In falilnte to
m
ft
in
fain
contract
pricesof the legislature, now in session.
ertmlnatlon between localities but legislature, now in session, has before it a
SOUTH CAROLINA
KANSAS
much broader measure of this type.
Fair Trade law now in force. Permits reFair Trade law now in force. Permits
saie price agreements between manufacNEVADA
resale price agreements between manufacturers of trade-marked goods and dealers.
turers of trade-marked goods and dealers.
Fair Trade law now In force. Permits
Violators may be sued for damages, by
Violators may be sued for damages, by
resale
price
agreements
between
manucompetitors.
An old Anti-Discrimination
competitors.
An old price
so-called
Anti-Trust
facturers of trade-marked goods and dealact is in force. Selling below cost Is prolaw also prohibits
discrimination
ers.
Violators
may
be
sued
for
damages,
hibited.
between localities.
by competitors.
SOUTH DAKOTA
KENTUCKY
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Fair Trade Jaw now in force. Permits
Fair Trade law now in force. Permits
1937
legislature
reported
as
having
a
Pair
resale price agreements between manufacresale price agreements between manuTrade bill under consideration.
turers of trade-marked goods and dealers.
facturers of trade-marked goods and dealers. Violators may be sued for damages,
Violators may be sued for damages, by
NEW JERSEY
by competitora. An unfair Trade Praccompetitors.
The law against unfair busiFair Trade law now In force. Permits
ness methods prohibits price discrimination
tices law, enacted last year, prohibits
resale
price
agreements
between
manubetween
localities.
discrimination In selling price only and
facturers of trade-marked goods and dealprovides severe penalties for violations.
ers. Violators may be sued for damages,
TENNESSEE
by competitors, 1937 legislature reported
LOUISIANA
Fair Trade law now In force. Permits
to
have
a
modern
Anti-Price-DiscriminaFair Trade law now In force. Permits
resale price agreements between manufactlon measure under consideration,
turers of trade-marked goods and dealers.
resale price agreements between manufacturers of trade-marked goods and dealNEW MEXICO
Violators may be sued for damages, by
ers. Violators may be sued for damages,
competitors. An old Antl-Dlscrlmlnatlon
Fair Trade law now in force. Permit®
by competitora. An old Anti-Price-Discrimact is in force,
resale
price
agreements
between
manuination act applies to differences between
facturers of trade-marked goods and dealTEXAS
localities only.
ers. Violators may be sued for damages,
1937 legislature has a Fair Trade Act unby competitora,
MAINE
der consideration. An old Anti-DiscrimiFair Trade law now in force. Permits
nation act ia still In force.
NEW YORK
resale price agreements between manufacFair Trade law now in force. Permits
UTAH
turers of trade-marked goods and dealresale
price
agreements
between
manuers. Violators may be sued for damages,
Fair Trade law now In force. Permits
facturers of trade-marked goods and dealby competitors.
resalo price agreements between manufacers. Violators may be sued for damages,
turers of trade-marked goods and dealers.
by competitors. An Antl-Price-DlscrfminaMARYLAND
Violators may be sued for damages, by
tlon
bill
is
reported
before
the
1937
legisFair Trade law now In force. Permita
competitors. The Trade Act of 1933 aplature.
resale price agreements between manuplies only to price discrimination between
facturers of trade-marked goods and dealNORTH CAROLINA
iocalitiea.
ers. violators may be sued for damFair Trade law now in force. Permita
VERMONT
competitors.
Additional
trade
resale
price
agreements
between
manulegislation reported to be under considNo Fair Trade laws in force. 1937 law on
facturers of trade-marked goods and dealeratlou by the legislature, now in session.
price
discrimination applies only to buying
ers. Violators may be sued for damages,
of dairy products.
by competitors. The 24-year old AntL
MASSACHUSETTS
Trust law applies only to price discrimVIRGINIA
Legislature, now in session, has a Fair
ination between localiiles.
Trade bill under consideration. A 25-year
Enacted in J936, the Pair Trade law apold Anti-Trust law, atlll on etatute books,
NORTH DAKOTA
plies specifically only to those who sign
was intended to eliminate price-discriminaagreements
but competitors may sue for
Fair
Trade
Jaw
now
in
force.
Permits
tion between localities and provides heavy
damages if injured by the willful acts of a
resale price agreements between manupenalties.
wholesaler or retailer In failing to mainfacturers of trade-marked goods and dealtain contract prices,
ers, Violators may be sued for damages,
MICHIGAN
by competitora. The 24-year old ComWASHINGTON
Governor of this state la expected to
mercial Discrimination Act applies to
sign a Fair Trade act which was passed
Pair Trade law now in force. Permits
price discrimination between localities.
by both houses of the legislature, now in
resale
price agreements between manufacOHIO
session. An old Anti-Trust law applies
turers of trade-marked goods and dealers.
only to price discrimination on agriculViolators
may be sued for damages, by
Fair
Trade
law
now
in
force.
Permits
tural dommodfties and petroleum products.
competitors.
resale price agreements between manufacturers
of
trade-marked
goods
and
deal1
WEST VIRGINIA
MINNESOTA
ers. Violators may be sued for damages,
by competitors.
Fair Trade law now In force. Permits
Fair Trade law now in force. Permits
resale price agreements between manuresale
price agreements between manufacOKLAHOMA
turers of trade-marked goods and dealers.
facturers of trade-marked goods and dealers. Violators may be sued for damages,
Violators may be sued for damages, by
Fair Trade law now in force. Permita
by competitors. State has also Anti-Prlcecompetitors.
resale price agreements between manupiacrimination law. Requires equal prices
facturers of trade-marked goods and dealWISCONSIN
for all buyers, whether large or small
era. Violators may be sued for damages,
concerns, if all conditions under which
by competitors, State has also Anti-PriceFair Trade law now In force. Permits
purchase ia made are equal. Proved vioDiscrimination law. Require** equal prices
resale price agreements between manufaclations draw heavy penalties and damages
for all buyers, whether large or small
turers of trade-marked goods and dealers.
for injured competitor.
concerns, if all conditions under which
Violators may be sued for damages, by
purchase Is made are equal. Proved, viocompetitor?. The Unfair Trade Practices
MISSISSIPPI
lations draw heavy penalties and damages
Act prohibits price discrimination if all
for injured competitor.
other conditions are equal and provides
No Fair Trade or allied laws In force.
heavy penalties.
Legislature not now in session.
OREGON
WYOMING
MISSOURI
Fair Trade law now in force. Permita
resale price agreements between manuFair Trade law now In force. Permits
Legislature still in session and reported
facturers of trade-marked goods and dealresale price agreements between manufacto have a Fair Trade bill under considers. Violators may be sued for damages,
turers of trade-marked goods and dealers.
eration Under an old Anti-Trust act
by competitors. State has also Anti-PriceViolators may be sued for damages, by
price discrimination between localities is
Discrimination law. Requires equal prices
competitors. State has also Anti-Prlceprohibited and subject to heavy penalties
for all buyers, whether large or small
Discrlmination law. Requires equal prices
and fines.
concernB, if all conditions under which
for all buyers, whether large or small conpurchase is made are equal, proved viocerns, if all the conditions under which
MONTANA
lations draw heavy penalties and damages
purchase la made are equal. Proved violaFair Trade law now In force. Permits
for
injured
competitor.
tions draw heavy penalties and damages
resale price agreements between manufor the injured competitor,
facturers of trade-mark?d goods and dealPENNSYLVANIA
ers. Violators may be sued Cor damages,
Fair
Trade
law
now
in
force.
Permits
by competitors. The 1937 legislature en@
resale price agTeements between manuRADIO RETAILING
acted an unfair Trade Practices act which
facturers of trade-marked goods and dealapplies only to discrimination In selling
ers.
Violators
may
be
sued
for
damages,
prices and provides for heavy penalties
by competitors. 1937 legislature still in
and fines.
session.
40 or more states with over 80 per
cent of our population will permit
Fair Trade agreements between manufacturers and dealers.
What does all that mean to the
radio dealer? What's the good of
such Fair Trade laws? How do they
operate? Who benefits by them and
—how ? Those are questions which
arise naturally in the minds of every
RADIO RETAILING, MAY, 1937

retailer when he realizes that this
great wave of such laws has swept
across the whole country practically
within a year.
Here are the answers.
Basically Fair Trade laws have one
uajor objective, namely; To stabilize
the retail selling price of merchandise
that is sold under a registered trademark and nationally advertised.

They are labelled as "Fair Trade"
laws because they legalize the establishing of a basis of fair trading and
of fair competition, which puts the
small dealer on the same footing as
chains, mail-order houses and department stores when it comes to the selling price at which a radio set, a pair
of shoes or any other trade-marked
and advertised article is offered
PAGE 15

U!vX'r-j.'!DU.J Or
iiH/.:;K FJiDIO CO^PjUY, en Illinolr corporation, heroinnfter
"luijk, ba-i the iwiersign&J, hf.-elni.rtor called "THE HETfltEH",
In cr>r.Fi..?:-htion of the sale to the re teller of CO iDoil lies which
too IrtJe sserk, brand or nome "Bier-k* end the promises by the
re te ller, -t is ogreed;
retailer will
not advertise,
h ,y of1. the-hefollowing
couLmoditics
at pricesoffer
higherfororsf.le,
lowersellthanortheresell
ralii] list price set Opposite each coauolity:
Model K1
i&O
"" KS
50
65
fl KS
K4
85
" K&
SO
• Ko
110
"" K8K7
IZi
1^0
" Kt
200
reserves
to change
eaia pricethesci-.edultadd any
:■ a
.ty tJicretotheetright
er.y tide
by notifying
retailerandin writing
• r. ^-r, n:i the retailer agrees that ail such charges shall thereupon
u - : t of this contract.
The rttuiler
any priceinConcession,
.. -r.u.reeliy,
tn theagrees
sale ofnotstidto mtke
comioo-iities,
cctlir.'.ti-ndirectly
or
v.r-isv, c>.;:e,:t eg he-rtin pryvlaed.
J3lii parties !idroe that this contract is ode ^ijer the pro■ - ■ flf the Illinois Ftjr TraJe Act.
~:IIB CXiTfJ-CT IrsALL UK CfKH/.TIVS WITHIN TMs. SfATE OF ILUKOIS OH LI.
This contract ^y be ctnceUfd by cither party hereto i/on ten (10)
! . :■ r.OliCc ir. writing to the other.
.JT-iic-Sini. the Statetheofff.rti.-i
.-i .j,■ HcM-e
Illinoishereto
this hove executed
Jt*- of this agreement
,195
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Typica! Manufacturer-Retailer
Fair Trade Agreement

to tine public by its manufacturer.
However, just because a state has
such a law on its statute books it
does not follow that its operation
becomes automatic and blankets nil
sales of trade-marked goods. Instead, the law merely permits the
making of price agreements, prescribes some of the basic procedures
and provides for suitable penalities
but—there is nothing in any of the
laws of the different states that makes
the use of Fair Trade price agreements compulsory.
This means that the initiative has
to be taken by the manufacturer and
for him the procedure is briefly as
follows:
Because each of these laws is
strictly applicable only to the particular state which has enacted it, it
is necessary to create a set-up by
which all the transactions carried out
under a price agreement arc kent
wholly within that particular state,
f Such agreements are not at the present. time legal where inter-state commerce is involved.) To do that is
the responsibility of the manufacturer hut it will he well for the dealer
to make sure that the intra-statc limitations of the law are observed.
The typical price agreement between manufacturer and dealer will
specify the various models and the
list prices at which they are to he
sold, and in them the dealer will
agree not to make any price concessions. directly or indirectly, hut to
sell tire trade-marked articles at the
price as listed unless such price is
changed by the manufacturer.
PAGE 16

It follows that where a manufacturer enters into such a contract with
every dealer who handles his line and
sincerely insists on observance of the
terms, the retail prices at which the
articles are advertised or offered to
the public become stabilized immediately at the price level which is specified in the contract. Whether it he
the biggest chain or department store
in the territory or a small dealer in
a country town, there would he no cut
price competition to disturb the minds
of the public or the stability of the
trade.
.\on-Signfit>ii Must Observe
In most states the law even applies
to retailers who have not signed an
agreement hut who have been properly notified of the list prices at which
the goods are to he, sold. Any violations on the part of a non-contract
dealer would he subject to the same
provisions for damages that the law
holds for contract customers. In fact,
those provisions are the "teeth" which
arc expected to prevent flagrant violations by the cut-price artists. They
permit any dealer to sue for damages,
when a competitor has sold articles
at less than the prices stipulated in
the price agreement.
As to the benefits derived from
operating under a price agreement,
the answer is obvious. Before such
agreements were legalized the manufacturer of trade-marked goods had
little or no legal means of stopping
cut-price competition or keeping his
products out of the hands of concerns
that used them as loss-leaders or as
the football in price battles. The result was that regardless of who was
battling or who was the price pirate,
the small independent local dealer
always suffered the most. He had
only two choices, either to meet the
price cuts and lose all his profit, or
to lose sales by standing pat on the
list price.
All that is changed where a manfacturer decides to take advantage of
the Fair Trade laws. When a manufacturer does that, the dealer knows
that he is nut going to be undercut
by other retailers. He knows that
gifts, premium offers, coupons and
other attractions are not allowed to
be used as means to dodge the established list prices and evade the law.
He knows that current models will
be offered at the same price in his
entire trading area and that if any
retailer, large or small, offers priceprotected goods at lower prices at
clearance or close-out sales, that re-

tailer must be prepared So prove that
those are genuine clearance or closeouts, otherwise fie will lie in trouble
and subject to suits for damages.
Thus these Fair Trade laws, when
taken advantage of. change at once
the position of the independent retailer to one of complete equality with
any other retailer—regardless of size
—when it comes to the retail selling
of any line of trade-marked radio
sets, tubes, batteries, parts or sound
equipment, that are marketed under
price agreements.
Therefore the independent retailer
now can afford to plan ahead with
greater Confidence, can arrange for
more aggressive sales effort, better
displays, more advertising, in behalf
of any line of merchandise on which
the manufacturer is giving price protection via the Fair Trade route.
Anti-Price-Dhcrituination Law*
LTiese laws represent one form of
restriction by which legislators have
endeavored to offset the great advantages that normally accrue to masImyers such as chains, department
stores and mail-order houses through
their tremendous buying power and
in their most ideal form they place
the small or independent retailer in
position to purchase on an equal fooling with his larger competitors.
In substance those laws prohibit
price discrimination on articles of
equal quality, grade and description
when the effect of such practice is
injury or restriction of free and open
competition or may indirectly promole the establishing of a monopolv
in any given field. The only price
differences which under those laws
are not considered as discriminating
are those which are based on differences in the quantity purchased,
selling methods, delivery or manufacturing costs or general market
conditions.
In a majority of states these socalled Anti-Price-Discrimination laws
compel the slate's Attorney-General
to revoke the permit or charter of
any concern that lias been convicted
3 times of violating this law and the
penalties for violations range from
$100 to $5,000 and in some states
include imprisonment up to one year.
Furthermore, a person or concern injured as a competitor by violations
of these statutes through improper
price discrimination may sue for an
injunction and demand triple damages. However, here again it must
he borne in mind that these laws, being enacted by a state, can apply only
m transactions within that state.
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AIR MONEY SPENDERS'
FIGURES

RADIO

RETAILIXG'S

BUSINESS

BROADCAST BREVITIES
CBS sold S23.,]68,148 worth o£ time
in 1036 to 87 clients. The average sponsor spent 5257,29.2 for such time and
79.3 per cent nsed this network's facilities the previous year.
Mutual- reports an 11 per cent increase in March time billings as against
March 1936. Total reached $212,861.
Fir-t quarter total; $602,311, 16 per
cent above last year.
MARCH EXCISE
Internal Revctuie Bureau collections of
the federal five per cent excise tax on
radii t and phonograph apparatus for
March, this year, totalled $360,922, a
7.4 per cent increase over collections for
March, 1936. For the entire first quarter of 1937 tax collections totalled
81.509,353, an increase of II per cent
over the 1936 first quarter.
EXPORT EXCERPTS
American set makers shipped 117,820 receivers out of the country in
January and Fehruary, declaring these
at $3,035,318, This compares with the

MONTHLY

BAROMETER

95,056 valued at $2,494,654 in the same
period last year.
There were 1,529,955 tubes exported
in the same period, valuation $652,218.
In January and February 1936 1,036,259 were shipped, dollar value $458,125.

CONSUMER SURVEY

♦NBC, first quarter, 193/

A questionnaire sent to 1,000 families
reading The American magazine produced the following table showing average age of radios in use:
Tear Bought
1936
1935
1934
1933
1932
1931
1930
1929
1928 & earlier

%
13.9
16.8
12.7
8.8
11.3
8.4
13.1
8.1
6.9

This makes the average set age 3.6
years. Twenty-four families had forgotten their radio's birthday and didn't
answer this question.
Interesting facts concerning the mini-

f

DRUG
. 32.8%
FOOD
27,4
AUTOMOTIVE
.10.2
LAUNDRY SOAPS
6.1
RADIO
S.6
PETROLEUM
S.3
TOBACCO
3.8
MISCELLANEOUS
1.5
PAINT
1.3
HOUSE FURNISHINGS
I.I
BUILDING
1.0
STATIONERS 8 PUBLISHERS
.8
CONFECTIONERY
.7
CLOTHING
.6
FINANCIAL
.6
JEWELRY
.5
MACHINERY
.3
BREWING
3
SCHOOLS
.1

ma

mm
m

her of radios in the average home were
also spotlighted. 898 families out of
the 1,1)00 have one receiver, 40 have
two, 3 have three, 1 has four and 58
have none.
Auto-radio came in for its share of
surveying too. Just 19.8 per cent of
the 1.000 families questionnaired had
such receivers. The remaining 80 per
cent had none. Vet 79.1 per cent owned
cars.

FIRST QUARTER FACTS
Retail washer sales hit an all time
high iti the first quarter. Jerry Bolmen
of the American \\ ashing Machine
Manufacturers Association reports that
460,681 were sold, an increase of 10.77
per cent over last year.
Household ironers also tipped, totalling 49,887 in the first three months, a
7.18 ])cr cent increase.
Installed air conditioning equipment
totalled $31,648,290, compared tn
$11,005,980 in the first quarter of 1936,
an increase of 187.5 per cent. These
facts come from W illiam B. Henderson
of the Air Conditioning Manufacturers
Association.

FACTORY FIGURES

1922 1923 1924 1925 1926 1927 1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937
Years
RADIO RETAILING, MAY, 1937

Xorgc reports its first quarter Inisiness 32 per cent above last year's initial three montlis. Refrigerators arc up
29 per cent; washers, 21 per cent;
commercial high-sides, 24 per cent;
electric ranges, 523 per cent; furnaces,
571 per cent: oil burners, 117 per cent.
Total unit sales by the Rorg-Warner
household divisions reached 171.702
PAGE 17
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!| ^ QBLIC acceptance of auto radio
® within the last five years, and in
the last two years in particular, has
created an important specialized field.
With 23,OCX),000 automobiles on the
road and only 3,900,000 equipped
with radio, 81% or 19,000.000 present a market still untouched. In addition to this, 4,000,000 cars will be
manufactured in 1937, only 15% or
less of which will come from the factory equipped with auto radios.
This vast new market represents a
grand opportunity for the smaller
radio dealer with vision to build a
larger volume of profitable business
than heretofore enjoyed with home
radios and service only. Somebody
will, of necessity, get this additional
business, hut it is particularly adapted
to the exclusive radio dealer's experience and facilities.
The independent radio dealer in the
smaller towns, because of his individual qualifications, is in an ideal
position to not only sell auto radios
but to install and service them properly. He can derive lasting benefit
from a planned marketing campaign.
Therefore, let us analyze this fast
growing new market.
Auto radios are bought by only
PAGE 18

one class of people, namely—auto
owners. And to sell them anything
one must find them. When the average retail store, located as it is on
streets where pedestrian traffic is
greatest, exposes its merchandise to
the casual passerby it is analogous to
firing a gun into a herd of wild horses
in the hope of hitting a stallion. True,
you may hit one now and then, but
you will surely waste a lot of ammunition. The hunting season may
be over before you get a shot at another herd.
Where Car Owners Congregate
To catch fish one must go where
there are fish. Why not do your gunning for auto radio purchasers where
automobile owners congregate and
stop? Where is that place? Why, it's
the Gasoline Station. Every car
owner, rich or poor, limousine or
flivver, must necessarily visit a gas
station and fill up several times
weekly.
Right here is a fine market for anto
radio. A particularly fine one for the
service station salesman who has the
advantage of seeing his prospective
radio customers regularly and being
able to offer his customer convenient

2,000 AUTO-RADIO PROSPECTS
PER MON I M—That's the namber
the average filling station contacts.
And "store traffic" acliially improves in summer! Where eould
radio dealers better spend 10 per
cent commissions? A 5-inan outside crew could scarcely compete

installation and repair facilities. He
sees his prospective buyer at least
twice weekly and is therefore able to
choose the most favorable moment
lor his sales presentation. For the
same reason the station salesman is
able to keep after his prospect regularly, which is something the store
salesman is unable to do. In solicitation work he can introduce the subject of auto radio while serving the
customer with his primary needs.
Assuming that we know that this
is the proper market, why not avail
yourself of this opportunity? It has
been done successfully in a Long
Island, N. Y. town of 2,500 population as well as in Brooklyn, New
York, a borough of the City of New
RADIO RETAILING, MAY, 1937
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Pumpmen push ear sels on commission basis in eastern experiment. Arrangement mutually profitable. Swells sales, service
for radio stores. Boosts filling station gross without necessity
for stock investment, installation crew:
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ICE. ALREADY BROKEN—Mosi
car owners palronize pet stations,
know the attendants. After the
tank is filled, what an opportunity
to glance under the dash, talk
radio if none is scent Tags, primed and cat out to rcscmhlc control
heads (note circular disc just back
of windshield) may be affixed to
wheel or dash, insidiously help sell
the idea
A KApiO DEALER DOES THE
^ * tHK.—But the customer who
buys an anto-radio here, where it
is convenient because his ear needs
washing anyway, need not know
that the station carries no stork,
has no installation man of its own

i :i
York with a population of 2,000,000.
Here is how you can, at no cost to
yourself, take advantage of a built
up group of auto owners, most of
whom are potential purchasers of the
product you wish to sell. These people represent the accumulation of the
greatest purchasing power in your
community. They are the people who
have money to spend for luxuries.
They are the preferred credit risks in
every respect. And your product is
one of the items on their list of
"wants" far more often than any
other.
Make a list of all the up-to-date
gasoline stations in your community.
After you have satisfied yourself that
(Please turn to page 54)
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DHNV'-EK—roujj]) tn turn over
without loss are used radios ou the floor
of dealers pre-occupicd with new merchandise. Not so lough for dovvn-thealley outlets set up to horse-trade.
Lc Moine Bechtold skins this cat
with a management method at once
effective and novel. The Lc Moine
Music Company, main-drag emporium
classed up to attract middle and uppercrust prospects, displays new radios
and luxury electrical appliances. All receivers taken in trade are shunted to
the Le Moine Radio Exchange, operated
one block away on a lower rent artery.
The Exchange stocks only used radios
and new washers, the latter appliances
because they sell well to prospects with
low incomes, have primarily a utility
appeal.
The main store ducks trafficking with
prospects whose ideas are obviously
bigger than their incomes, people with
very old radios having practically no
re-sale value and money enough for
only the cheapest of midgets even when
time financing. These prospects arc
sent to the Exchange. The Exchange
offers them a few dollars for their old
equipment against the purchase of newer

but still not completely new merchandise, even offers to finance the purchase.
Where the purchase price is not high.
Bechtold points out, financing is less
risky.
Keynote of the idea is the fact that
the Exchange manager has been instructed to make it easy for radio prospects to "get in on the ground lioor."
His is a twin objective. First, to make
enough money by sheer canniness to
steadily reduce the subsidy-sum drained
from the main operation and, second, to
build new business for the main store
in a safe and sane way.
The first objective has been well
nicked in the past 6 months. At present 60 per cent of the used sets moved
by the Exchange are straight cash or
time transactions involving no swap.
These result in a somewhat better than
break-even statement. The remaining
-10 per cent of the outlet's transactions
involve swapping an old set for a still
older one, with a little cash thrown in.
This part of the operation barely keeps
its head above water. It does, however,
provide a means of attacking the second
objective. For by stepping up users
of old sets to newer and better ones bv

n
m
m

J
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NEW RADIOS. LOXLRV APPLIANCE;
— That's all Le Moine Musie's mail
showroom riisplavs to men with money
I , I re« •eivers lak en iti trade are shiuite.
to a smaller shop operated by th
eompany one Idoek away

easy stages a point is frequently reached
where such prospects have enough
equity in their current radio to warrant
shunting them back to the main store
for a brand new model.
To date, the Exchange has been advertised only in the classified columns of
daily newspapers. It is close enough to
the main store to permit customers to
be shuttled readily from one to the other.
Aside from this cooperation in the interest of Bechtold business, however,
the Le Moine Music Company and the
Le Moine Radio Exchange operate as
individual stores, keeping separate
books, circularizing and servicing their
own customers.

USED SETS, NEW WASHERS —
Fhese sell best to low-income gtroup
prospects, constitute the stock of
Lc M oituvs Kadio Exrhango. Thi>
subsidiary builds buyers i« new sel
level for the main store by ste|>}un^
them up from irade-in to trade-in
*1
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SHEHOYGAN, \V1S.—A unique
method of making salesmen share the
re-sale risk has enabled the H, C.
I'range Department Store to keep its
floor clear of trade-ins.
Explains Eitel F. Meyer, radio department manager: "When a customer
lias a trade to offer the salesman does
his own appraising. The maximum he
may allow, except in those few cases
where a buyer for the trade is already
available and the new set has a substantial list, is $10. The firm offers to
pay approximately 75 per cent of any
allowance quoted up to the $10 maxi-

W i n d

f

harder

MAUSTON, W1S.—Interesting despite the fact that dealer experience undoubtedly varies from community to
community are these statistics concerning the Car! O. Onsager Tire Company's wind-charger business in 1936:
Oscar Knutson of the company reports that Onsager sold 33 units. Only
2 farmers installed their own and the
balance paid $5 to have the firm do it.
Three out of the 33 strung up lights.
The others used the chargers solely to
operate radios.
Two towers, one 55 feet high and the
other 20, were erected for customers.
Both cost the consumer $20 despite variation in size due to materials specified.
Seven service calls have been made.
Three were due to misplacement of tincharger mountings due to weather encountered during the year.
Here's the way a typical Onsager
battery set sale shapes up:
RADIO RETAILING, MAY, 1937

$ t a 1 i s 4 i «* $

Pour-lube table set
Wind-charger
Battery
Aerial
Installation

mum while the salesman must pay the
balance, if he fails to re-sell the set
lie takes in trade, this sum is deducted
from the new set commission.
"Xo used set can be placed on our
floor. They belong to our salesmen, to
sell as their own property. Purchasers
sign a sales slip reading as follows:
'1 have today purchased
of
, his personal
mere hand be, and not the merchandise of H. C. Prangc Co. It is
understood by me that this merchandise is not guaranteed in any
(Ph'iise furn to next page)

-■+

$39.95
15,96
13.25
5.00
5.00

$79.16
"Accessories", says Knutson, "sure do
things to the unit sale!"
SKYLINE SALESMEN— Two sample wind-ehargersi,
momiteil high in
the air over ihe
Carl O. Onsager
lire Company
store- sell ihemseh es

PAGE 21
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ON HIS OWN — This salesman on Prange's floor won't go wild on tradein allowances in order to sell the new set. For he must re-sell the old
radio himself or take a commission cut
(Cniiluiucd from {freocdiuij paye)
way and also that it cannot be reUirnetl for credit
(Signed)
(Address)
'This plan has been in use for more

Foil O W

I

i>

MILWAUKEE—Automobile salesmen have long since learned that when
they can induce a prospect to sit behind
the wheel of a new car and drive, the
sale is half made. People really in the
mood for merchandise can scarcely resist once they have it in their hand.

than a year and is working out well. It
keeps our salesmen from allowing too
much on trades, relieves the store of
die used set handling problem and has
not in any way injured new set business
so far as we are able to determine from
current turnover records."

N e t s

7 5

o
«

They feel that it is already theirs and
hate to part with it.
Around this principle of selling revolves the success of Max Bernstein's
Empire Radio Store. Max's place of
business is only 24 by 27 feet overall
hut it is located in a sufficiently busy
street to attract floor traffic. It is the
proprietor's opinion, however, that only
the easiest sales are made right on the
floor. Like many other dealers, he gets
names and addresses of prospects considered "hot". Unlike most others, he
sends his salesmen out to their homes
next day with the merchandise, whether

home demonstration is asked for or not.
Table models are sold in this manner
to apartment house dwellers. Salesmen
take five or six along in their cars. But
Bernstein goes even farther. His men
take out consoles on the same basis.
Admitting that one man's meat is another's poison and that the average
dealer gets it in the neck when he practices promiscuous home demonstration,
Bernstein nevertheless insists that it can
he made to pay if salesmen are properly trained. Seventy-three per cent of
his business last year came from this
source.
Most prospects are surprised that the
firm goes to the trouble of delivering
a set for demonstration just on the
chance that they will permit it to be installed. Some few refuse to admit the
salesman but most of them dislike turning the men down and, so long as the
set is already on the doorstep, permit
it to be installed.
Once in the home the radio, if it
pleases the prospect, is thought of as his
property rather than that of the dealer ■
and, like the automobile driven over a
test stretch, practically sells itself.
Hesitation and further shopping ceases
where the prospect really intended to
buy in the first place but couldn't quite
bring himself to the point of planking
down the cash.
This method of selling, admits Bernstein, is expensive if the percentage of
sales to demonstrations is low. It is
not, expensive, however, if the percentage of sales to demonstrations is high,
as it is in his case. Table model sales
are generally closed on the first visit.
Consoles usually remain for a day or
two before the contract is signed. Selling cost is higher on the latter but
still not too high in view of the extra
margin.

FIRST STEP — In Emiiire's 24 by
27-foot store a prospect shows ioleresl
in a new console

A

m. uS-

DOOR STEP — That's where the
sale is clinched next day. Max
Bernstein takes a chance, delivers
it for demonstration
PAGE 22
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"Equeifonic" sales are breaking all records!
Dealers report orders exceeding every expectation. Kadette*® new Equafonic principle that
projects sound in every direction with equal
intensity is taking the buying public by storm.
Other Equofonic features: beautiful, modernistic cabinet, hand-rubbed piano finish. Illuminated cocktail service rack, lamp socket in back
of cabinet. New 6V6 beam tube amplifier.

Advanced AC 6-tube circuit tunes standard
broadcast and European bands—-540 to 1850
kilocycles (552 to 162 meters) and 5300 to
17,500 kilocycles {56.5 to 17 meters].

CLUB MODEL
with
CELLARETTE

Push the "Equafonic" and pile up profits! Let
it boost your sales records I

$

INTERNATIONAL RADIO CORPORATION
535 Williams Street
Ann Arbor, Michigan

55

RE-TUBE WITH KADETTE
TheCream of the
Tube Market—
picked and sold
by Kadette.

rrprwin
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Legislation is coming . . . Quiet electrical appliances
are in process of design . . . But the retailer can help
himself in the meantime by erecting modern antennas,
installing filters
says
K. C. Bridges
ft . n. Tail Rndio Products. Toronto

I^VEk since radio was born we
jd have been listening in not only
on broadcasts but also to oil burners,
street cars, leaky power lines, transformers and similar electrical equipment which could scarcely classify as
"entertainment."
Dial telephones
came along later and now that shortwave receivers are with us in force
there are more varieties of noise in the
air than Mr. Heinz could ever think
of.
Automobile ignition alone is
serious on shortwaves. I know one
dealer who has lost the sale of four
expensive allwave sets on one short
street just because a bus line passes
the door.
The sorry part of this whole business is the fact, pointed out by W,
MacDonalcl in the November, 1936,
issue of Radio Retailing ("Noise is
Costing Us Money"), that mostuoiseproducing electrical equipment could
have been made noiseless at extremely
low cost at the time of manufacture.
Surely it is time something was done
about this noise problem that has cost
radio manufacturers, distributors and
dealers thousands of dollars. It is
PAGE 24

NOISE

very gratifying to note increased
activity by noise-prevention leagues
and even by individual communities.
The Canadian public has been fortunate to obtain the help of the
Dominion Government's radio branch.
The Canadian listener pays a yearh

radio license fee of $3, the greater
part of which goes for the maintenance of a large staff working constantly on this problem.
Radio interference cars, fully
equipped to track down and locate any
type of racket, are located in all the
larger centres of population. These
cars also cover the suburban and rural
districts when necessary. If a listener
thinks that his area is unduly noisy
he (or his dealer) phones the local
radio inspector. An interference car
is dispatched and the investigator listens to the radio set of the complaining customer. He then locates the
noise source and explains to the owner
of the offending apparatus just how
much disturbance and nuisance he is
creating. Instructions for quieting
the equipment are given without
charge and in nine times out of ten
the result is 100 per cent cure.
Incidentally, legislation has just
passed through the Dominion Parliament making it absolutely illegal to
own or manufacture any piece of
equipment creating radio disturbance.
The owner or operator of such equipment can he summoned to court and
lined as much as $50 per day for
every day the offending apparatus is
allowed to broadcast after its owner
has been told how to make it silent.
This law is not yet Ixdng enforced but
it soon will be.
We know that the proper way to
(Please turn to pni/r 57)

Hurkct - reduclion begins
tvith the installation—■
Tail's truck serves several
dealers.

1
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• Anyone who knows the technical side
of radio knows this: The basic difference
between radios lies in the circuit—the way
the various characteristics of coils, condensers, transformers and tubes are knit
together. In the Phantom Filter Circuit,
Arvin engineers have combined these and
other units in a way that produces better
radio reception. It is apparent when you
listen to the new Arvins alongside other
radios. Do that now—at your jobber's.

m

ARVIN PHANTOM
QUEEN Model 1247
—a lovely 12.tube
combination bookcase radio, priced at
$140.00. Has automatic tuning with
Arvin's Presto-Station-Chanper .. . and
all other modern
features. Other con.
soles and table models shown above on
impressive Arvin
Boor Display.

abe
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BETTER RADIO RECEPTION because of the Phantorn Filter Circuii—that's the dominant sales idea
in Arvin national consumer advern'sinK- Full
page aoQouncemenc in Post and Collier's coming soon- Miniature reproduction shown above.

• The Phantom Filter Circuit is a powerful sales producing feature—because it
means better radio reception. And that's
exactly what folks want in radios. That—
plus cabinet styling which appeals. Of
course, the new Arvins have every modern
radio improvement, including automatic
tuning with Arvin's Presto-Station-Changer
in the larger models. Arvin has both the
performance and the styling that makes
sales. See them. The line is "hot!" NoblittSparks Industries, Inc., Columbus, Indiana.
•
ARVIN PHANTOM
BACHELOR Model
628CS—a distinctive
chair side console,
popularly priced at
$69-95. This is one
of 19 beautiful Arvin
radios priced to sell
from $19-95 to
$160,00- Also 2 and
6-volt battery models
in console and table
cabinets. Prices
slightly higher in extreme South, Denver
and West*

on /IfwUi 'PAcms/om

(msl- Pcu/urt
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niQTDIRIITiniJ
t*1® welghmasler's shack
UlU I lllUU I lull at the Dobbin coal yard iu
the Bronx Borrv & Cortley of New York has iuslalled a microphone, amplifier and switch panel
which facilitates cominunicatlou with two •weighing
platforms and a distant loading shute

Truckdrivers hear the weigh master's
stentorian queries via this trumpetinclosed p.m. dynamic speaker slung np
on the loading house wall out of harm's
way

And truckdrivers talk back lo the weighmaster over this recess-protected microphone installed in a shallow "closet"
beneath the trumpet

s^T'' :
Final link of
CONSTRUCTION New York's
Tri-borough bridge is raised into position
133 feet above East Biver. War Department allows 6-hour maximum for job.
Doric Electric Company equips foreman
(arrow) with microphone, installs six
speakers (circled), runs 100-watt amplifier on a.c. cabled from shore. Co-ordinating directions audible lo hoist operators (tower tops), steehnen and fireboats pumping water into float on which
span was lowed into position. Time;
5hours
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niDrPTinM Royden Dt^nike (left) watches
UlliCill I lUll J. B- Crofts, executive of
Brooklyn's Abraham & Strauss department store,
pep up the personnel without stirring from his office

From this novel housing, open
at both ends, and its concealed
8-inch p.m. dynamic, flows
music with sufficient volume to
entertain employees before and
after closing hours, in the 30
by 60-ft, restroom

ik

E, Goldberg of the Polyamp
Companyy who installed the system, "rides gain1' during a
checkup.
Four channels are
available

W

m
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To Don W.
PRODUCTION Day m o n <»f
Flndlay, Ohio, goes the palm for
selling a novel installation to the
Great Lakes Sugar Refinery- Three
pictures tell the story of
use. Step
one: Sugar heels are delivered by
truck to this weigh house
RADIO RETAILING, MAY. 1937

The beets then go onto this I200-ft.
conveyor (belt not in place in photo),
travel to the small "tare** house in
the distance, 18-feet above ground,
whi %re 15 lb. samples of every load
have dirt wire-brushed off, tops
removed

Gleaned samples are weighed in the
tare house (close-up) and the percentage of weight loss microphoned
hack to the weigh house, where calculations show the net. The plant
pays on this basis. Formerly, truckdrivers passed weight slips to the tare
house at the end of a long slick
PAGE 27
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A great exclusive feature—a great
exclusive

sales

opporlunity—and

backed by the greatest advertising
and

promotion

ever

sponsored.

program

we

have

GENERAL S ELECTRIC

RADIO
APPLIANCE AND MERCHANDISE DEPARTMENT, GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
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Ihirteentti For
Annual convention precedes parts
show at Stevens; has interesting
program
WASHING T O X —The program for the
Radio Manufacturers Association's l.ttli
annual convention to be held at Chicago's
Hotel Stevens June 8 and 9, just preceding
die Radio Parts Manufacturers Nationai
Trade Show, has just been announced.
J lore's the detailed time-table:
Tuesday, June 8—10 a.m., meeting of
board of directors, president Leslie F.
Muter presiding. 10:30 a.m., meeting of
Export Committee, chairman S. T, Thompson. Meeling of Engineering Committee,
chairman W. R. G. Baker. Meeting,
Traffic Committee, vice-chairman O. J.
Davies. 12:30 p.m.. Membership luncheonmeeting in the south ballroom, includes
annual business meeting and annual reports.
2:30 p.m., Set Division's annual meeting,
chairman Arthur T, Murray. Tube Division's annual meeting, chairman B. G.
Ershine. Parts and Accessory Division
annual meeting, south ballroom, chairman
Arthur Moss.
JFednesday, June 9—10:30 a.m., Parts
and Accessory Division annual meeting

•

PRODUCTS

(continued), chairman Arthur Moss.
Amplifier and Sound Equipment Division
annual meeting, chairman Peter L. Jensen.
12:13 p.m., Credit Committee luncheon
meeting, Eastern and Western Divisions,
chairman Arthur Moss, vice-chairman
Edward Mclzger and Phil C. Lenz, Business session with NCO follows. 12:30
p.m., Luncheon meeting, new RMA Board
of Directors. Election of president and
other officers for ensuing year. 7 p.m..
Annual Membership Dinner, members and
guests, chairman A. S. Wells. Grand
Ballroom, ladies invited, dancing.

PLANS

%
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New Policy For Amer. Boscti
Increased demand for police, e*porf
and private-brand radios taxes
factory facilities, forces dropping
of trade-marked line
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.—On April 30,
the United American Bosch Corporation,
its plant facilities taxed to capacity by
orders for police, export and privatebrand radios, other divisions working under
forced draft on automotive ignition, magnetos, gas water beaters and Diesel engine
parts, discontinued production of its trade-

s

A

L

SUPREME COMMAND — In the plant at Greenwood, Mississippi, RWs
can did camera clicks while Supreme Itislriiineiils Corporation execs map
promotion plans for their new 2-ineh cathode ray tuhe oscilloscope.
(Left to right) Charles A, Carroll* secretary; //. H, ShoUvell, purchasing
agent; Donald IS, Dulweber, president; Samuel C, Milhourne, technical
service manager, and Floyd Fausett, vice-president and chief engineer
PAGE 30
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GRANDAD DAVIN—"Youngest
grandfather in the radio industry" is the claim of Jimmy
Darin, General Household Utilities. Married while extremely
young, he has both a son and
a daughter with children. Told
lo put her hand out is Mercedes
Davin Franz
marked home and automobile radio line.
From Roy Davey, sales manager of the
radio division, to more than a hundred
distributors went the following letter:
"As you well know, the efforts of United
A iinTican Boseh cover many holds. Our
company is one of the Ihroe largest producers
of fiulotnotivo battery ignition and our production of magnetos is the largest in the
world. In the Diesel engine field we supply
the majority of all the injection pumps and
noz/des which are used in this couulry. The
company's lino of general automotive products
is very broad and we are an iinportanl producer in Ibis field. The gas water heater
division has grown lo substantial proportions and this equipment is today one of the
leaders In the high grade gas appliance
market:. In all these lines the production
demands have increased substantially, during
the past year.
"In our radio division we have experienced a very large increase in our export
volume and at the same lime the volume of
our private brand business has developed to
the point where, with the increasing demand
for factory facilities from our other divisions,
we no longer have available manufacturing
space which will permit the continuation of
our own domestic trademarked production of
home and car receivers. Our withdrawal
from our own domestic trademarked production of home and car receivers permits us lo
concentrate on and to continue more aggressively our export, police and private brand
radio activities and it is because of tbis that
the decision which wo are here announcing
to you has been made.
"Because of the substantial increase in
both export and private brand lines, it becomes impossible for us to serve our distributors wilh a large enough amount of
American Bosch trademarked radio to make
the sales or" such sets profitable to our distributors and to us.
"This letter, as well as advising yon of
RADIO RETAILING, MAY, 1937

llio corporation's policy, ;ts It affects Aautrieaa Hosch doineatic trademarked radio, also
serves as a nolilication as of this date o£ tlie
Corporation's exercise of its right of can
CeHatioa of any and ail existing radio agreements with you as well as all of its wholesalers anil distributors.
"We hare in the ease of most of our distrjhutors had a long and pleasnnt relationsliip and it is with deep regret that this
radio ielationallip must be terminated."
One oi the pioneers ol the radio business,
United American Bosch has long been a
factor in police, export and private brand
fields as well as in the American marketplace for trade-marked goods. Decision to
discontinue production oi trade-marked
radios came just before Radio Retailing'^
deadline, was reached when it became obvious ihat pressure from other divisions
would make it difficult if not impossible to
serve distributors on a basis profitable to
them and to the Corporation itself.

Alter Sinks Spurs
Cuts off key retail accounls Grunow
formerly sold direct. Limifs production planning to 90-days. Se!s
up new model jury.
ClflCAGO—Over initial saddle-sores and
now firmly gripping General Household
Utility reins as director of sales, Harry
Alter . . . his brother assuming responsibility for the Grunow distributorship in the
family since 1928 . . . informs RR in an
exclusive "minute-inlerview" that be plans
definitely to eliminate "key" retail accounts
hitherto sold direct, concentrate all cotupany shipments in the hands of distributors.
"The backbone of the industry is the independent dealer", says Alter. "The depression showed that his sales have made
the real profit for the manufacturer. Why
should his goodwill be jeopardized by possible friction with key accounts that arc
om oi contact with the distributor and
likely to carry on promotions which hurt
the independent's chances?"
Further applying his distributor's viewpoint to the Grunow policies Alter states
that because he is certain the trade canSBigll

fed

i k
PARDONABLE PUFF — Pearl
Brunswick of RCA-Victor,
Chicago. Knows 4S0 dealers by
their first names, is Windy
City's only woman distributor's
saleslady
RADIO RETAILING, MAY, 1937
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RADIO TO REFRIGERATION—F. E. Under, who used to be AK's
sales manager and now occupies the chair of g.s.ni. at Gibson Electric
Refrigerator Corp., points out the line's highspots to JncE Helliuiell,
who also used to he with AK and now steps out to represent Gibson
in Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Arkansas, western Tennessee and eastern Missouri, working out of Dallas
not intelligently estimate volume more than
90-days ahead the factory will whittle down
its production schedule to this period to
avoid overloaded inventories. "Production
schedules planned over a long period arc
fine for the purchasing agent and the production department," he contends, "but not
so good for the trade."
To Grunow's long-practiced "battle" conference idea in which organization men
periodically check 100 makes of radios and
lid refrigerators, keeping a finger on the
pulse of design and merchandising policy,
Alter adds an additional fillip. He has appointed a jury of merchandising men to
pass on Grunow's own new models.
Grunow Board of Directors, hitherto unpublished, is: Charles Albcrs, W. C.
Griffith, Win. C. Grunow, Herbert Lorber.
A. G. Messick, Clare Scott, C. E.
Whitehill.
Cunningham Steps Down
Resigns as RCA Manufacturing
president but continues on Board.
Throckmorton takes over duties,
sans title
CAMDEN—R. T, Cunningham has resigned the presidency of RCA Manufacturing Company, continues as a member of its
board of directors, is retained as counsel
on production, sales and trade, relations,
G. K. Throckmorton, executive vice-president, assumes Cunningham's duties but rclains his present tillc.
Says David Sarnoff, president of the
Radio Corporation of America, of which
RCA Manufacturing is a subsidiary: "Mr.
Cunningham was appointed in 1931 to coordinate and to integrate the varied sales
and manufacturing activities oi RCA in the
fields of radio tubes and receivers, Victor
phonograph records, Photophone equipment, radio transmitters and miscellaneous
radio products. Today these activities are
consolidated in the RCA Manufacturing
Company and this company is operating on
a profitable basis. Having successfully
completed the task of integration which he

undertook, Mr. C unninghani has now requested that he be relieved of future active
responsibility."

New Name In Sound
Vocagrapti, Meek at helm, entered
amplifier arena May I
CHICAGO.—John S. Meek, who swung
a soldering iron on Thorola production
lines in the early days, wrote snappy advertising copy for concerns such as Jewell,
Operadio, Thordarson, Pioneer, Hallicrafters and Continental Carbon, more recently
resigned the post of Clough-Brengle sales
manager, is back in the radio ring as
president and general sales manager of the
newly formed Electronic Design corporation.
On the market May 1 came this firm's
line of "Vdcagraph" sound equipment and
accessories, to be merchandised through
regular jobber channels.

VOCAL FOR VOCOGRAPI1 —
Joint S. Meek, new president
and general piiIcb manager for
the new Electronic Design
Corporation
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RCA Shuffles Execs
CAMUEX—From executive vice-president
G. K. Tlirockniorton of the RCA Manufacturing Company comes the following
news of RCA Victor sales executive
changes:
Vance C. Woodcox, formerly manager of
national field activities, takes over new
supervisory sales activities under the general sales manager of package goods, H. C.
Bonfig. F. D. Wilson, former central division manager, becomes manager of national held activities.
S. D. Camper, formerly Detroit district
manager, now runs the central division,
out of Chicago. L. W. Teegarden, former
New York district manager, replaces eastern division manager John W. Griffin, resigned.
J. W. Cookc, former district manager
in Dallas, has been appointed western division manager. J. E. Francis, former western division manager, will devote his time
in a general supervisory capacity on the
west coast.
F. G. Ostman, formerly national service
manager, is the new district manager for
Dallas. E. C. Cahill becomes national service manager,
J. K, West, former Philadelphia district
manager, is now district manager for New
York. H, II. Kronen, formerly sales rep
in Boston area, becomes Philadelphia district manager.
W. H. Kelley, former sales representative in Chicago, has been appointed Balti-

jestic Steps Up
Moves fo Kenwood district, hires
Hirsch, Lyons

an

KNOWS HIS FARMERS — Mart
Huff, new advertising manager for
Winchargcr, is a specialist in the
hnsiness of writing copy designed
to interest ruralitcs

more district manager. R. A. Forbes, formerly district manager in Baltimore, is nowacting in the same capacity in Minneapolis.
H. A, Edwards, former district manager
in Minneapolis, has gone to the home office
at Camden.
N, A. Woodford, Seattle district manager, has been sent to a similar job at Detroit. E. S. Carter, former Seattle sales
rep, has been appointed district manager.

Southern Servicers Convene

YOU

SELL

A BEAUTIFUL WALNUT
CONSOLE RADIO WITH
REAL
AUTOMATIC TUNING

„ '54« tt

DALLAS—The National Radio Service
Association holds its Fifth Annual Convention here May 23, 24 and 25 at the
Hotel Baker, simultaneously staging an exhibit of radio and electronic devices.
Eighty-eight booths, many of which are
already taken, are provided and talks
scheduled are to include: "Establishing
Better Credit Standing With Your Distributor" and "Cost Accounting Methods
in the Radio Service Business."
F. H. Gable, 6821 Snider Pkora, is
chairman.

CHICAGO—To a new building at 50tb
and Rockwell, in the heart of the Kenwood
manufacturing district, goes N. L. Cohen
with his Majestic Radio & Television
Corporation. Replete with private railroad
siding, complete "daylighting", this thoroughly modern plant can turn out 2,500
receivers daily at peak, employ 1,500.
Newly appointed chief engineer is
Charles J. Hirsch, graduate of Columbia,
holder of A.B. and K.E. degrees, successively with Edison Laboratories, Fada, the
Soclete Mcchanica La Precisa in Italy's
Naples. To a«ist him is Walter Lyons,
B.S.. M.E.E. and M.S. from Toronto's
McGill, more recently with Canadian
Victor, Wells-Gardner, Emerson and
Hazeltine.
Elbow-Room For Solar
NEW YORK—Otto Paschkcs, president
of Solar Manufacturing Corporation, has
just signed his John-Henry on a lease for
an additional factory at the foot of West
23rd Street, Bayonne, will immediately
move the company's electrolytic condenser
production there. This adds 75,000 sq.ft.
to Solar's facilities.
Office remains at 499 Broadway, NewYork City.
Bigger, Better Berndt
SYRACUSE—W. E. Berndt, one of central New York's leading jobbers who
moved to bigger, better quarters May 15,
says the now layout permits more lavish
display, speeds up receiving and shipping
of merchandise.

Batteries By Appointment
PHILADELPHIA—From J. F. Kelly,
Jr., export manager for the Electric Storage Battery Company, comes word that 10
tons of Exide batteries will be used by
BBC tn broadcasting the coronation ceremonies from London.

G

COMING IUNE1
Bruntion Moves
SAN FRANCISCO—Julius Bruntion &
Sous, operator of KJBS and distributor
for Arvin, has moved to new quarters at
1470 Pine, expanding to handle mounting
sales volume.
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SCHNEFDERHAHN'S ONTHANK
— G. BP'. Ontlumk, elected to
A. A. Schnciderhahn Company's
board of directors, made treasurer and assistant general manager. Lives in Des Moines, will
help push Zenith
RADIO RETAILING, MAY. 1937
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IT costs upwards of 5% to "sell" tubes to
dealers on any of the "no investment"
finance plans. Who pays the 5% or more?
In most cases it is you—the dealer. lUnder
other policies the dealer is asked to get it
from the customer. But it comes out of the
dealer's "hide" either way.
Raytheon protects your investment because thousands of dealers know that (l)
Raytheon is the tube with great consumer
acceptance and fair list prices that insure
faster turnover... (2 ) Raytheon is the tube
that is not sold at cut prices, insuring full
profit... (3) Raytheon is the tube that needs
no apologies or explanations, due to its
long established quality.
These facts are the reasons why increasing thousands of dealers and service men
are finding Raytheon the safest and most
profitable tube investment,
ASK YOUR JOBBER
See Raytheon display Booth No. 92, Radio Parts Manufacturers*
National Trade Show, Stevens Hotel, June 10, 11, 12 and 13

420 Lexington An., New Yorfc, N. V. 445 Uke Shore Drive, Chicago, ItHnoit
55 Chapel Street N ewton, Mass.
555 Howard Street San Francisco, Cat
RAYTHEON PRODUCTION CORPORATION
415 Peach tree Street, N. L, Atlanta, Ga.
RAYTHEON IS THE MOST COMPLETE 11HE—ALL TYPES OF CLASS, OCTAL BASE, METAL, RESISTANCE AND AMATEUR TRANSMITTER TUBES
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FRONT MEN FOR FACTORIES
EMERSON—-Holman's Inc., of Sumter,
S. Carolina, headed by LI. L. Salisbury,
now has this line in central South Carolina.
Electrical Specialties, Detroit, C.
Schmidt and R. A. Wallace at the helm,
has it in south Eastern Michigan, Nashville Chair, under Ed Lindahl and A!
Mayes, gets the Nashville and centra!
Tennessee territory. Howard Bristol of
Fergus Falls, Montana, is honored, western Minnesota and eastern North Dakota.
Commonwealth Utilities, Chicago, headed
by S. E. Schulman, H. Miller and J.
Grosman, now has Emerson in northern
Illinois and Indiana. Arthur Fultner of
Memphis takes hold, E. Bowen directing,
in western Tennessee, northern Mississippi,
southeastern Missouri and southwestern
Kentucky. Philadelphia Motor, W. D.
Harris in charge, gets Allcntown, Pa.,
and vicinity.

I'1 «

FAREWELL FANFARE — Left to rifjl'l: Jose Iturbi, A. R. A, Allen,
Eugene Ormtintly. Tom Joyce (RCA-Victor snlesmanagcr), Mrs. Ormondy
anil Mayor S. Davis Wilson of Fhiladolphia

Barnstorming Three B's
Philadelphia Orchestra plays Brahms,
Beethoven, Bach in maior cities for
RCA-Victor
CAMDEX—Effective hypodermic for
record sales is the current coast-to-coast
concert swing of the famed Philadelphia
Orchestra featuring compositions by
Brahms, Beethoven and Bach for RCAVictor. Directed by Eugene Ormandy,
who will periodically relinquish his baton
to pianist-conductor Jose Iturbi, Leopold
Stokowski and Charles O'Counell, the
orchestra started and will finish its tour
with a nationwide-broadcast on ''MagicKey' time, is now barnstorming in a special 10-car Pullman.
Welcomed with open arms by record retailers spending advertising and display
tie-in money freely, the caravan has already
played Nashville, New Orleans, Memphis,
Little Rock, St. Louis, Ttilsa, Dallas, El
Paso, Los Angeles, Pasadena, San Francisco, Salt Lake, Denver, Lincoln, Des
Moines, Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Ann
Arbor, Toledo and Toronto. On tbc circuit are Montreal, Northampton and White
Plains, where the tour comes to an end
May 20-22.
Cleverly ballyhooed in advance to Kiwanis, Rotarians, by music-critic Peter
Hugh Reed, the tour has already earned
the plaudits of music-lovers. Grandstand
publicity stunt was a broadcast from the
train's baggage car. converted into a temporary studio, while the special was in
motion.

the center of a three and one-half acre
plot permitting future expansion. At 116
Main, this plant will have every modern
facility for straight-line radio receiver production. Charles S. Halpern and Philip J.
Hal pern are in full charge of operations.
Z. Benin, chief engineer, lias been installed
in a laboratory providing the last word in
experimental and design facilities.
Simultaneously with the opening of this
new plant, the management sets np extensive display and sales offices at 156
Liberty, in New Y'ork City. A complete
line will he stocked here for convenience
of metropolitan dealers and service facilities will be available. The export department will function from New York and
Lewis E. Dorfman, the company's general
sales manager, will make it his headquarters.

'
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G-E—Lee Cooper, formerly with a Philadelphia wholesale house and well known
to the Pennsylvania trade, has been
appointed radio specialist tor the Allentown, Lancaster and Williamsport areas.
Shelby York gels a similar appointment
on the West Coast, headquartering in
San Francisco.
GIRARD-HOPKINS — New agents:
Arthur H. Baier, of 2015 E. 65tli St.,
Cleveland, covering the state of Ohio;
Alvin C. Leonard, 253 Plymouth Bldg.,
Minneapolis, working in Wisconsin,
Minnesota and the Dakotas; Thco. W,
Keller, 303 Harrison St., Council Bluffs,
for the states of Iowa, Nebraska. Kansas and Missouri.
RADIOTRON—Zack Radio Supply,
San Francisco distributor, coming up fast
in the ''ham" game, now has this tube line.

S
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Whole Plant Transplanted
Hatson enters model factory in
Connecticut, opens new displaysales offices In N. Y.
NORWALK—From New York to this
city comes the Halson Radio Manulactnring Corp., into a 52,000 sq.ft. plant set in
PAGE 34

Tell Dn./Aeveo, i tAwf see mM To-t>AyTRIJTIL NOT FICTION — E. A. Tracer, Zenith's vice-president in charge
of sales, practically made his room in Chicago's Henrotin Hospital a
branch office last month 24 hours after an operation. So reports our
local newshound, picturing the situation thus
RADIO RETAILING, MAY 1937

Enter, Interstate Ass'n
New serviceman-dealer club formed
In upstate N. Y,
ELM IRA—Latest trade associatiou to
form is the Interstate Radio Association,
meeting every other week in rooms donated by the Elmira Association ot Commerce, admitting servicemen and dealers to
membership for $1 per year. Less than J
months old, already boasting 90 members
from as far away as Pennsylvania, the club
is primarily educational, hears prominent
speakers from the industry's list every
other meeting, is conducted as a school by
Professor Ralph Palmer on alternates.
Robert French is president; Joseph
Douglas, vice-president; LeRoy Argyle,
secretary; William Ozard, treasurer; Ralph
Palmer, committeeman on education, and
Harold F. Jenkins, membership committee
chairman.
Already on the club's list of speakers
have been John F, Rider; Harry Kalker
of Spraguc; Walter Jones of Sylvania;
Harry Segar of National Union ; and Professor Win. Ballard, Jr. of Cornell University. Scheduled for spring meetings are
Billie Thomas of Radiart, Tohn S. Meek.

■ ■ ■■V/*!
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DOWN IN FRONT — Russ Jintieson of Chicago's Hadolck, deep-knee
I,ends while demonstrating the latest Triumph oscillograph-wobbalalor
so that technicians from Martin's Tinker Shop (Hammond, 1ml.) can
get an uninterrupted view
ton, New Haven, Buffalo, Chicago, Milwaukee, Cleveland, Denver, Atlanta and
other cities are now being considered by
M. E, Sleeper and other Pilot executives.
Reason for sales organization expansion
according to Sleeper, is recent acquisition
if additional plant space in the company's
building at 3706 36th Street.
Patent For Sonera

Si

m

NEW YORK — The Smiora Electric
Phonograph Company's "Melody" model
armchair phonograph, offered the trade
two months ago, has proven so popular
with the trade that the company's management has deemed it desirable to obtain a
design patent on tbe style.
Available with or without a radio, for
a.c. or a.c.-d.c. operation, the unit contains
album space sufficient to accommodate
more than 100 records.
Gone With Breez
CHICAGO—Lloyd Hapfield has just joined
the Brecz-Elcctric Corp., tnanutacturer ol
"Supercharger" wind-driven chargers, and

IT'S WALL1E — Waller J.
liaunian, vet radioman formerly
with Brcmer-Tully, Crosley and
United Reproducers, who has
just become sales manager for
the Arislon Mfg. Co. of Chicago,
maker of speakers, wet and dry
electrolytic condensers

s

iMl
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will he Southwestern division manager, with
headquarters at Wichita. Lloyd was formerly with S. A, Long Electric, Zenith distributor, and General Household Utilities'
sales department.

Siiow For Bostonians
Disfribufors exhibif radio-electrical
wares at Copley Plaza June 22, 23
BOSTON—To the first floor of the Copley
Plaza Hotel 3000 dealers vitally interested
in new radio and electrical appliance lines
will trek June 22 and 2,5. The Radio
W holesaler's Club, Inc. is holding its 10th
Annual Radio Electrical Trade Show at
that time, limiting admission strictly to
dealers, their salesmen and servicemen, excluding" the public.
Continued will be the Clubs practice of
awarding a $50 door prize, according to the
show committee consisting of Thomas
Burke, chairman; Alan Steinert, Hollis
Vaughan and L. Warner, Gampbell-Fairhanks Expositions, Inc., is again handling
decoration details.
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More Reps. For Pilot
LONG ISLAND CITY, X. Y.—Long important in the export field and a factor in
the domestic market, the Pilot Radio Corporation is further intensifying its drive
fur additional distribution in this country by
expanding its domestic sales organization.
Sold for two years to franchised retailers
solely through factory representatives under a novel merchandising plan designed to
insure stability of prices, discounts and territorial protection, the line is to be further
pushed by additional personnel. Applications
from qualified sales representatives in BosRADIO RETAILING. MAY. 1937

BUSINESS-BENT FOR BEN0IX—Technician Tim Murphy, chaperoning
Bemlix Day-Had testing: cquipmenl samples, shoves off from the plant
in the first of an educational fleet trekking dealer-ward, David E. Johnsou, sales manager, and F. G* Willis (fool on runiting-board), vice
president, wish him bon voyage
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ELECTR0LUX

Any family anywhere
is a prospect for this
different refrigerator
SERVEL ELECTROLUX —the refrigerator in
which a tiny flame takes the place of all
moving parts—can be operated on virtually any
type of fuel.
For city and town homes, it runs on either
manufactured or natural gas.
.For farm and other country dwellings, it runs
on kerosene or bottled gas.
Thus, a dealer—no matter where he's located—
can make money with this different refrigerator.
Every family is a prospect. And, today, Servel
Eleetrolux is helping the dealer sell prospects
everywhere with the greatest advertising campaign in its history.
National magazine advertising is telling the
story of Servel Eleetrolux to more than 32,000,000
people a month.
Radio's greatest dramatic show—"The March
of Time'" — is broadcasting the advantages of this
different refrigeration to millions more every week.
Those exclusive advantages have been established
by Servel Eleetrolux' amazing performance record
during the past ten years. Permanent silence, lowoperating cost, lasting satisfaction—these have become bywords for the refrigerator that has no
moving parts.
1937 gives you a big opportunity. An opportunity to profit from Servel Eleetrolux' proved per-

THESE

EXCLUSIVE

• Permanent Silence
• No Moving Parts To Wear
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SELLING

W
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NOW ON THE AIR FOR SERVEL ELECTROLUX
DEALERS -"The March of Time," one of radios
most popular shows, every Thursday evening,
10'30 P.M., E.D.T., over the Columbia liroaacasting System. Sponsored by Servel, Inc.

formance, its ever-mounting popularity, and from
a really sensational advertising program.
There, are several dealer franchises still open.
Write at once for information. Servel, Inc., Servel
Eleetrolux Sales Division, Evansvi.lle,, Indiana.

POINTS

ARE

• Lasting Efficiency
• Continued Low Running Cost

YOUR

STAR

SALESMEN

• Finest Modern Beauty
• Every Worthwhile Convenience
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Big Little Set Booster
Emerson's Hast, completing trade
swing, reports interest high in concern's book, "Big Business of Small
Radio"
LITTLE ROCK—Emerson's classy and
convincing hook called "TSie Big Business
of Small Radio," produced as the company's 1937 opening campaign gun, is making dealers and distributors sit up and
take notice, reports Nate Hast, general
sales manager. Nate left New York early
in April, hit as far north as Minneapolis,
as far west as Denver and as far south as
New Orleans, found his customers up to

sS- Cl
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FROM HITHER AND YON TO ZENITH—-Newly appointed district sales
managers for Zenith; (Left to right) James II. Hickey, formerly with
A-K; J. H. Souther, formerly with Crosley; G. A. Lyons, also from A-K;
J. II. McKee ol RCA; C. II. Wilks, out of Rrunswick; Freil II. Slrayer,
from Hygrade-Sylvania and II, E. MeGreevy, from Appliance Dislrihuling
their ears in small set psychology.
"Dealers, especially in the South, are going to keep radio pressure on this summer" advises Nate. "I attribute much of
the trend toward summer radio selling to
(lie effect of our properly limed drive,"

: nimffftfr

SERVICE ANGLE —Compleiely
divorced from production is
Stromherg-Carlson's new customer service department, handling all repairs and reptacement parts. Charles E, Angle
heads it up

Show Date Set
NEW YORK—A Fall show is to be
conducted by Radio Parts Manufacturers
National Trade Show, according to K. A.
Hathaway, with the date tentatively October 3. Scene of the exhibit will probably
he the Port Authority Building and headquarters the Hotel Victoria.
Questioned concerning the reason for
planning the display downtown and headquarters in the mid-town area Hathaway
pointed out that there was no hotel which
could provide the space prohably to he required for exhibits and that the City subway provided an almost perfect door-todoor service between the two points
named.
Details are to be aunounccd at a later
date.

Winking Girl
NEW YORK-—Cleverly contrived to
stop at least the male population is Hygrade-Sylvania's latest display novelty.
Miss Sylvania, life-size dressed as a pert
bellhop in reil jacket and brass buttons,
winks wickedly as a light flashes behind
her right eye. Two actual tubes are poised
on a tray in her hand.
Paul Hesse, photographer extraordinary,
is responsible for the picture.

AUTOMATIC

TUNING

WILL MOVE INTO

m

SERVICE BY SCOOTER—L. Post
of Day & Ni^ht Auto Parts, Greenwood, Miss., delivering a Supreme
inslrumenl in a rush, thinks these
new "Molor-ScoolV will quickly
become popular in the radio
business
RADIO RETAILING, MAY, (937

Radiobar Promotion Stunt
NEW YORK—-Cleverly planned to
swell both replacement and new set business in the metropolitan market is the
Radiobar Company's current offer of
two receivers for the two best consumer
letters entitled: "Why I Am Glad I
Bought a Radiobar" and two more for
the two best betters entitled1: "Why f
Would Like to Own a Radiobar." For
the next four best letters in each classification complete sets of Radiobar glassware arc to be awarded.
Entrants must obtain blanks from
dealers.
Arcturus Addition
NEWARK—William (Bill) J. Johnston
has Joined the equipment sales division of
the Arcturus Radio Tube Company, will
headquarter at the company's branch office
at 1301 South Michigan, Chicago, contacting receiver and equipment manufacturers
in the middle west.
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PREVIEW

of

NEW

PRODUCTS

INTER-COMMUNICATORS
Several new makers, many new models, have appeared on the scene since "Radio Re+ailing"
published its original pictorial review in December,
1936

COMPACT CONTROL—This new and novel unit with a
45-dogree angle case comprises speaker, mike and switch.
An external amplifier is used. (Sound Systems, Inc., Cleveland)

HM

PRIVACY, TOO—This particular Telelalk model provides
several channels, has an external mite and phone in addition
to the usual speaker. (Webster Electric Co., Racine, Wls.)

fV

c.;;r
BEDSIDE MANNER—In the home, as well as in business, the
Transfone does a job. Its uses around the house are legion.
(Transfone Corp. of America. New York)

m

STREAMLINE STYLING—Here's the control unit of the
Bullefphone, achieving novel apearance through the use of
a popular microphone-type case plus a telephone base,
(Transducer Corp., New York)
MINIATURE SWITCHBOARD—Busy businessman can reach
anyone in the plant by flipping the proper toggle. (Conversafone Co., New York)

' -L

STEEL FOR STRENGTH—Made in steel for utility applications such as this one and in wood for offices or the home,
this unit is extremely flexible, (Operadio Mfg. Co., St.
Charles, 111.)
PAGE 38

SERVICE SIMPLIFIED—A reasonably-priced new model
produced by a long-in-business maker of inter-communicating
devices. (Dictograph Products, New York)
DAI-UfN DCTAlt Iklrz. XXAY IOT "J

ADDED FEATURES—This Eilectrocoll model Is somewhat more
elaborate than units introduced earlier, still carried in the
!lne» (United Scientific Labs., New York)

f-

|

.inn
—

FROM ANY POINT—No need to stop what you are doing
as you can speak or hear from any part of the room.
(Phllco Radio and TeL Corp., Philadelphia)

mm

b IibS
b IN

ANOTHER NEW MODEL—A Belfone hof off the production
lines in many different types. (Bell Sound Systems,
Columbus, Ohio)

APPEARANCE PLUS—AmpHcall, available for two stations
or several, is as neat and compact as any well-styled radio.
(Webster-Chicago)

:-

FLEXIBLE LINE—One of the several new Communo-P/jone
devices. (David Bogen Co., Inc., New York)

CARRIER-EYE—If the person who Is receiving wishes to
talk, the Carrier-Eye indicates this to the other station.
(American Carrier Call Corp., New York)

...

SLANTED FOR SOUND—A new design trend attracting
attention is exemplified In this unit, part of a complete line
Including types with telephone-type selector dials. (Electronic
Sound Labs., Inc., Hollywood)
RADIO RETAiLINS, MAY, 1937

STEP SAVER—Organtiations, both smali and Urge, will tind
this inter-office system an aid to quiet communicalion. Two
to sis stations. (Universal Sound Systems, Inc., Cleveland)
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Radio

Retailing

IN its June issue, Radio Retailing becomes the Radio Industry Trade Show
in Print... a "national trade exposition"
between the covers of the nation's authoritative

radio

publication .

. . the

meeting place of makers and their products, sellers and service men of the in-

ii

Announces...

colorful , . . more dramatic than ever . . . arranged for
easy-reading and ready-reference.
Figuratively speaking, the big June issue of Radio
Retailing takes its army of readers by the hand, leads
them from "floor to floor" through its "printed convention hall". . . from "booth to booth"—"exhibit to exhibit"— starting with receiving sets, going on to parts,
sound systems, testing equipment, accessories, etc.
Products are pictured .. . specifications are given in
details ... prices are quoted—even manufacturers' literature is described.

dustry . . . where the industry gets the
low-down on what's what and who's
who in radio.

New Editorial Arrangement
For this occasion Radio Retailing takes on special editorial dress and arrangement. It will be bigger ,,. more

EXTRA JUKE EDITORIAL FEATURES
Special dre» and arrangement; contents sectionatixed
by product groups
Announcement and specifications of new lines and sets
Directory of manufacturers in each classification
Standard Guide to Trade-in Values
Service trends and developments
Latest merchandising progress
Special Parts Show edition; newt and data for those
who attend at Chicago
(in addition to Radio Retailing's many regular monthly
features)

But that isn't all! There's more to the "trade exhibit in print" than this!
Guide to Trade-in Allowances
In addition to its regular features (many of them exclusive with Radio Retailing) the June issue introduces
new and vitally imporfanf e/emenfs ... data never before given the trade.
Most important of these innovations is Radio Retailing's Radio Industry Standard Guide to Trade-in
Allowances . . . giving trade-in values on all makes and
models of radio sets!
There'll be a special section devoted to this information— worth the "price of admission alone!"
June Contents Sectionalized
The entire big book will be sectionalized; products will
be classified by product groups — each group receiving special editorial background ., , historical... informative ... inspirational. The manufacturers' "exhibits"
will, where possible, be grouped to receive the benefits
of this editorial background.
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Industry

Trade

Show

print

A Great "Reserved Seat" Audience
The Radio Industry Trade Show in Print will have a
"reserved-seat" audience of 29,000 as follows:
| The big distribution to Radio Retailing's regutar
reader - audience, totalling over 21,000 (19,700
full paid).

THE ADVERTISERS' OPPORTUNITY
AH these extra features—special editorial background
. , . long-lined, useful editorial content , . , 3,000 extra
distribution of the regular issue . . ■ additional 3,000
Parts Trade Show edition — a total of 29,000 . . .
mean exceptional opportunity for the manufactureradvertiser, because he pays no "extras" for all this
extra value! There is no increase in advertising rates
for the June issue.

2 An extra distribution to 5,000 hand-picked radio
dealers and service men who do not receive Radio
Retailing regularly.
3 And for those interested in the National Radio
Parts Trade Show a speciaf show edition of 3,000
to be distributed at Chicago. Note; (available only
to advertisers whose copy is received by May 28).
Special Parts Show Edition

Remember These Dotes!
There's only one stipulation; advertising must be received on or before these closing dates;
FOR PREPRINTING IN THE SPECIAL NATIONAL
RADIO PARTS TRADE SHOW EDITION— MAY 28.
FOR RADIO RETAILING'S REGULAR JUNE ISSUE —
"THE RADIO INDUSTRY TRADE SHOW IN PRINT"
— JUNE 7.
A
For further particulars, address

The special National Radio Parts Trade Show edition
will include preprints of all advertisements in the regular
big June issue of Radio Retailing, for which copy or

Radio

Retailing

330 W. 42nd St., New York City

plates are in our hands by May 28th.
We repeat; advertisers who would avail themselves
of this extra 3,000 distribution at no extra cost only have
to reserve space, and make sure that copy is in before
that deadline — May 28th.
Extra Long-lived Usefulness
The June issue becomes the current reference medium
and sales manual of the radio industry. Its factual, historical inspirational and reference data will give it
extra long life . . . cause it to be read, referred to and
used for at least six months — probably longer.

EXTRA OPPORTUNITY FOR ADVERTISERS
Speelol and regular editorial features and sectional
grouping provide exceptional background for manufacturers' announcements — greater reader-Interest —
extra long-life of the June issue
Great "class" distribution — 29,900 copies!
21,000, (19.700 full-paid) to Radio Retailing's regular readers
5,000, to selected dealers and servicemen
3,000, distribution of special Parts Show edition,
carrying all advertising received by May 28
This extra distribution at no extra cost!
(Radio Retailing is the only A.B.C. -A.B.P. Publication
ia the radio field)

•kW
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RCA-VICTOR
RCA Mfy Co., Inc.,
Camdcn, N. J.
Models: 8SBK, 85BT, PakO-Powr.
Description; k'arm radios,
5 tubes: 530-1720 and
2100-22,000 kc.; miniinuni
battery drain by use of
class I! power system with
a special driver stage;
permanent magnet speaker; magnetite core i.f.
transformers; magnetite
tuned oscillator coils;
shortwave stations listed
on dial; avc; connections
for record player. Model
S51JT, upright table set;
85BK, console.
While both are designed
for 2-volt power supply
using air cell A, B and C
batteries, RCA-Victor has
Introduced a conversion
unit called the Pak-OPowr, that adapts the new
sets to 6-volt operation.
Prices: 85BT, $42.95; 85BI\,
$59.95; Pak-O-Powr, $10.
—Radio Retailinti. Mav
1937.

U. S. E.
United Sound Eng. Co.,
St. Paul, Minn.
Device: Amplifier..
Description: Type 20-C
comes in a heavy gauge
steel, die punched cabinet
with rounded corners, finished in smooth telephone
black. Escutcheons arc
etched aluminum.
Type 20-E has twenty
watts output using 6L6
tubes and is provided
with independent fadcrs
for two high impedance
microphones. — Radio Retailing, May, 1937.
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G. E.

ARVIN

Ceneral Electric Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

Noblitt Sparks Industries, Inc.,
Colnnil/Us, Ind.

Models: Battery radios.
Description: Silent Tuning
and Colorama Tuning
Indicator, automatically
operated by same pushbutton control; worldwide reception;
large
Alnicore speakers, sliding
rule tuning scale, automatic band indicator.
Four basic models, a
5 and a 7 tube table set
and a 5 and a 7 tube console, all equipped for 2volt air cell operation. By
addition of GE Power
adapter each can quickly
be converted for 6 v. operation. — Radio Retailing,
May, 1937.

Model: 9A auto radio.
Description: 6 tubes; 5 In.,
in-the-set speaker; metal
case finished in taupe morocco; for use with any
of 47 matching panel or
universal controls.
Price: $29.95, regardless of
control selected, — Radio
Relailiiw. May. 1937.
CROSLEY
Crosley Radio Corp.,
Cincinnati, Ohio
Models: Refrigerators with
built-in radio.
Description; Choice of several models; five tube snperhet radio is mounted
in top of refrigerator; refrigerators are so constructed that the tops
equipped with radios and
those without are instantly interchangeable;
chromium dial frame and
knobs to match hardware;
radio is in no way connected with the operation
of the refrigerator.—Radio
Retailing, May, 1937.

LIFETIME
lifetime Corp., J010 Madison
Are., Toledo, Ohio
Device: Trumpet units.
Description: Electro - dynamic ami permanent
magnet speaker units;
new diaphragm and bead
assembly is interchangeable on any Lifetime
unit; by keeping an extra
head assembly on band
quick diaphragm replacements can be made in
emergencies.
Prices; P.M. unit, $45,
clcctro-dynainic, $55; extra head assembly, $30;
diaphragm, $10. — Radio
Retailmg, May, 1937.

ICA
Insuline Corp. of America, 25
Park PL, New York, N. Y.
Device: Steel cabinets.
Description; Black crystallized-finishcd steel cabinets in knock-down form
for easy assembly; seven
sizes ranging from 9x5x6
in. to 18x12x9,—Radio Retailing. May, 1937.

%
STANCOR

&

WEBSTER ELEC. CO.
IVebster Electric Co.,
Racine, Wis.
Device: Magnetic pick-up.
Description: Critically
damped armature which
eliminates resonance
peaks and transient response; hearing and arm
design coordinated to
maintain
compensated
bass response and smooth
tracking; inherently light
construction which eliminates need for counter
balancing and dertimental
inertia effect; both vertical and lateral stops,
Price: $8.—Radio Retailing,
May, 1937.

Standard Transformer Corp.,
S50 Blacthaiek St.,
Chicago, III.
Device: Auto-radio test
pack.
Description: Source of direct
current for demonstrating
auto-radios and accessories
under actual service conditions; also serves as a
precision source of Sowvoltage current for testing
auto sets aud siarts; protected with a cire.uit
breaker in the primary,
equipped with accurately
calibrated meter; special
surge suppressor; electrostatically shielded.
Three models: Junior
suitable for operating one
average auto-radio; Standard, 2 sets; DeLuxc, 4 sets.
Latter has Hi-Lo switch
and continually variable
voltage control.—Radio
Retailing, May, 1937.

BRACH
L. S. Brack Mfg. Corp., 55
Dicker son St., Ncisiark, .N J.
Device; Store demonstration
antenna system.
Description: Provides simultaneous reception for several receivers; designed
for noise reduction and all
wave lengths.—Radio Retailing, May, 1937.
RADIO RETAILING, MAY. 1937

heavy duty operation; suitable for all p.a. applications requiring more than
30 w'atts power; sturdily
built with all parts inclosed. — Radio Retailing.
May, 1937.

-N

WAfCO

FREED-EISEMANN
Freed Mfg. Co., Inc., 44- IF',
13th St., New York, N, Y.
WESTON
ll'fston Electrical Instrument
Corp., Newark, N. J.
Device: 773 tube checker.
Description: Unusual operating flexibility; designed
as a "matched companion
unit" for the 772; 772 and
773 may be purchased in a
single combination; features "anti-obsolescence"
circuit and switching system; 4-1 in. ntetcr; total
emission tests are made
on a specific load basis;
has
"noise-test" jack,
where headphones or amplifying unit may be
plugged, to check on possible spuUerlng, frying or
other tube noise in any or
all electrode circuits; hotcathode leakage test provided: direct reading line-

Model: 26 portable.
Description: 6 tubes, superh e t,
ac-dc,
dynamic
speaker,
self - contained
aerial, illuminated dial.
Available in black or
brown fabrikoid or blue,
green, red or brown
striped airplane cloth.
Price; $29.93,—Radio Retailing, May, 1937.
:

mr

it
GOLD

Arlston Mfg. Co., 4049 W.
Divcrsey Ave., Chicago, III.

7- *

voltage reading can be
made through a toggle
switch at any time tube
is under test.
Counter model has rotator-type reference index
which brings tube-test
data instantly into view
beneath glass - covered
opening; Operating controls and trim on panel
stand out in brilliant red
and chromium against
glossy black background.
—Radio Retailing, May,
1937.
ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC
Eleetro~Acaustic Products Co.,
Ft. IVayne, Ind.
Device; 30 watt beam power
stage.
Description: Class A power
amplifier; designed for
RADIO RETAILING. MAY, 1937

CROWN"

HEAVY

ARISTON
•x

.A

Model: P.M. speaker.
Description; Comes in two
pieces; if cone becomes
damaged it can be replaced without returning
entire unit to factory;
closed magnet circuit is
maintained and does not
need to be returned to factory to be re-magnetized;
3, 6 and 8 in. sixes.—Radio
Retailing, May, 1937.
'M
life

POWER
PLANT
For farm, home, camp or wherever "city" electricity is
unavailable "PINCO" Gold Crown gasoline enginedriven light and power plants have no equal. These heavy
duty, sturdily built, large capacity power plants will provide ample power for city lighting, washing machines,
electric tools and appliances, etc., for only a few cents
per day. Available as follows: 32 to MO volts D, C., 600
to 1500 watts. Push button starting. Also NO volts A. C„
600 to I 500 watts, 60 cycles—affording electric lighting
without a flicker. Gold Crown plants will give years oF
dependable, uninterrupted service. Prices from $149.50
up, f. o. b.t Chicago. Mail coupon for complete
information.

■3KA

TELETOUCH
Tclelouch Corp., 37 IV. 54t/i
St., New York, N. Y.
Device: Burglar alarm.
Description: A "package"
burglar alarm for homes
and businesses; no separate-mounted light source
required; complete in a
single unit: installed in 30
seconds.—Radio Retailing,
May, 1937.

DUTY

CONVERTERS
For converting 6. 12, 32, 110 or 220
volts D. C. to MO or 220 volts
A. C. Capacities up to 1000
watts output, 50/60 cycles. For
public address systems, Neon
signs, radios, etc. With or without
filter.

"BABY JUMBOPOWER PLANT
A light weight, portable,
economical power plant
for lighting, radios, battery charging and operation of home and farm
electric tools and appliances. Push button
starter, ammeter, ,lV"
belt pultey, cut-out relay,
etc. Price $49.95 list,
f. o. b., Chicago.

DYNAMOTORS
A dependable power supply for
police, air craft and marine radio
service and sound systems. 135 to
1000 volts D. C, output. 6, 12.
and 32 volt input. Various capacities. Compact and light weight.

PIONEER GEN-E-MOTOR CORPORATION
Dept. No. R-IEE, 466 West Superior Street, Chicago, Illinois.
Please send complete information on:
□ "Gold Crown" O'^aby Jumbo" Q Converters □ Oynamotors
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
MAIL
COUPON
NOW!
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DU MONT
Ihi Mont Laboratories, Inc.,
Upper Montclair, N, J.
Devices: 3-in. oscillograph;
cathode ray tube.
Description: Oscillograph—■
designed especially to be
used in conjunction with
any standard frequency
modulator and oscillator
or with any of the new
designs of frequency modulated oscillators; employs 1 >11 Mont type 34XI i 3 in. cathode ray
tube; amplified sweep
with a frequency range
which allows observation
of a single wave from
15-30,000 cycles per second.
24-XTI 2-in. cathode
ray tube is of the high
vacuum type with four
electrostatic
deflection
plates,
two
common,
mounted in a glass envelope having a full 2-in,
fluorescent screen.
Prices: oscillograph, $54.50;
tube, $7.50.—Radio RetaUing. May, 1937.

ACRO
Acru Tool & Die Works, 1401
Wilson Ave., Chicago, 111.
Device; Chassis cradle.
Description: Holds chassis
in any position; special
mechanical clamps hold
chassis in vise-like grip;
frees both hands for work;
may lie used to display
chassis; made of steel.
Price: $4.85.— Radio Retailing, May, 1937.
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UTAH

BRUNO

Utah Radio Producls Co.,
Orleans St., Chicago, JU,

Uruno Laboratories, Inc., 20
W. 22nd St., New York, N. Y.

Device: P. M. speaker.
Description:
Thirty-four
models with cone diameters ranging from 5 to 14
in., employing magnets
weighing from 5 to 46
ounces and witli output
capacities as high as 30
watts. A new type molecular structure in the
magnet greatly lengthens
magnetic life, the statement reads. — Radio Retailing, May, 1937.

Model: Velotron microphones.
Description: Model SP,
output, —S3 db.; measures
only 2x2.}xJ in. and)
weighs, with 3-ft, cable,.
5 oz.
Model VVS is an improved Velotron enclosed'
in a die cast case; by an
ingenious application of
directional "tins" the angle
of pickup at the front of
the microphone has been
w i d c n e d considerably
while that of the rear has
been reduced.
Prices: SP. $13.50; WS,
$31. — Radio Retailing,
May, 1937.

TOBE
Tube Deulschmann Corp.,
Canton, Mass,
Model: Door hinge auto
antenna; condenser.
Description; Tapered door
hinge antenna 40 in, long
constructed of a special
heat-treated and tempered
steel finished in black
enamel with a dash of
red; easily mounted; of
the type used on Tohe interference Survey cars for
several years.
Tohe also offers a blue
ribbon Micrauol transmitting condenser, processed
in oil and designed to
operate at 2,000 vohs
continuously; while essentially designed for amateur
and
commercial
transmitting work, it is
ideal for use in p.a. and
amplifier systems. — Radio
Retailing, May, 1937.

SIMPSON
Simpson Electric Co., 5216 W.
Kinzie St., Chicago, 111,
Devices: Set tester; panel
instrument.
Description; At 20,000 ohms
per volt the set tester has
full scale vollage readings
of 2.5, 10, 50, 250 and 1,000
for d.c, and the same a.c.
ranges at 1,000 ohms per
volt. Readings as low as
1 microampere and up to
500 millianipercs are available. A 25 amp. range for
checking the current draw
of auto radio is also included. Resistance readings range up to 40
megohms and tests as low
as i ohm can Ik^ made accurately.
Panel instruments with
bridge type construction
and short iron pole pieces
are also announced in the
low-price range, increased
initial accuracy and lasting
accuracy arc claimed for
this construction.—Radio
Retailing, May, 1937.

RCA VICTOR
RCA Mfg. Co., CamUen, N. J.
Models: Record players.
Description: R-93-A, efficient motor Insuring more
constant speed of the
turntable; improved pickup arm; quieter operation.
Model R-93-2, de luxe
model; completely new
mechanism; both 10 and
13-ln. records may be
played with the lid closed;
automatic starting of the
turntable and bass compensation.
Prices: R-93-A, $18.50; R93-2, $28.95.—Radio Retailing, May, 1937,

OXFORD TARTAK
Oxford Tartak Radio Corp.,
925 West Van Buren St.,
Chicago, 111.
Model: Permanent magnet
speakers.
Description: Range in siztfrom 3 to 14 in, in diameter.
In addition there is a
trumpet type permanent
magnet speaker with fi-in.
cone housing for use with
an exponential horn and
a new spun aluminum exponential horn, model XA22 is also offered for use in
connection with the Permag trumpet or standard
dynamic trumpet.—Radio
Retailing, May, 1937.
JACOBS
Charles F. Jacobs,
270 Lafayette St.,
New York, N. Y.
Device: Antenna spreader.
Description; Made in both
5 and 7-in. diani. sizes;
aluminum; facilitates erection of cage antenna or
counterpoise.
"Lead-in"
antenna
spreaders, 2S- in. in diameter, also made.—Radio Retailing, May, 1937,
RADIO RETAILING, MAY, 193?

TRIUMPH

' --

Triumph Mfg. Co., 4017 IV.
Lake St., Chicago, III.
Device: A-B-C battery tester.
Description; Voltage tests
are made under loads
comparable to normal operating conditions; ranges
for 3 and 4J v, A batteries,
tests made at i amp; C
and B batteries tested at
20 m.a. loads.—Radio Retailing, May, 1937.

WEBSTER-CHICAGO
IVebster Co., 5622 Bloomingdale Ave,, Chicago, 111.
Model: Sound system.
Description; 30-watt, allpurpose, may be used on
either 110 volt a.c. or 6volt d.c., changeover by
means of plug-in type
power pack; complete
system consists of 30watt amplifier with phono
graph turntable, an integral part of the amplifier
housing, new type crystal
microphone
and
two
heavy duty permanent
magnet speakers.—Radio
Retailing, May, 1937.

TOPSTREEM
Automotive Radio Products
Co., 1208 LaSalh Ave.,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Device: Auto aerial.
Description; Finished in
chrome with black and
chrome fittings; fits all
models; installed with
specially prepared cement
and rubber vacuum cups;
"V" type design.
Price: $5.50.—Radio Retailing, May, 1937.
RADIO RETAILING, MAY, 1937
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ELAMCO
Electric Amplfiier Corp.,
135 IV. 25th St.,
Neva York, N. Y.
Device; Series B amplifiers.
Description: Two high gain
channels are provided for
crystal, sound cell, high
impedance velocity and
dynamic
microphones,
these channels may he
mixed and volume controlled in each; four low
gain channels are provided for magnetic and
crystal phonograph pickups, radio tuners, remote
lines, preamplifier outputs, etc.; built-in transformer with multiple output impedance of 4, 8, 15
and 500 ohms; tubes are
mounted horizontally in a
separate well-ventilated
compartment at the top,
available in standard,
portable and rack-panel
forms. Four models.
Prices; $87.50 — $117.50. —
Radio Retailing, May, 1937.

HALLDORSON
Halldnrsnn Co., 4500 Ravensovood Ave., Chicago, III.
Device; Vari-Volt transformer.
Description: For the service man to use at his
bench to adjust line voltage for any requirement;
supplies voltages from 0256 volts in 2-voll steps or
from 0-128 volts in 1-volt
steps. Power output, 250
watts maximum. — Radio
Retailing, May, 1937.
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New VOCAGRAPH Sound Systems
Combine—
Startling Performance
HUSHED POWER"
lowest Cost
—one «>f many exclusive
VOCAGRAPH1 features
Here at last is the answer to
<4
your sound problems! Qualliushed Power' — provides
more usable watts from the
ity performance at a new low
same rated power output—
cost.
thus £ivm£ you more sound
per dollar invested.
You ask how it is done, for
" Ilushed Power" —porformNONE HAVE DARED to take
a nee is secured by new cirsuch a revolutionary step.
cuit design and balancing,
Only VOCAGRAPH, with the
stage ^ain to ftive greater
output with fewer tubes.
advantages of "Hushed
These tubes are operated at
Power" design and modern
lower ratings, thus reducing
production methods, can afnoise and overload.1
ford to oiler so much perform"IIushed Power' —results
are not guesswork. Every
ance per sound dollar.
VOCAt; R APli amplifier
The new VOCAGRAPH line
must pass tests for siain, output, and wave-form on the
has been designed today—for
beat-note audio oscillator,
today's needs—eliminating
power level indicator, cathtime-worn engineering and
ode-ray oscillograph, and
(peneral Radio's finest waveproduction handicaps.
analyzer.
The complete line contains
Series 40 Line—offers these
over twenty models in sepadditional features; Built-in
monitor speaker; Dual tone
arate chassis, semi-portable
controls; All plu£-in conand fully portable systems.
nectors; Illuminated control
panel; and modern streamWrite today for your copy of
lining. Write for full dethe new engineering bulletin,
scription.
"NONE HAVE DARED," and
the
complete VOCAGRAPH
1
Distributors Franchise
catalog.
A proposition offering 100% complete protection on a line of sales
compelling merit is available in
Write or wire TODAY
certain distributing centers. If
interested, write at once.
for full information
ELECTRONIC DESIGN CORPORATION
162-A N. May St., Chicago, U. S. A.
ocagraph Sound
Send at once new VOCAGRAPH
engineering bulletins, complete
catalog, and dealer net prices.

Systems
Clip Cind
am • b t j
Mail TOuOy

v
.Name

Address
City

—-

State
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-
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TELECHRON

HIGH

tVarren Telechron Co.,
Ashland, Mass.

FIDELITY
is the trend

AR 43—575.00

BR 2S—$37.50

• Brush sound cell construction
is a "natural" for high fidelity.
Faithful response over a wide
frequency range is an inherent
feature.
•
• When Brush microphones are
rated as being flat in response,
for a given frequency range,
they ARE FLAT—No mechanical
or electrical compensation is
necessary.
•
• These facts have been realized
and hundreds of sound cell
mikes are being used for sound
level analysis and calibration
purposes—-Plus the thousands in
"P. A." and broadcast applications.
Technfcai Data on Request

AMPERITE
Amperilc Corp., 561 Broadivay, New York, N. Y.
Model: Desk stand.
Description; Radical departure from standard design; microphone may be
rotated in practically any
position; leaf spring suspension acts as shock absorber. A name plate is
available with any number of letters up to 10.
Price: $4; nameplate $2.—
Radio RctaiUng, May, 1937.

UNITED TRANSFORMER
United Transformer Corp.,
72 Spring St., New York, N, Y,

N

Models: Amplifiers.
Description: In one model
four 2SLC's are used in
push-pull parallel to provide 8 watts output at 115
volts line; three stages are

The deadly
-J

enemy of
"man-made"
static
f

• A. A. 8c K. lli'i'iiBfd, linijlacablu foe uf nul nance
anises caused by electrical
apultarices near the radio
=et. So. 14, IIUiHtraled,
M ■lists
ai S6.75.
Other units
at various prices. In any location.
NOISK-MASTKH
prOFes eflccti»e od broadcast as well as short ware hands.
Send for complete inroraiation.
CORNISH WIRE CO., Int. • 30 Church St., N. Y. Cilj
High-Powered for PA work outdoors.
for indoor musical
High Quality
reproduction
U.S.E. Type GO-C Amplifter
60 Watts Output. Three Mikes. Electric-Eye Monitors.
TTemerulous power ouioul for large inslalhwinos or trenvendoiis reserve power to eliminate "Peakdisttirrion" on music,
U.S.E's new 16 page cat a log lists l.omjiicte Sound Systems for every application from a night club to
a foot hall stadium.
Write for #107 catalog
and proposition,
UNITED SOUND
ENGINEERING CO.
i\//rnt(/Qcturers of FAcclronic
Hquivmont
2241 University Ave.
St. Paul, Minn.
Incensed by arrangement
with K.It.IM. under patents owned and controlled
by A. T. & T. and
Western Electric Co. Inc.
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The BRUSH
Development Co.
3314 PERKINS AVENUE,
CLEVELAND, OHIO

N I4-I ;
-!®> I
I

Model: Globetrotter clock.
Description:
Round the
world clock; the bands
tell the time in any particuiar jione while the revolving outside numeral
disc of 24 hours divided
into dark for p.m. and
light for a.m. shows at a
glance the time in all sections of the world.
Price: 7.50.—Radio Retailing,
May, 1937.

A

used providing a total of
85 db. gain; the audio unit
is a single chassis and
will operate directly on
d.c, line; another chassis
is used for the power supply.
Model PAK-S uses a
6V6 beam power tube,
15 watts of power obtained through the use of
three stages, providing
SS db. gain.
A high power amplifier
for p.a. service uses four
6L6'3 in the output stage,
provides 70 watts self-bias
or 110 watts fixed bias. A
total of four stages are
used to obtain 110 db.
gain. May also be obtained for amateur service
with a UTC Varimatcli
modulation transformer,—
Radio
Retailing, Mav,
1937.

TRANSDUCER
. Transducer Corporation,
30 Rockefeller Plaza,
New York City
Model; Bullet microphone
in colors.
Description: Xow available
in red and ivory as well
as black, or any combination of black, red and
ivory. These combinations are made up by using one color for the rear
section of the housing,
with contrasting color for
the front section.
Prices: Red or ivory, ^27,
black, $24,50,—Radio Retailing, May, 1937.

BENDIX DAYRAD
Bendix-Produtts Corp.,
South Bend, Ind.
Device: Cathode ray oscillograph.
Description: Built in sweep
circuit; built-in amplifiers
to adjust for the sensitivity of set; measures for
peak voltage a.c. with or
without amplifiers; measures audio quality in audio
amplifiers:
frequency
measurements by use of
Lissejou figures; study of
transient and recurrent
wave forms; tests audio
radio vibrators.
Price: $85.—Radio Retailing,
May, 1937.
RADIO RETAILING. MAY, 1937

M1CAMOLD
Micamold Products Corp.,
WS7 Flushing Awe.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Device: Wet electrolytic
condenser.
Description: New design of
the anode structure so
that the current has the
shortest average path
from the can to all points
on the anode surface;
elimination of the hard
rubber liner not only
further reduces the power
factor, it is stated, but
eliminates a material that
often contains sulphides
which cause anode corrosion. — Radio Retailing,
May, 1937.

CROSLEY

ter, neon leakage tests,
makes all tests hot, all
lubes.
Model TV same as TM
but with analyzer scales
as follows; Bypass condensers, .01 to 3 mf.;
ohms {shunt scale) 0 to
10M; (series scale) 0-15
megohms; volts d.c., 0 to
30-300-900 at 5000 ohms
per volt; microamperes
0-300; miliiamperes 0 to
3-30-300-600; amperes 0-9.
Model VO, a.c.-d.c. voltohm - milliammeter; 0-330-300-900 volts a.c. and
d.c. at 5000 ohms per volt;
0-300 microamperes d.c.;
0-3-30-300-600 milliamps
d.c,; 0-10,000 ohms shunt
scale; 0-7.5 megohms
series scale with self-contained battery.
Prices; TM, $18,95; TV,
S27,95; VO, $19.95. —
Radio Retailing, May, 1937.
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14-26 Won PORTABLE P. A, UNIT MODEL 117

'U
m

2 Heavy Duty Speakers . . . Veletron Microphone
with Banquet Stand . . . electronically mixes two
microphones and phonograph ... all coming
complete in a three piece SINGLE carrying case
. . . compact, easy to carry , . . beautiful.

Crosley Radio Corp.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Model: Roamio Fiver.
Description: Chassis is essentially the same as that
used in new Crosley
Fiver; one piece construction; mounts under instrument panel; tits in behind the dash; large illuminated dial; a.v.c.; five
octal base tubes.
Price: $19.99.—Radio Retailing, May, 1937.

■;% n

MILLER
J. IF. Miller Co., 5917 S. Main
St., Los Angeles, Calif.
Device: Universal power
line filter.
Description: As name implies it may be used for
any filter application by
simply making the correct
internal connections; four
sizes rated at 5, 10, 20,
and 30 amp.—Radio Retailing, May, 1937.

Model 124-W
22-40 Wott Portable Unil
Price compteLe with Model
S22-P Amplifier, crystal microphone with floor stand, 2 speakers compactly mounted in
leatherette covered Siogoo
carrying case
Amplifier alone with $01)00
tubes
-■■

: ■' .WIT
m jjil

THE PRICED RIGHT LINE ... THE LIBERAL
DISCOUNT LINE...THE 1937 PROFIT LINE!
Address Dept. R5R for Nev/ 1937 Illustrated Catalog

MILLION
Mil/inn Radio & Tel. Labs.
361 W. Superior St.,
Chicago, III,
Models; Testers.
Description: Model TM,
tube tester, good-bad meRADIO RETAILING, MAY, (937

Something of Unusual Interest Awaits You At Our
Booth 94 ... and Demonstration Room 505
AT THE PARTS CONVENTION

Epiphone, Inc., 142 IF. J4th St.,
News York, N. Y.
Device; Microphone.
Description: Finger-tip control, permitting use with
anj' guitar amplifier; bullet - shaped; 3 - section
stand; available In various impedances to match
any amplifier or p.a. system; available in Chinese
red or ivory or combinations of both.
Price; $45; S48 in color.—
Radio Retailing, May, 1937,

(Standard jobbers' and dealers' discounts on above)

The Most COMPLETE line of Intercommunicating Systems, P. A.
EQUIPMENT, P. A, SPEAKERS and RADIO REPLACEMENT
SPEAKERS THE MARKET AFFORDS, EASY TIME PAYMENT PLAN.

ELECTAR

<8

• The buy of all Portable Units
... an outstanding value, a bargain if there ever was one. The
HIGHEST powered quality unit
you can obtain anywhere at SO
LOW A PRICE, this is THE
Unit you can't go wrong on.
PRICE — complete $11700
with tubes ....
Amplifier alone, with
$49°°
tubes
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WRIGHT-DECOSTER
IVright-DeCoster, Inc., St.
Paul, Minn.

*
* f , Ml

RADIO RECEIVER
Radio Transceiver Labs.,
8627—115th St.,
Richmond Hill, N. Y.

2 - V O L T
6 - V O L T
GLASS JAR
BATTERIES
FOR RADIO
AND LIGHTS
for
Farm Homes
Summer Cottages
Camp Trailers
Freight Trailers
Boats and Yachts
Tenders
Filling Stations
Garages
Stores

THE COMPLETE LINE
for every RADIO and
LIGHT Requirement
People who live away from
"Power Lines" have confidence in Globe Balleries and
know of them because of
years of national advertising.
The new Globe radio and
light batteries also offer dealers an unusual opportunity to
build a lasting and profitable
farm battery business. There is a Globe high efficiency
battery to meet every power and light requirement—
and farmers are spending more money for new equipment this year • . . Get your share of it!
In handling the Globe Line—with its 8 factories and
B warehouses from coast to coast — you are also assured of immediate deliveries and good service. Get
the Globe proposition! Mail coupon for Bulletin 87-A.
GLOBE-UNION INC., Milwaukee, Wis.
No. 35 —6-VoIl Radio "A" Battery.

^

Model: Type HFM mobile
crystal control.
Description: For 5 and 10
meters; designed to use
a single quartz crystal 6L6
tube oscillator; a pushpull tuned grid circuit is
employed in order to excite fully the 6N7 tube
doublcr. A 6CS and a (5L6
are employed to 100%
plate modulate the doubler stage. Standard input is for a single button
microphone.
The entire transmitter
is housed in a steel cabinet, 8ixl2x6i in. ISO M.A.
at 300 volts and 6.3 volts
at 2.9 amps, are required
from tbe power supply.
Price: $45 net, f.o.b. New
York, including coils for
tbe four bauds; lililey
LD2 mounted crystal
within S kc., $4.80; tubes
$4.26. ■—Radio
Retailmg,
May, 1937.

Allied Radio Corp., 833 W.
Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Ill-

CLAROSTAT
Claroslat Mfg. Co., Inc.,
285 N. 6th St.,
Brooklyn, N, Y.

No. 25-2-Volt Etadio "A" Battery.
GLOBE-UNION INC., Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Rush Bulletin 37-A and lull details
about Globe radio and light batteries.
Firm Name..
Street
City and State
—Individual
RR-3
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lowed to come through
freely; single stud or base
mounting.
Model 596 incorporates
the No. 482 5-in. Nokoil
reproducer in an attractive steel cabinet; permanent magnet type; made
especially for use as an
extra or remote speaker;
finished in black crystalline but may be had in
any color at a small extra
charge. — Radio Retailing,
May, 1937.

KNIGHT

—

Glass Jar Cell
with Ball-type
indicator,

Model: Speakers.
Description: Model 1136
auto speaker — combination of a new cabinet and
the 980 Nokoil permanent
magnet reproducer; the
screen covering the grille
opening is dusted with a
velvet fibre giving a velvet finished effect so that
no grille cloth is necessary and the sound is al-

Device: Attenuator.
Description: Handles considerable power with low
insertion loss; safely dissipates 25 watts of power
continuously, regardless of
setting, and has a minimum insertion loss of 1.3
decibels, the statement
reads. Standard surge or
input impedances available arc 8, IS, 50, 200, 230
and 500 ohms.—-Radio Retailing, May, 1937,

Model: 11.
Description; Automatic dialing; 16-560 meters; giant
color band dial; metal
tubes;
12-in. speaker;
a.f.c,, a.v.c.; intcr-ststion
noise silencer; r.f. preelection,—Radio Relaiiing,
May, 1937.

m
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REMLER
Render Co., Ltd.,
19th at Bryant,
San Francisco, Calif.

-I
OHMITE
Ohmite Mfg. Co., 4835 JV.
Flournoy St., Chicago, 111.
Device: 1 kw Rheostat.
Description: Power rheostat; 12 in. in diameter;
capable of controlling
many types of loads formerly believed to require
the button contact type of
rheostat; constructed of
metal and ceramic materials.—if orfit? Retailing,
May. 1937.

Model: Scottie radio.
Description: Entirely redesigned chassis; three
models, all in same cabinet—Model 46, 5 metal
tubes, police calls; 47, 5
metal tubes, avc, 5401715 kc. and S.4-10.S inc.;
also an ac-dc model with
6 metal tubes.
Bakelite cabinet may be
had in ivory, onyx or in
black with ivory ornamentation.—Radio Retailing. May, 1937.
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GAS-O-LECTRIC
POWER

NOW

...

PLANTS

an All

Purpose

A.C. and D.C. Power Plant
%

4

RADOLEK

PHILCO

Ra'dolek Co., 601 W. Randolph
St., Chicago, III.

Philco Radio & Television
Corp., Philadelphia, Pa.

Device: 8 watt amplifier.
Description; High gain, high
fidelity amplifier; design
permits use of crystal,
velocity, dynamic and single and double button
mikes; phono input for
high impedance pickup;
field current for one 1000
ohm speaker.—Radio Retailing, May, 1937.

Model; Police auto radios.
Description; Two models—
821 PV, a variable frequency set and 821 P
which is a fixed frequency
receiver equipped with a
scaled precision quartz
crystal; range 1550-3600
ike. Both are equipped
with new high flux, permanent dynamic speaker,
and improved Q circuit.
-—Radio Retailing, May,
1937.

The new combina+ion A. C. and D. C. RED
TOP lighf and power plant is by far the most
practical unit yet developed for farm, home,
trailer, boat, etc. In one plant—both I iO-V
A. C. 300 watts for lighting, household appliances, small electric tools, etc.; and up to 325
watts D. C. for charging 6, 12, and 32-volt
batteries. RED TOP power plants for D.C.
only, 175 watts for charging 6 or I 2 volt batteries, as low as $54.50. All have push button
starter.
INSURING YOUR PROFITS
RED TOPS have "what it takes" to insure big profits: I. Priced
right for volume sales, 2, Outstanding design and construction
features, 3. A full line to meet every purpose (plants from 100 to
2000 watts A. C. or D. C.), 4. Complete sales and merchandising
helps, 5, Attractive discounts, 6. Sold only through established
dealers and jobbers,
MAIL COUPON FOR DETAILS
PIONEER GEN-E-MOTOR CORPORATION, Chicago. IlllnoU
Manufacturer of "PINCO"' Products
LIST
$9850
FACTORY

FOR
A.C. - D.C.
ERIE
Erie Resistor Corp.,
Erie, Pa.

GIRARD-HOPKINS
Glrard-Hopkitts, 1437 23rd
Ave., Oakland, Calif.
Device; Paper filter condensers.
Description: New series in
full capacities of 1, 2, 4
mfd. and in 600, 800 and
1000 working voils. Rectangular shaped containers
in cardboard and aluminum with mounting provisions.—Radio Retailing,
May, 1937.
RADIO RETAILING, MAY, 1937

Device; Insulated resistors.
Description; J and 4 watt
sizes; known as "ceramicscalcd" as they are completely covered with a
preformed ceramic case
and sealed at the ends with
a high-dielectric ceramic
Cement which bonds itself
to the insulating case, the
tinried - copper
terminal
wires and to the brass
cap covering the end of
the solid molded carbon
resistance
pins.
Will
withstand as high as
3,000 volts a.c. without insulation breakdown: all
resistance values from a
few ohms to several megohms.— Radio Retailing,
May, 1937.

RE0 T0P
O IN

/

19311

THE COMPLETE EXCLUSIVE DEALER-JOBBER LINE
PIONEER GEN-E-MOTOR CORPORATION
Dept. No. R-IE, 466 West Superior Street, Chicago, Illinois.
Please send me complete information on the new RED TOP Gas-OLectric Plants.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
MAIL

STATE
COUPON

NOW!
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HICKOK
SINCE 1914 . . THE GREATEST NAME
IN THE MUSIC REPRODUCING WORLD

Hickok Electrical Instrument
Co., Cle-veland, Ohio

TMt INSYRuntMT O' QUAlfTY
r

r

1

ATLAS
The TOPS
in faithful
phonograph and radio
reproduction

U. S. Design Patent No. 104,324
She 27" W. x 23" H. x 15" D.
7"
Check These Features
it is an exquisite arm cliair
model —a furniture piece suitaide for the finest of homes,
available in walnut, mahogany
or maple.
It is a perfcded electric pho% nograph
outstanding lor fidelity
reproduction, with volume and
tone
eomiJensation
— adjustable
lor the small room
or the
large hall.
Itoneprovides
space
for
more
than
hundtrd records.
The combination houses a
splendid superheterodyne radio,
featuring new Beam Power
amplification and actually
brings in foreign stations on
short wave as well as all
American broadcast programs.

Now—you can supply your
customers with just the
type instrument that they
have been looking for—
a compact, artistically
designed phonograph
that will faithfully reproduce the depth and color
of studio quality. And
what is more it is obtainable with or without
radio.
Write for our Dealer
Proposition

1

Atlas Sound Corp., 1451—39th
St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Models; Acoustic "Varidcflector."
Description; Solves tlie
problem
of
adequate
Speaker coverage in indoor installations; may be
mounted vertically or
horizontally on any corner or wall surface; adjustable louvres; special
internal acoustic treatment eliminates resonance
and vibration; accommndates a.c., d.c. or p.m.
speakers with cone diameter not exceeding 13 in.
and a depth of 9 in. Finished in black and silver.
Price: $12.50.—Radio Rdai!iihj. May, 1937.

Sonor.g ELECTRIC PHONOGRAPH CO., INC.
160 Varick St.
New York. M. Y,

Janette Manufacturing Company
555 W, Monroe Street, Chicago, III., U. S. A.
New York — BostonPhiladelphia — Los Angeles — Milwaukee

Here is the l llltUVATI()\
MODEL C.O. $2.4S
u/Aitirs
SE1\SAT1(H\AL
HIM; I AEHIAL
Telescopsc
Extends to 54 inches. Made of Stainless Steel and Chromium Plated Brass.
Molded Power House Type Insulation.
WARD PRODUCTS CORPORATION MANUFACTURES
THE WORLD'S FINEST LINE OF AERIALS
TOP - POLE - UNDEECAR
SEND FOR CATALOG TODAY.PROMPT DEIIVERIES
ZU WARD PRODUCTS Cm*.
WARD BUILDING
C L E V E L A N D, O H I O
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RADOLEK
Radole/i Co., (>01 IV. Randolph
St., Chicago, III.

SHALLCROSS
Janette Rotary Converters
The original D.C. to A.C. converters with all wave
filters developed exclusively for
radio and sound apparatus.
CAPACITIES:
35 to 3250 watts.
6, 12, 32, 115 and 230 vdta
D.C. to 110 or 220 volts, 1 phase,
60 cycle A.C.
Insist on a Janette
Ask For Bulletin No. 13-25

Device; AC-51X tube tester.
Description: A combination
tube tester measuring mutual conductance of all
radio tubes; also indicates
volts, ohms, milliampcres,
output, microfarads, capacity leakage and decibels as well as amount of
hum in filter systems;
checks inductance o f
chokes with or without
the d.c. component of current. — Radio Retailing,
May, 1937.

Shallcross Mfg. Co.,
Collingdale, Pa.
Device: Rotary instrument
switches.
Description: For use in output meters, tube checkers,
decade boxes, thermocouple banks, analyzers,
etc.
Small size, rugged rotary switch with a volume and surface leakage
of 10'", employing a ceramic switch plate either
single or double deck
with brass or silver contact points,—Radio
tailing, May, 1937.

ti

Device: Hearing aid system.
Description: For theatres
and churches; easily installed; high gain IS watt
amplifier with additional
filter to provide distortionless reproduction; output
is designed to feed any
number of headphones up
to 60; one or two dynamic
loud speakers may also be
used for sound reinforcement; headphone connections made to control
boxes which mount on
arm of the seat; featherweight headphones in the
headband or lorgnette
styles supplied, — Radio
Retailing, May, 1937.

RED HEADS

SERVICE MEN PREFER
"RED HEAD" CONDENSERS
THEY'RE DEPENDABLE
R. M. A. VISITORS
While in Chicago pay
us a visit. We would like
to show you how "Red
Heads" are made.
We'll he looking for you!

5&.1
owoftAffom
512 So. Peoria Street
Chicago
::
::
Illinois
RADIO RETAILING, MAY, 1937

WESTINSHOUSE
iPestinffhouse Elec. & Mfg.
Co., Mansfield, Ohio

AMPERITE
Amperke Corp., 561 Tirnadiray, N&m York, N. T,
Device; Veloci'.y inicrophone.
Description: Cable connector of positive three-pin
type; locking ring eliminates possibility of pulling
connectors apart; cable
connector is put on the
shock absorber, not on
the microphone Itself.
All ampcrite velocity
microphones and stands
now available in eggshell
white and pastel shades.
Lhrome and eggshell finish from stock; pastel
shades matched to sample.
Prices: Chrome or eggshell,
SI extra; pastel, $2 extra.
- -Radio Retailing, May,
1937.
ABC

Device: Electric fans.
Description: Completely restyled line; ultra quiet
blades of Mi car la: improved capacitor-type motor; streamline design for
super air-flow; easy tilting, positive latch hinge
joint for wall mounting.
Power-Aire models, 10,
12 and 16 in. sizes, desk,
bracket or floor styles;
Master-Aire, 12 and 16 in.
desk and bracket; standard a.c. oscillating fans, f\
10 and 12 in.; Frost-aire.
10 in. oscillating fan for
desk or floor; oscillating
Whirl-aire for commercial
uS.c, counter and floor
modcls.—Radio RetnUing,
May, 1937.

LAFAYETTE

A llorfer Bros. Co.,
Peoria, III.

IEholesale Radio Service Co.,
Inc., 100 Sixth Ave.,
New York, N. Y.

Model: 137 washer.
Description; Swinging
wringer with "touch release"; large oversize balloon rolls; fingcrtouch
cjpthcs feeder; French
type agitator; porcelain
tub with deeply embossed
clothes flexers; capacity, 7
lb. clothes per load (dry
w e i gh t).—Radio R e tailing,
May, 1937.

Models:
"Coordinated"
sound systems.
Description: All components
are matched for best results; available in 5 wattage ratings from 5 to 60
watts; call systems,
church and auditorium installations, etc. included,
—Radio Retailing, May,
1937.

REMLER
INTER-COMMUNICATION
SYSTEMS
9 Bakelite
Cdbinets
® 12 Stations
Permit up
to Six
Simultaneous
Two-Way
Conversations!
Complete line of mter-communicdfion units that will take care
of practically every communication requirement. Prices start at
$49.50 for two station systems. Outlying units may be added as
required at $10.00 for wood, or $12.00 each for molded plastic
cabinets. Master units available, equipped at factory with
required number of station selector keys for any number of
outlying stations up to and including twelve.
Modern bakelite cabinefs . . . superior selector system simplifies
operation . . . high sensitivity, volume control and many other features.
Approved listing by Underwriters Laboratories.
REMLER—SINCE 1918
Remler systems backed by the reputation and stability of a trustworthy
firm continuously under the same management for twenty years. Low
prices , . . highest quality. Write for illustrated catalog and name of
nearest distributor.
REMLER COMPANY, Ltd. 19th at firyant San Francisco

QUALITY

PLUS

f

f

ATR
REPLACEMENT
VIBRATORS
for AUTO and FARM RADIOS
A COMPLETE LINE
FEATURING
Longer Life
Precision Construction
Improved Performance
Lower Prices
Backed by More Than Six Years of Experience in
Vibrator Design and Research, Development and
Manufacturing.
Insist on ATR Vibrators—The Best by Test
Mail the coupon TODAY for your FREE copy of the ATR
VIBRATOR GUIDE along with the name of your nearest ATR
Jobber.

TRIAD
THE
CHOICE OF SERVICEMEN BECAUSE THEY
ARE USED BY LEADING SET MANUFACTURERS.
TRIAD MANUFACTURING CO.
INC.
PAWTUCKET
RHODE ISLAND
THE QUALITY NAME IN RADIO TUBES
RADIO RETAILING, MAY, 1937

AMERICAN TELEVISION & RADIO CO.
St, Paul, Minnesota, U.S.A. Cable Address: "Likcx," New York
Manufacturers of D.C.-A.C, Inverters, "A" Battery Eliminators,
Battery Chargers and Inverter Vibrators.
rAmerican Television & Radio Co., St, Paul, Minn.
Gentlemen:
Please send me a FREE copy o£ the ATR Vibrator Guide and
the name of my nearest ATR Jobber.
Name
Address
City
□ Serviceman
Check here:
□ Dealer
Q Experimenter
Lc
J
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Thtuihs. Mr. Mtfidin IPraier!
Breez-Elcctric did not pioneer the windcharger, but — we did pioneer the idea of
giving the dealer and distributor a profit for
selling them !
Those of you who have
seen the big, new
SUPERCHARGER and
watched il actually charge
in a four-mile wind have
found that it is easier to sell
than cheap wind chargers.
The "Pennies from Heaven"
sales plan has begun to
bring sizeable checks floating your way.
To other dealers and distributors wTe suggest (hat you
write today for full information. If you are located in
a low-wind area we are particularly anxious to prove to
you that
North, South
East, West—
SUPERCHARGER
works anywhere!

wm
BREEZ-ELECTRIC
450 N. Oakley Blvd.

CORPORATION
Cliicngo, III.

ATLAS
Atlas Sound Corp., 14-51 39th
St., Brooilyn, N. Y.
Device: Adjustable floor
stand.
Description: Maximum portability; can be raised to
height of 8 ft.; adjustable
rubber-tipped feet prevent
wobbling; easily adjusted;
locks securely with special
clutch attachment; special
saddle for mounting the
baffle included as part of
stand.
Price: $12.50.—Radio Retailing, May, 1937.

HAMMARLUND
Hammarlund Mfg. Co., 424
IV. 33rd St., New'York, N. Y.

Ken-Rad
RadioTufm
'I

Standard Ulan
G SeriM and
u inn
=- all-metal
radio nantube*

Dependable performance always
•
Write for our complete
dealer sales plan

KEN-RAD TUBE & LAMP CORPORATION. INC., 0WENSB0R0, KY.
Also mfrs. of Ken-Rad Incandescent Electric Lamps

with such tubes as the
Type 10. 801, T-20, 800,
RK-39, etc. Due to the
small size, parts may be
placed closer together,
Close-fitting brass bearings on both ends; utilize
improved Bud rear spring
contact; mounting may
be accomplished in either
the
single-hole
panel
mount style or on standoff insulators.
Four sizes—35, 50 and
75 mmfd., size at 2,000
volts peak, and a 100
mmfd., sizes at l,2S0-volt
peak. — Radio Retailing,
May, 1937.

Device: Transmitting condensersDescription: For high frequency and ultra-high frequency, medium and low
powered units; both single
and split stator styles in
19 sizes with capacities
ranging from 20 to 530
mmf. and breakdown voltages from 1000 to 6000
volts; either panel or base
mounting; range in size
from 4 in. to 6i in. long
including 1 in. shaft.—
Radio Retailing, May, 1937.

.0?

MILLER
J. W. Miller Co.. 5917 So.
Main St., Los Angeles, Calif,
Device: Air dielectric tuned
series i.f. transformers.
Description: 70 per cent of
the total capacity is fixed,
and 30 per cent variable
by means of semi-circular
plates which arc held under positive contact and
permanently in position by
a tri-fingcrcd phosphor
bronze spring, providing
ease of adjustment. "Q"
of approximately 10,000.
Available in both standard and variable selectivity types with either
air core or iron core.
Prices: $5-86.50.—Radio Retailing, May, 1937.

JEFFERSON
Jefferson Electric Co.,
Ilelliuood, III.

NEW SENSATION IN WASHERS
A new principle in washing machine construction—Kleen-Zoning packs a terrific sales punch I
Exclusive ivt/h Horton ! Write
now for details of this dramatic
principle—Klcen-Zoning, the new
buy-word in washers !
HORTON MANUFACTURING CO.
506 DSAGE St., FORT WAYNE, IND.
PAGE 52

BUD
Bud Radio, Inc., 1937 East
55t/i St., Cleveland, Ohio
Device; Midget transmitting condensers.
Description; Especially useful in tank circuits employed in conjunction

Device; Remote control
switches.
Description: Mount to the
rear of a panel with only
switch handle protruding
giving finger tip, master
control over motor circuit
contactors, safety and
limit switches.—Radio Retailing, May, 1937.
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CURRENT
The various forms of interference in domestic and
auto - radio installations
and methods of attacking
them are disclosed in a
vest pocket, 24-pagE booklet. Be sure to inclose
your 10c when sending for
it. Continental Carbon
Co. Inc., 13900 Lorain
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
Oscillograph data, describing a number of tests
which may be made with
this instrument, will be
found in a technical bulletin released by Triumph
Mfg. Co., 4017 W. Lake
St., Chicago, 111.
A vest pocket size chart illustrating the standard
KM A mica capacity color
code may be obtained
from Cornell-Dubilicr jobbers.
A comprehensive and profusely illustrated parts
catalog, crammed with a
wealth of valuable information for the service
man, has just been issued
by RCA for distribution
through distributors.
12 pages of boiled-down
facts and figures to
"place" the small set business in the retailer's design for living, together
with photos of the complete line, make up the
'booklet now ready for
distribution by Emerson
Radio and Phonograph
Co,, 111 8th Ave., New
York, N. Y.
A useful list of universal
escutcheon kits for 193S36-37 cars will be found
in the folder put out by
Universal Controls, Inc.,
21-07 40th Ave,, Long
Island City, N. Y.
To assist in speedily solving
the more common radio
set problems, the RangerExaminer engineers have
compiled a new booklet,
"Radio Troubles and
Their Cures." Write to
Readrlte Meter Works,
Bluffton, Ohio.
What is Aladdin Polyiron?
Write for technical bulletin 536 put out by Aladdin Radio Industries, Inc.,
466 W, Superior St., Chicago, III., for the answer.
Magic Magnet speakers, air
column sound projectors
and baffles are listed in
the new catalog isued by
Cmandagraph
Corp.,
Stamford, Conn.
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CATALOGS
Because of the increasing
interest in instantaneous
recordings, dealers will
find the folder obtainable
from Presto Recording
Corp., 139 W. 19th St.,
New York, N, Y., of real
help.
An up-to-date copy of the
1937 complete catalog of
Shurc Bros., 22S W.
Huron St., Chicago, with
new and important revisions, will tie sent upon
request.
The first issue of "Instrument Topics," the new
house organ of CloughBrcngle Co., 2815 W. 19th
St., Chicago, III. has been
mailed. The purpose of
this publication is to
gather together various
procedures in the electronics field and put them
together in a form for
easy reference. Write to
C-B if you would like to
be added to the list.
Bulletin 202 of Crowe Name
Plate & Mfg. Co., 1745
Grace St., Chicago, contains a quick-reference
tabulation of controls for
over 100 models of autoradio. Illustrations and
specifications of entire line
also included.
Cognizant of the growing
interest displayed by service men in technical explanations of internal and
external functions and
circuits of testers, Supreme Instruments Corp.,
Greenwood, Miss., has
prepared Design Manual
"A."
The increased use of voltage
regulating wet electrolytics makes this section of
the Solar exact replacement catalog extremely
handy. Solar Mfg. Corp.,
599 Broadway, New York,
N. Y.
Compiled from the standpoint of helpfulness to
servicemen, Sprague Products Co.'s (North Adams,
Mass.) 1937 catalog has
many pages devoted to
condenser
construction
and radio interference
elimination, Tel-U-How
condenser guide also included.
Oil burner ignition transformers (electrical specifications and dimensions)
are covered in a new
folder published by Jefferson Elec. Co., Bellwood, III.

YOU NEED THIS GREATEST
OF ALL SELLING

AIDS/

E PC O

i

STORAGE BATTERY

$
List Price
As Illustrated
VarlabTe Voltage
;>

ELIMINATOR
For Perfecf Demonsfration of Aufo and
other D.C. Radios
Provides 6 volt-10 amps, filtered D.C. from 110 volt A.C.
Assures instant, adjustable current at minimum power consumption Ends forever the
messy battery - charging nuisance. Also efficient as battery-charger.

ELECTROPAK
Supplies rectified D,C. for operating relays,
solenoids and remote controls. Voltage
ranges from 6 to 24 volts, rated at 2 to
15 amps. Operates on 110 volt A.C.
ADAPTOPAK
Operates A.C. radios in D.C. districts
and 110 volt A.C. radios in autos and
trailers.

ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS CO.
DETROIT, MICHIGAN
6537 RUSSELL AVENUE

2-ln-l

MIKE
[Directional or Non - directional)
AT LOW COST!
The "Salt-Shaker" is ideal for all types of
public address work. With the acoustic ha die
in 'place (as shown) it's a directional mike.
Take off the baffle, and it's non-directional.
Either way, it assures regular Western Electric
broadcast quality. Its high performance and
umtsually low price make it a hit every where.
Dealers, use and specify the 633A!
For full details: Graybar Electric. In Canada; Northern Electric Co., Ltd.

Western Electric
GRAYBAR ELECTRIC CO., Graybar Building, New York
Please send me new bulletin on Western Electric 633A
Microphone,
1
RR-5-37
Name
Address
City
State
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GAS STATIONS SELL
FOR TRADE
(Coiillnued from page 19)

CROWE Auto-Radio Remote
Controls are custom-built
for all makes of cars—193S,
1936 and 1937 models—and for the
principal makes of radios. Made
in either airplane or porthole dial
types, to match styling of car on
which installed.
Same Controls
for All Cars I
Same controls and shafts can be
put on any car and re-used when
moving radio to another car. A
panel kit is the only part required
on re-installation jobs.
Less Stock
Investment
This interchangeable CROWE
feature enables the distributor
and dealer to have a flexible,
readily available stock, with much
less investment.
Other Salient
Features
The ease with which Service
Men may install these panels—
no sawing, filing or drilling—
compact and handy installation in
panel—are among other features.
r

yiisk for NEW
B u / / e t i n 2 02
which gives complete details
on these controls.

|

CROWE NAME PUTH&MFG.CO.
■J29i Grace Street
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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they will suit your purpose because
of their reputation, have a talk with
the proprietor. Explain that you have j
a proposition whereby you can increase his station traffic in addition to
adding to his profits at no risk to himself. He need make no investmeni
nor take any risks. His attendants
will benefit also in added earnings.
Surely, this will appeal to him.
Offer to place on demonstration in
his station one or two models. Tell
him that you will pay to him a ten
per-ccnt commission for every order
taken for an auto radio. You will install and service them for a period of
three months or more. All he and his
men need do is take the order.
Offer to coach the station attendants in the fundamentals essential to
the sale of auto radio. Very often you
may find them as well posted as you
are on the features which appeal to
the buyer. Don't require them to fill
out complicated contracts or papers.
Von or your installation man can and
should do that when the buyer takes
delivery on the completed job. In
the case of time payments the regular
chattel mortgage form can be filled
out at that time and the necessary
signatures secured before the car is
released.
The alert and wide awake radio
and appliance dealer usually maintains
a crew of outside salesmen to whom
he pays a commission ranging from
ten to fifteen per cent. Why not make
the gas station your outside department ? The average good sized gas
station selling around 25,000 gallons
of gasoline per month makes at least
5,000 contacts in that time. Do you
know of many retail stores which
serves that many people or have such
a tremendous potential market? Do
you know of any outside salesman
who contacts 5,000 prospects per
month? Or 5.000 in six months?
Even a small gas station, well located,
sells 10,000 gallons per month. At
live gallons per car that's 2,000 contacts.
Then why not build up a crew of
"outside" gas stations at which you
can display your line of auto radios?
You can well afford to pay a sizable
commission for this "plus" business.
And the best part of all is that you
can do this at no extra cost or outlay. Just a little effort.
Most of these gas station attendants are known by their first names

MUST HAVE

REAL
AUTOMATIC TUNING
FROM
TOP

TO

BOTTOM

OF THE

LINE

COMING IIINE1

f
/

UP-TO-DATE ^ /i looki
Manufactured hy the makers of
the original streamlined "BULLET
MICROPHONE, The "BULLETPHONE" is compact . . . goodlooking . . . simple to operate.
These are but few of the features,
chat make it a winner in this new,
rich market.
You've found chat the"BULLET"
microphone has what it takes to
get results. You'll find char the
easily installed' 'BULLET-PHONE"
provides the answer for quick
sales and profits.
TRANSDUCER CORPORATION
30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, New York
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to the car owner. Gas stations are
conducted on a basis of friendship
and confidence between seller and
buyer. With gasoline selling for
about the same price all over, why
should the buyer go to any particular
station? Confidence, that's the reason.
Confidence. Then why shouldn't you
hire this man who by the sheer weight
of his personality is carrying on a
successful business in your community ?
Very few gasoline stations have
taken on auto radio. Perhaps they
fear that doing so will involve the
expenditure of too much needed
money or that the volume of sales will
not prove worth while. Then, there
is the problem of competent service
and installation men. Who can blame
them? But, you, as a radio dealer,
have all these things already and need
only what the gas station has—"a
prospect list."
A car owner as a rule loves his car
almost as much as his wife. And
that's no joke. He doesn't want anyone else to drive his car and is very
suspicious of anyone in whom he lacks
confidence, tampering with it. On the
other hand, he just loves to fuss with
it. The service station man however
enjoys his respect because of his occupation and he likes him to suggest
needed repairs or adjustments. Endorsement of the auto radio by the
service station men carries a vast
amount of weight.
Furnish your new salesman with a
price list and the weekly or monthly
terms for the time payment buyer.
Have them printed on a card for
quick and easy reference. Suggest
that it be carried in the hat, readily
accessible. Remember that you must
make it as simple as possible. Service
station men are no great shakes as
bookkeepers.
Promoting the Plan
Plan to make the installations right
in the station. People don't mind
leaving their ears at a service station
whereas they dislike leaving their cars
parked at the curb on a busy street
for hours at a time during the day.
While installations arc in progress
bang a large banner on the car reading as follows: Another Blank
Radio Being Installed. This will
attract the interest of people driving
in to the station for gas, oil or other
services. The curiosity of people rvill
he aroused with the result that many
new prospects will be secured.
Arrange with the stations to display in a prominent position a sign
announcing the sale, installation and
RADIO RETAILING, MAY, 1937

service of anto radios. Don't forget
the repairs. Many new sales arc obtained in this manner and much car
radio repair business will be secured
by telling the story where it will do
the greatest amount of good—right
where auto drivers stop for service.
Many people stopping at the stations
will he reminded of the fact that their
car radio needs attention.
Pay a commission to the station
man on this business also. The station wilt "plug" it. While you are
repairing or installing a car radio
they can solicit a grease job or an oil
change. And vice versa. Car radio
sales and service is a "natural" at the
service station. In addition many
home radio repairs and sales may be
secured in this wider cirdc of busi-'
ness contacts.
Instruct the lubrication men to attach a tag to the radio in the ear of
every car receiving pit service. It
should read as follows:
Should this radio require any ddjnstment drive your car to blank
service station. Our reliable mechanics will make immediate repairs at very loiv rates.
Blank Service, Inc.
Court Square
Ban's, Pa.

These tags will serve as constant reminders. If arid when the car owner
either wants to buy a new radio or
buys a new car and wants the radio
transferred to the new vehicle, he'll
know where to go. Often, new sales
will he received due to the tie-up.
Helps Sub-Dealer Too
Perhaps the station can be induced
to act as cashier to receive payments
on time payment accounts. This is a
simple matter to arrange from an accounting angle. Many public utilities
in smaller towns as well as larger ones
make a practice of this for the convenient payment of subscribers bills.
Banks, as a rule, do this work. A
small commission is paid. Such an
arrangement will appeal to the gas
station owner because it will bring the
customer into the station regularly
and often. Upon their return lie not
only has the opportunity to sell gas
and oil hut many other services and
accessories as well.
The life blood of the average gas
station is the group of so called
"steady customers." If you show
your local gas station owner that his
cooperation with you in such a sales

plan not only will pay him a direct
cash profit on every sale but will, in
addition, increase his "steady" patronage, the appeal to him as a merchant
cannot be overestimated.
Do not fear that after you have
built up the idea of auto radio in the
mind of the gas station owner, that
he will dispense with you and "go it"
on his own. When he sees the great
amount of effort, organization and
technical skill necessary to properly
conduct a radio business, in addition
to the capital needed for stock, he
will soon be convinced that the auto
radio business belongs to the radio
man.
Make Profit on Sales
Many automotive accessory stores
are now selling auto radios and
"farming out" the installation and
service. Perhaps even now you are
getting some of this work. It is
usually secured by bidding and very
often is done at no profit to the installation man. You cannot put the
right amount of time into this work
and the result is often a sloppy job
which brings no credit to you and, on
the other hand, lowers the faith of the
purchaser in the value of a radio in
the car. Why bother with this business? The profit on the sale of an
auto radio is a substantial one and
should be yours as a radio dealer. If
you follow a definite formulated selling plan you can and will get it.
After a while you may start a drive
of giving out "boosters" at the various agent-stations. Have them imprinted with the name and address of
the station. Again, in this, the station owner will be in accord with you
because of the publicity. Get a list
of his regular customers. Circularize
them. But be very careful to use his
name so as to bring the buyer to his
station. That, you must remember,
is primarily half of the reason for the
station acting as your agency. Plenty
of this material is available at a very
low cost.
Spend a good deal of time with the
station men. Teach them to glance
under the dash of every car they
serve. If there is no auto radio there,
suggest one. It will lead to many sales
and prospects. The license number of
the car will lead to the owner's name
and address. From then on, it's up to
you,
If you get a prospect from the station man and close the sale outside the
station, pay a commission anyhow.
The failure on your part to pay such
commissions will result in their not
{Please turn to page 57)
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RADIO DEALERS

RADIO SERVICEMEN

Get this new radio book

'■V
3^

FREE
Vtf
Explains just how to spot and
r
repair

over

Saves your time!
Time-Saving Information
Certain ratlio leU develop trouble
peculiar to their particular type of
circuit. Each mouth "Tricka of the
Trade" exphuno how to locnte and flx
opeciflc set failtne*. The following
are examples of the curt, practiea)
way Radio Relailinp offers this vital
information to you.
BREMER-TULLY, BRUNSWICK S8
Ra<l duevolume
. , too.
Oflen
to flhrecontrol
projootlng
hlnh. caueUiK roi»r urni to lulas.
I'nsli Mlire down bt^fore reidiiulnu
confrnl.
CLARION 60. €1
Set dead or very HCtatchy . . ,
laiok for fidlinu nt aueulal audio
tnimt Irniisforiiier iirlnmry. tleidnce wllh mnuu device or kuI>Hlihi'u reKlstiinrn couiilitiH. Tone
will Hiilffir if ordinary transrornmr
used rharacloririticH
for rejduceincnlof
(Jtle 10 IhHticciul
orittlnal,
CROSLEV I4i
Neon flint llphlK when net
Kuhfh In In Off iKisllhm . . .
(lefhioe leaky S mike, 150 rolt
(ToiuhuiHiir.
MOTOROLA 77
I'nor lono . . , OhiMtlc l4i see
If voice-coil or field wires have
Ireen reversed. 'I'Jils eaiises voicecoil form lo hwotuu blackened
ami clniiTiMl inside due to beat.
If swollen, discolored aiiuearanoe
Ih noted replace,
RCA (20
OlierateH ut low volinne on
si i mm HlpnalH, lutennltteutly
conies IIP lo KOort voluuie . . ,
Check .(15 condenser between
center terminal of volume control ami control xrld lead of
2117 secoml detector.
4
Every issue of RntHo Relailinu will
brinu
you and
nioie(n ofa these
"Tricks".
File tlicm
short time
with
this FREE hook you'll have a servioe
manual of itu-cqualled value,

HERE at last ia a trouble-shooting
guide that will ring the hell with
every serviceman and dealer in the
radio game. It contains no useless
description, no theories, no amateur
data. Every single one of its 56-pages
is packed with practical, hard-bitten
"how" information that can be used
profitably on your service jobs every
day in the year. "Tricks of the Trade"
is a service book that is different.
Once you get your copy you won't
part with it for a minute. This one
book contains:
704 tested wbjs of finding and
fixing the troubles En speclflc
set circuits.
107 tube socket diagrams sliowEng the connections for that
many tubes.
Reference charts showing—the
cost of electricity used In operating various appliances—the correct and incorrect way to Install
radio aerials—reception spectrum
—etc.
* Every one of iliese "tricks" (sec typical eiamples in column lo lefi) were voluntcerefl by

9
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FREE-BOOK
PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS NOTICE
i're^eut subscribers may obt«lu a oopj
of this FRICE book by ivuewlng thelt
liresent sulftCriptloii. Reganllett of
when your
present eubscription expires, 3-ou renewal
must order.
send laYour
another
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sxbBcrlptloU will be extended for addltioual time without duvlicatloa. No
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renewal
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must show
a matching
order We
for
eveiy book sent out. Mall in your
order and payment today.
This offer only applies to B. S.
and
possessions.
Canada,America.
Mexico and
Central
and South
All
other countries add BOo to rate to
cover postage charges on book.

this

coupon

700

set

troubles.

Saves your money!
active radio men from their own experiences.
Why spend hours testing and re-testing a
balky set, when with this book, you can put
your finger on the most probable cause of lh«
trouble in a few seconds.
• These "Tricks" will show you bow to spot
a lot of troubles that won't show up in any
lest equipment. If you value your time and
are interested in saving yourself a lot of
headaches—get a copy of "Tricka of the
Trade"^—today, IT IS FREE TO YOU if
you accept this offer now.

How to Got This Book
FREE
Fill In and return the order blinik below
with the subscription fee to cover one
year of Radio Uetatllug for $1 or three
years for |2 and you receive this new
book—FRIBE—as our gift.
The book Is not for sale separately. No
credit orders can be accepted. Don't delay. They won't last long. Mall your
order—NOW,

and payment—Today!

SUBSGR1PTIOIII

ORDER

FORM

Attached ia $2 for a 3 year subscription to
RADIO RETAILING
330 West 42ntl Street
O. K. Radio Retailing. With this order 1 am to get
Yorit, N. Y.
a IfREE copy of the 50-page service book—"rrioifcs of the This offer Now
VuU! nfler ,luJv i»t, 1037
Trade". I'll pay the eipresaman 15e for delivery charges.
Send the book at once. Cheek here □ if this is renewal order.
7>:
4t%
Name
Position.
Street
City
State.
Onr Main Business Is
$
Check here and remit $1 if vou mteA only
2
□ one year subscription PLUS FJIEB book.
No orders accepted withont payment attached
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bothering to secure more business.
Charge 11 To Commission
As a retail merchant, yott know
how expensive it is to locate workable
prospects. Newspaper ads, high rent
locations, elaborate window displays,
etc., etc., and etc. And all for what?
Merely to locate "suspects." Usually
it will cost more to lure a possible
buyer across the threshold of your
store than to conduct the rest of your

business. At least one-half the cost
of operating a retail store is the expense of getting people to come in.
That is true of most all specialty
stores and that's exactly what yours is.
Get up on your hind legs. Go out
to see these people and sell them the
idea I've outlined here. Others have
done it and are doing it successfully.
What's good for them is good for
you too. Show some initiative and
energy and I'll warrant that you'll

find it well worth your while. Sure, I
know there are several reasons why
this plan is difficult but I can tell you
twice as many facts why you should
use it.
To you, as a merchant, let me say
that if you intend to exist in this, the
radio industry, you must continuously
develop and use new ideas and
methods in locating and thoroughly
exploring and exploiting new markets.
M ell—here's one. Go to it.

NEW NOTE ON NOISE
{Coutiuucd from page 24)
get noise-free radio is to stop all interference at its source, but as outlined by Tohe Deutschmann in the
January issue of Radio Retailing, it is
impossible for any one individual to
do this with conditions as they are at
the present time. Legislation helps
hut is not the immediate answer.
Just now the average dealer would
rather know how to make that expensive set he sold last week to John
Smith perform like the manufacturer's representative said it would
so that Smith will continue payments
without kicking. As it is, reception
sounds like a busy day on a battlefront.
The writer has specialized exclusively in noise-reducing antenna systems and line filter work for dealers
for the past eight years and here are
some of the methods he has found
effective in curing noise:
First, make sure that no electrical
appliance within the house itself is
broadcasting.
Interference-producing household appliances can be silenced at a trifling cost in most cases.
Factory-made filters save time, do a
job. A 1/10 mid. condenser connected to either side of the a.c. line
will usually, however, sufficiently
quiet noisy motors of the type used
one cleaners, sewing machines, drinkmixers, refrigerators, kitchen exhaust
fans. On extremely noisy motors
two 1/10 mfd. condensers may be
needed. Connect one side of each
condenser to? a leg of the a.c. line,
feeding the motor. Join the remaining two condenser cdftncctions together (mid-point between them) and
connect from here to the frame of
the motor. The motor frame should
tltefi .be grounded to either a cold
water or , to a pipe/driven into the
ground.
Sometimes it may be necessary to
use the hookup employed commonly
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on noisy elevator motors. These can
usually be quieted by connecting a
1 10 mfd. condenser from each
brush to the motor frame. Of course,
condensers used for filtering must be
able to stand the line voltage safely.
And when working on motors be sure
shafts run true and that bearings are
in good shape, otherwise undue arcing will lake place at the brushes.
Noisy oil burners can usually be
made quiet by inserting a spark suppressor on either side of the electrode leads running from the spark
coil. Sometimes it is also necessary
to connect a 1/10 mfd. condenser between each side of the transformer
primary leads and ground and it mayeven be necessary to filter the a.c.
line at the oil burner's main switch.
Some heating pads are great noise
producers and, unfortunately, there
seems to be no simple way of silencing them completely. But they could
Itc made quiet in the process of manufacture. S. Ellis, chief inspector
for the Toronto Division of the Government Radio Branch, is cooperating with manufacturers of electrical
equipment with a view to designing
and placing on the market silent appliances. On a recent neon sign installation it was found that by wrapping fine wire (not heavy enough to
be noticeable) completely around the
tubing in a spiral with turns spaced
about two inches apart and grounding this wire, noise would be eliminated where condensers at the transformer failed. Closer spacing would
be used for a noisier sign, probably.
dntenna is 80 Per Cent
The dealer's next logical place of
attack is at the aerial. Providing the
receiver is reasonably well shielded to
prevent noise pickup by the chassis
itself we have not found a single case
of interference that could not be con-

siderably helped by the proper type of
aerial installation.
We employ a truck to do aerial and
installation work for several of the
larger dealers in Toronto and work
in all kinds of locations. It has been
our experience that a transformercoupled, shielded lead-in type of aerial
provides excellent noise reducing
characteristics in the broadcast band
and we point out here that the average customer tunes to this band at
least three-quarters of the time and
is inclined to feel that there is not
much improvement if his new antenna
system is quieter on shortwaves hut
just as noisy on broadcast.
Frequently we install two antennas.
A shielded downlead type for broadcast reception is erected and also a
twisted pair (unshielded) doublet
type for shortwaves. A switch for
selecting the proper one is included. It
is, of course, most essential that the
antenna proper Ire placed far from
noise sources and at right angles to
them. We have run leads as far as
400 feet but this is an exceptional
case. Loops mounted on the customer's back fence, connected to the set
through a "cold" lead-in have also
been found quite useful under certain
conditions, A careful study must be
made of each individual location if
the best results are to be obtained
from any noise-reducing antenna.
We have definitely proven, to our
own satisfaction at least, that at least
80 per cent of a radio's performance
depends upon its installation, regardless of how noisy a location may be.
This being the case, it is obvious that
the dealer himself must do a more
bullet-proof installation job before
he can reasonably expect cither legislation or action by electrical appliance manufacturers to take part of
the noise reduction job off his shoulders.
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PERFORMANCE RECORDS!
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Actual tests prove SUPREME 2" OSCILLOSCOPES
far
superior, more accurate, have four times larger
screen area than the t" kind!

SL. PREME S new 2" Oscilloscopes have created a sensation! In
performance! In price! In value! And no wonderl Imagine a 2"
Oscilloscope, actually using a 2" cathode ray tube (not a magnifying arrangement), that gives four times more effective screen
area than the 1" kind—and yet costs even less than the average
1 Oscilloscope! In addition, you get extra, exclusive features
found in no other instruments of similar price. What's more—

for less than 1 3c per day you can own one of these new 2''
Oscilloscopes. This small amount is not for the life of your
instrument but only during the few months that you are paying
for it on SL PREME'S S. I. C. time payment plan—the world's
easiest installment terms! Remember—one of these new 2/r
Oscilloscopes will cost you /ess than your cigarettes! See your
parts jobber today!
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MODEL 530—2" OSCILLOSCOPE
S EXCLUSIVE features found in no other
instrument of similar price!
I. The vnh 2" Oscilloscope ill ihis price!
. Fxclusiv. SELECTIVE RETURN SWEEP EUM1NAI UK tor inclusion or rejection of power supply frenuencv
return sweep:
3- Exclusive LiNI-CONTROL allows separate control of
two potentiometers from one shaft protrusion on the
panel!
4. Exclusive ANTIQUE BRONZE PANEL!
5- Exclusive LIGHT WEIGHT and SMALL SIZE!
ti. EExclusive
"POWER ON" INDICATOR lamp!
7. *clusiie MAXIMUM FUNCTIONS with MINIMUM
number of PANEL KNOBS!
8. Exclusive FLEXIBILITY OFCONTROL FUNCTIONS!
SPECIAL LOW INSTALLMENT TERMS ON SIGNAL
GENERATOR-OSCILLOSCOPE COMBINATION

MODEL 535—2" OSCILLOSCOPE
lO EXCLUSIVE features found in no other
instrument of similar price!
t. 1 he on/r z" Oscilloscope at this price!
i. Exclusive RETURN SWEEP ELIMINATOR for completely removinR hoth frequency linear sweep return!
3. Exclusive SELECTIVE RETURN SWEEP ELIMINATOR
tor inclusion or rejection of power supply frequency return sweep!
4. Exclusive SNAP-LOCK SYNCHRONIZER for positive
interlock between linear time base and incominit dirnal^
Ranse i 5 cycles to over son k.c.!
5- Exclusive UN I-CONTROL allows separate control of
two potentiometers from one shaft protrusion—Groupinj;
ot controls eliminates (tropinft for controls!
6. Exclusive ANTIQUE BRONZE PANEL!
7. Exclusive SMALL SIZE and LIGHT WEIGHT!
?;
",1J!nhtr
of PANELFUNCTIONS!
KNOBS control MAXIMUM number of
INSTRUMENT
9- Exclusive "POWER ON" INDICATOR lamp!
10, Exclusive FLEXIBILITY OFCONTROL FUNCTIONS!

ONLYMQSK
$5.50 Down I W
$4.95 for 10 Months

SOLD ON SUPREME S. I. C. TERMS-THE WORLD'S EASIEST INSTALLMENT TERMS!
SUPREME
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CIRCUITS

-> 6R7driver and
|6H6
deh rn^a 1

Xovel A.V.I . Circuit
A novel audio driver and a.v.c. stage
built around the 6R7 tube is employed
in the new G.E. auto radios.
A 61-16 serving as a full wave detector
only, rectifies the signal from a 6K7 i.f.
The rectified signal is coupled in the
usual manner through a volume control
to a 6CS first audio. This in turn feeds
the triode section of the 6R7 which
drives the 6N7 Class B output stage.
Part of the signal, before reaching the
second detector, is coupled back to the
diode plates of the 6R7; this is shown
in the diagram. The .00025 mfd. capacitor, Ci, allows a portion of the signal
to be rectified by this tube. Rj, a 1 megohm resistor acts as the diode load, the
voltage developed across this feeds directly into the a.v.c, system after passing
through the usual filter network.
The advantage of this circuit is that
the detector tube may be used to control
the a.f.c. circuit directly. This is illustrated by the fact that only a single 6C5
tube is necessary to operate the a.f.c.
A considerable improvement in efficiency, which is important in auto radio
design, is the result.

Single Stroke Sweep for
Oseillograplis
The linear sweep oscillator of the
Du Mont oscillograph is provided with
novel single sweep device. The use of
the normal recurrent sweep for such
investigations as voltage current or
power surges, has two serious disadvantages. The duration of these single
surges are confused by the intense reRADIO RETAILING, MAY, 1937

current base line on the screen. Also
the observed pattern is sometimes
caught at some random phase of the
sweep frequency, making it appear at
a different position. By permitting just
a single pulse to sweep the signal, the
recurrent base line is absent and a
single image made to appear at the most
practical part of the screen.
Under normal conditions a sweep
oscillator is allowed to build up a plate
voltage determined by the grid bias, at
which the tube flashes, starting a new
O&ciMator
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TriooUf
transformer shown in the diagram.
This primary impulse is usually taken
from the device under observation.

Xcw Vlliralor Translwrmer

cycle. The frequency of this automatic
flashing is determined by the capacity
in the circuit and the charging current.
To produce a single sweep the oscillator
must be prevented from reaching the
automatic breakdown point of the sweep
oscillator tube. At the same time the
tube must be sensitive to a small tripping pulse from an external source.
A triode connected in parallel with
the oscillator, except for separate grid
bias, accomplishes this purpose. This
tube is so biased that it comes into play
only after the oscillator has built up a
large plate voltage, at which point the
triode shunts the charging current. By
setting the oscillator's bias so that the
triode discharges before the automatic
flashing point is reached, recurrent oscillation is prevented. However, a small
trip signal in the grid of the oscillator
will cause the tube to flash only once,
hence a single sweep is obtained.
The trip signal is obtained from an
impulse in the primary of the trip pulse

The use of an auto-transformer in the
new Electronic Lab converters increases the efficiency of vibrator supplies
considerably. In addition, the noise
level is below that usually found in supplies of this type.
The design of the transformer is important. The low and high voltage sections are pi-wound, the secondary winding divides equally on each side of the
centertapped primary. This is essential
since balance in the output winding is
necessary.
An eight contact point vibrator is
used in the higher wattage units. In
cases where greater power is needed a
16 contact vibrator may be employcd.
This will deliver up to 1000 watts.
Referring to the diagram, the supply
is well filtered. Bypasses on the input
and output as well as the vibrator itself
prevent "hash" from radiating outside
the shielded case.

m
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CIRCUITS

OO Volt flattery
Operation
Rcix-mly the 1G5G output pentode
was announced. This tube is designed
especially for operation from a 90-volt B
supply. Resistance coupling" may be
employed and the rated output of 300
milliwatts obtained under Class A operation. Fig". I shows operation characteristics determined by Sylvania for
1G5G under the recommended voltage
conditions.
Fig. 2 gives the dynamic characteristics of the 1H4G and also shows similar
curves for the triode section of the
1H5G when these tubes are used as
resistance coupled amplifiers. These
tubes are the "G" type equivalent of the
30 and 1BS/25S respectively. The
choice of operating bias for either type
should be determined on the basis of
the requirements of the output from the

a
m

llli

i

t
W

m

■
n

^ 2 | 100
5 6
Volts
tube. For lowest distortion with a
chosen plate load resistor the bias should
be selected so that just enough grid
potential swing is secured to produce the
desired output without permitting the
grid potential to reach the grid current
region.
Receiver design may call for Class H
operation, especially if additional power
output is desired. For such service the
1J6G may be utilised. Operation and
output characteristics for this type with
a 90-volt- B supply are excellent.
An output of about 1.2 watts with lO'T,
total distortion can be obtained providing a suitable driver stage is provided.
With a 1H4G operated at 90 volts the
output obtainable is approximately 450
milliwatts, due to the limited power
available from this driver. Additional
audio amplification would be required
to obtain full output from the Class B
stage.

H
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A new RCA test oscillator consists of
two radio frequency oscillators, one
lixed and one variable, whose output
are combined in a mixer tube to provide
the desired radio frequency output.
Fither amplitude modulation (400
cycles) or frequency modulation (of ±
20 kc. maximum) of the output frcf[uency may Ije obtained, depending on
which type of modulation is employed
on the fixed oscillator. Referring to the
schematic the following action takes
(dace;
A fixed r-f oscillator, consisting of
the pentode section of the lower 6F7
and its associated inductance and capacity oscillates at a frequency of 800 kc.
A pickup coil coupled to this tank circuit feeds energy from this oscillator
into the No. 4 grid of the 6A7 combination oscillator mixer lube. The triode
section of this tube, together with its
associated inductances and capacities
make up the variable oscillator which
F tuned by the variable capacitor, C-7.
Due to coupling in the electron stream
there will appear in the output plate
circuit of this CA7 frequencies corresponding to the sum and difference of
frequencies of the two oscillators,
The tuning dial is calibrated directly
in kilocycles corresponding to the difference of the two oscillator frequencies
up to 7 megacycles. Above 7 megacycles
the sum frequency is used.
When amplitude modulation is employed the same action holds true except
that the triode section of the fixed oscillator tube oscillates at 400 cycles and is
coupled externally to the r-f oscillator
section so as to impress audio voltage in
series with the plate supply of the oscillator section. The resultant output voltage from the 6A7 tube is amplitude

modulated an amount equivalent to the
modulation impressed on the fixed oscillator.
When frequency modulation is employed the above action of the variable
oscillator and mixer tubes still holds
true but the signal from the fixed oscillator delivered to the No. 4 mixer grid
is being varied at a low frequency rate
(frequency modulation), consequently
the output frequency from the mixer
tube will varv in a like manner.

»\v TuI>«>n
6T5. A new type tuning indicator
tube by Sylvania similar to the 6G5. It
differs only in that the lighted portion
covers a very narrow region at the center of the target when no voltage is
applied to the control grid. When a
negative voltage is impressed on the
grid the width of the fluorescent ring
increases until it covers practically all
of the target. The changes in diameter
of the lighted section are more readily
detected than are changes in the shaded
angular sector when a 6G5 is employed.
Heater Voltage . volts
Heater Current
".M atop.
Plate and Target Voltage..
-.">(> volts
I'lafe Current (triode)
..
0.24 ma.
Target Cnrreni .
*>.0 ma.
Crid Voltage (Min. illimiinalion)
0.0 volts
Crid Voltage (Max. illtnmiia
lion) .......
22.0 volts
Triode Plate Resistor
1.0 meg
6W5G. A rectifier by Raytheon tiesigned primarily for automobile sets,
it is interchangeable witli the 6X5 when
higher output is desired.
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Combining the Model 772
ANALYZER and the new,
matched Model 773
TUBE CHECKER!
i

WESTON

Features:
1. Complete, modern servicing combination in a solid, polished-wood case of finest
construction! Real luggage handles.

Model 775 combines the
Model 772, 20,000 ohmsper-volt Analyzer .. , with
the new, matched Model
773 Tube Checker ... in
a handsome, solid-wood
case of finest construction.
Model 773 also used as
counter tube seller.

2. Contains the famed Model 772 and the
new, matched Model 773 Tube Checker,
3. Model 773 perfected emission type tester
. . tests tubes under standardized load resistance . . big, sensitive meter.
rO**

4. Improved noise test. . all electrodes. Neon
short check , . while tubes are hot. Cathode
leakage test.
5. Wired for rotating filaments
obsolescence forestalled!

i

fc4?

spare socket..

6. New, exclusive rapid-reference tube chart.

N

7. Model 772 has big WESTON Meter . . sensitivity
20,000 ohms-per-voit . . resistance ranges up to 30
megohms . . current as low as
microampere. Wide
range of usefulness . , including all receivers, P. A.
systems, television, sound movies, photo-cell
circuits, etc.

A
CONCEPTION IN
COUNTER TUBE SELLERSI
Entirely different! Commands instant attention in this striking,
polished solid-wood case. Conveys to customers the impression
of true, scientific accuracy. Instrument also fits the single and
eombinalion carrying cases. Quickly interchangeable. IS'ote the
new Weston rotator-type tube chart. You 'it/jot' your tube
instantly. Charts easily replaceable.

See this modern servicing unit of the show, or return
the coupon for complete details.
Weston Electrical Instrument Cot-puratinn.
381 Frelinghuyhen Avenue, Newark, N. JSentl tfnla on Model 773.
iVome
—
CTry.

-

State

WESTON Instruments con be purchased under the WESTON deferred INVESTMENT PLAN I
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Stabilized IKoNistanee
Coupling
Blocking- of resistance coupled stages
can usually be traced to the first stage
in which a positive potential on the grid
causes a large current to flow in the
blocking condenser, thereby building up
a negative voltage on the grid of the
succeeding tube. If the usual coupling
system is replaced by that shown in Fig.
1, blocking is less likely to occur. The
added resistance by Rg allows the blocking condenser C to charge up more
slowly.
In a typical installation, two 6J7 tubes
operating from a SOO volt plate supply
and coupled through a 0.1 inftl. condenser, Rp was 100,000 ohms while Rc and
Rg each were 2 megohms, there was a
tenfold decrease in tendency to block.
Stable operation in resistance-capacity
coupled amplifiers depends to a large
extent on the maintenance of proper
electrode voltages. Unless the blocking
condensers have unusually high insulation resistance, there is a likelihood that
the grid bias will be influenced by leakage through the blocking condenser. By
introducing an extra blocking condenser
6J

Ci Cj
Hh
; n
Rp
!;

Rc ?Rg

-95
s P» D -60
&-Q5
£-80
" - - 90
- 05
o
o■ E
20

50 I0O 200 500 1000 2000 SOOOIMOC-

1000 to 3000 cycles is increased and the
performance of the microphone for close
talking purposes is improved.
The above chart illustrates the frequency characteristics when the microphone is mounted in various positions.
The "C" curve was taken with the
directional baffle in place.

fll

200

400
frequency

and mouth diameters and the shape of
the horn.
A study of characteristics of exponential horns by RCA indicates that
there is a definite low frequency cutoff above which the throat resistance
increases rapidly and becomes a constant. On the other hand, the throat
resistance of the conical horn increases
slowly with frequency and shows no
definite low frequency cut-off. For
these reasons the exponential horn is
more desirable and accounts for its
almost universal use in horn loud
speakers.
The throat acoustic impedance characteristic as a function of the mouth,
with the flare and throat kept constant,
is of interest in determining the optimum dimensions for a particular application.
Fig. 1 shows thai with a mouth of
20 in. the maximum variation in rc-

6J7^
L

-N

:

and resistor as shown in Fig. 2, inexpensive commercial condensers may be used
in place of specially selected high quality
mica condensers. For high fidelity
work, the results obtained from these
condensers are comparable to that of the
higher priced units.

Ex|ioii<>iitiaI Horn
Characteristics
The horn throat acoustic impedance
characteristics is of paramount importance in designing a horn loud speaker.
The dissipation or radiation of the
energy may be considered to take place
in the resistive part of the throat
impedance. The throat impedance characteristic depends upon length, throat

r L—<;

ConvRi'lliile Micropboue
A convertible microphone, resembling
a salt-shaker in appearance, and which
can be conveniently and instantly
changed from a non-directive unit to a
semi-directive unit is one of the latest
products of Western Electric. It may
be mounted on a desk or floor stand, or
RADIO RETAILING, MAY, 1937

hill
i■ M
iii
rdf,
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it may be suspended from overhead to
suit the requirements.
The device is cylindrical in shape,
with one end rounded off in the form of
a hemisphere. Perforations are distributed over this head, so that sound
waves arriving at all angles reach the
diaphragm. When directional characteristics are desired, a disc-ring is
slipped over this end of the case, reducing the pick-up from all directions except that in which the microphone is
pointed.
For non-directional operation its response is around an output level of
—90 db. throughout the range from 40
to 10,000 cycles. With the directional
baffle applied, the sensitivity around

III

rlG,1
200

400
Freauency

l

sistance characteristic is 7.5. This
should be compared to Fig. 2, a 40 in.
mouth shows a variation in resistance
of only a few per cent from that of
the infinite horn of Fig. 3.
These results show that as the
change in impedance in passing from
the mouth to the free atmosphere becomes smaller by employing a mouth
diameter comparable to the wavelength,
the reflection becomes correspondingly
less and the variations in impedance
charactcrtistic arc reduced. Thus a
horn becomes an efficient impedance
matching device between the vibrating
diaphragn and the surrounding atmosphere.
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How To Build
An Auto

Radio

Vibrator Tester

it
By Lee Leighton
| o-st of the service problems enM countered in automobile radio are
in the power supply, particularly the
vibrator. This unit, now developed to a
degree which makes possible the highly
satisfactory restilts obtainable with car
radios, still seems to be a mystery to
most servicemen. The scarcity of appropriate service instruments specifically
designed for use in testing and servicing
these units makes the job even more
difficult.
Deciding to build a unit that would
meet service requirements, the first step
naturally was to determine just what
we wanted this tester to accomplish.
The problem was not difficult and after
careful consideration the requirements
were set down a> follows;
J'iyst—Ability to test all radio vibrator? rapidly and accurately.
Second—Tests to be made under actual operating load conditions with simultaneous readings of input and output
voltage and current.
Third—Provision for varying input
and output voltages. The first to facilitate low and high voltage starting adjustments; the second to ascertain stability under variable loading conditions.
Fottrik—Instant changeover from
synchronous to non-synchronous vibrator tests.
Fifth—Polarity reversing arrangement, necessary due to the lack of standardization in syncbrotious vibrator construction.
Sixth—Provision for testing rectifier
tubes when in conjunction with nonsynch ronous v i b ra tors.
0 evenIh—The complete unit was to be
small and portable so that it could be
easily moved to any position along the
bench or carried from car to car; connection to ammeter and ground in the
car providing energizing voltage. Rugged construction and protection for meter equipment when not in use.
Construction
The primary input rheostat is ait
Arvin ear healer variable speed switch.
This is simply a rheostat with an off
position. It is nionnted on the upper
lefr side of the front panel Jug. 1, the
knob controlling it shows clearly hi the
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photo. On the upper right side is the
secondary variable load resistor also
fitted with a knob tu match. This wire
wound resistor is 7000 ohms and rated
at 25 watts. Mounted between these
resistors are the two S.P.S.T. toggle
switches. The one to the left is used
with the rectifier tube test and the other
in conjunction with the testing of Phiico
vibrators. Below to the extreme left is
the D.P.D.T. polarity reversing switch
and to the right of it the three pole
three position jack switch with which
rapid changeover from synchronous to
nonsynchronous vibrator test is accomplished. In the top row from left
to right are the standard five contact socket for 84 rectifier test, octal for
6X5 and OZ4 rectifier test, special 5
contact for 1935 Delco vibrators and
special 7 contact for Stewart-Warner
vibrators.
In the lower row, left to right are
the following sockets: standard four
contact in which all four prong vibrators
are tested; two standard live contact the
first for five prong split reed synchronous vibrators, the other for five prong
full wave synchronous. The next socket
is also standard and in which all vibrators with standard six prong bases are
tested. Next to this is tmother special
five contact socket for 1936 Delco vibrators and last a special six contact with
external grounding terminal for testing
RCA, GE and Emerson polarized vibrators.
The knockdown metal cabinet measures 7x10x8 in. The cover is hinged
and when closed provides protection for
the meters while the instrument is not
in use. Fig. 2 is a rear view. Mounted
from left to right are the socket and
84 rectifier tube for the test circuit. The
.02 buffer condenser fastens directly to
the socket. The "II" choke is next and
between this and the socket in the background is the dual 8 MF1 electrolytic
condenser. To the right is the half wave
transformer and in front of it the full
wave transformer. Between them and
out of sight is the .01 buffer condenser.
The transformers may be any good auto
radio transformers, one half wave and
one full wave. All these parts are
mounted on a wooden baseboard the
dimensions of which are the same as the

15

FIG. I—Front panel and meter layout

PIS. 2—CliaiSis construction and wiring
details
inside of the cabinet. In assembling the
unit the front cabinet panel is scribed,
center punched and drilled as in Fig, 4,
The parts are then mounted as outlined
above, A few words of caution here are
not amiss. Note on the schematic tlnit
one side of the 84 heater is connected
directly to the battery side of the input
rheostat. Connected thus, the rheostat
if turned off for a few minutes while
making an adjustment to the vibrator,
the 84 remains heated and ready for
instant use as soon as the rheostat is
again turned on. In this manner also,
the heater is always at the proper temperature for efficient rectification. The
84 will heat with the polarity switch in
one position only, remember this when
placing the tester in service. This is
perfectly all right as the 84 is used only
with non-synchronous vibrators and
these operate connected in either polarity.
The insulation in the Yaxley jack
switch was not intended to handle the
high order of voltages encountered in
this device. To prevent arcing over and
burning of the insulation it was necessary to dope this part of the switch with
a number of coats of white shellac. The
insulation end of the switch is dipped
into a can of shellac, then drained and
allowed to dry. Repeat this several
times until a hard well glazed coating
covers all the insulation material. After
tills it can be mounted without fear of
breakdown, provided that when in use
it is set to the desired position, synchronous or non-synchronous before
inserting a vibrator for test. When
mounting the sockets be sure to arrange
RADIO RETAILING. MAY, 1937
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FIG. 3—Schematic circuit. Base connections are for top view of sockets
the contact holes exactly as in the photo
othci'wisc some of the large square case
vibrators will he obstructed by the
change over switch now from entering
the socket fully,
Before wiring of the front panel is
completed yon will note that a number
of the leads will connect to parts on
the baseboard and meter terminal strip.
Hunch these leads into two cables, one
extending back from the left etui of the
front panel and the other from the right.
This simplifies the wiring. Lace the
cables telephone fashion, but before doing so identify each wire with a string
ticket or other marker so that there
will be no question as to its proper termination in the final assembly.
Circuit constants and parts for the
above schematic are as follows:
1 Metal cabinet 7x1 OxS.
1 Ibikolite panel Txliix'/j.
1—Wood base board (i'/Gxbx% .
1 Ibikelite terminal strip IxlOx^.
I—T). C. voltmeter (M l ) 0—10 volts.
1—lb T,C. voltmeter (M'4) 0—Sol) volts. 1000
(> ms. per volt.
1 P. C. ammeter (M-2) 0-10 amps.
1 Milliammetor (M-^) 01 On mils.
1—Full wave power transformer (PT-l).
1 Half wave power transronuer (FT-2).
1—"H elioke (B-l).
1 Diml Smfil. condenser -toO volts. (0-2).
1 llnrTer eond«luser .01 tnfd. 1000 voll. (C-l>.
1 -linlYer condenser .02 mfd. 1000 voll. ((-■•'Si.
2 —s. j". s. T. tofrjrle switches (S. W. .*i & 1).
I- I >. I*. 1>. T. Toggle swilehe i \V. l).
1 Vox ley H pole .'J position Jack switch
(S\V 2),
l Arvin car heater rheostat (R-l>.
I Variahle resistor TOOO ohms 25 wall,
t K 2).
1 Socket live prong base mounting (S ll).
1 Socket femr prong panel luninUing (S-l).
5 Sio-kel live prong panel nioiinlings
(S-2-2.-7).
1 Soeket six prong panel mounting (S-4).
1 Socket special Delro panel niounTing fS-5>.
1 Socket special Delco panel mounting (S 9t,
1 Sdcket special Kmerson panel mounting
t S-O).
1 —Sncket special Stewart-Warner niounliiig
t S 10).
) Socket Octal mounting (S-ft).
.'{ Small pin prongs Motorola for extension
lest cable Motorola.
2 Large pin prongs Motorola for extension
lest cable Motorola.
1 Length 12 inches five wire cable.
2 Bnl I cry clips.
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Bring the front panel into position
and pass the two cables through the
cabinet and across the baseboard so
they hang out at the rear. Now lay
the front panel down with the bottom
edge touching the cabinet and the wiring should be completed with the panel
in this position.
Getting back to the wiring we have
tw'o cables extending out at the back,
one on the extreme left, the other to the
right. Bend each cable up to a vertical
position directly behind the rear flanges
of tiie cabinet side sections and again
at the terminal strip. The one on the
left is bent to the right, the other to the
left. Cut and solder the leads to their
respective lugs on the terminal strip.
All this shows clearly in Fig. 2.
Opernlion
To check the tester properly one of
each type vibrator known to lie good
should lie used. Don't let ibis scare you.
In the myriads of vibrators in use during the past few years there are but
three general types. They are the full
wave non-synchrouons, half wave split
reed synchronous and the full wave
synchronous. The Philco vibrator bearing part number 38-5036 used in all their
sets prior to 1936 is a full wave nonsynchronous vibrator and differs from
the others in this class only in that it is
equipped with a series driving coil and
separate driving points on the main reed.
For some unknown reason manufacturers have mounted their vibrators into
all sorts of bases with but little attempt
at uniformity hence we have for instance, the Cull wave non-synchronous
types in cans with four, five and six
prong bases and the synchronous types
in five, six and seven prong liases. Many
of the latter are of odd arrangement so
that special sockets arc required to receive them.

In all nine vibrators will provide a
complete lest and these are as follows:
I StiJiulfUil four iinnj.ii full w.i v*- mm
syndiroimiis tuiuli ns usimI in tlur .ViM'troln
U0-80.
2—Four prong J'hilro part numlmr Jlv
t'OMfi (original, fio not use replaediu-m
3—Five proii^ split reed synchro no us a>
in Motorola 77.
1- Five prmiji full wave synchronous as
in Motorola 77A.
5 Five proiijj Deleo as ill I'llitod Motors
fi2fi.
0—Five proni? Deleo as in Ohovrolei
11852, in i.
7—Six pron^ full wave non-syiiehronoiis
as in Alwater Kent (UJd.
s six proii^ lull wave synchroiums as in
R.C.A. d M.
H Seven pron# full wave sym-hronous as
in Stewart-Warner It 152.
Start with vibrator Xo. 1 on the list
inserting it in the four prong socket
bottom row. Snap the three pole switch
to the non-synchmnnus position. Turn
the primary rheostat on and both toggle
switches off. ^et polarity switch in the
position that heats the 84 and then
always remember this setting. The low
range volt, meter should now show the
value of "A" voltage applied and the
ammeter between three and four amperes. The output voltage and current
should indicate on the other two meters.
Vary the secondary load resistor so that
the milliainmctei' registers between 35
and 50 mils noting lite changes in output voltage as the load is adjusted. Also
vary the primary rheostat and ascertain
by the ammeter if that too is functioning.
If everything so far is satisfactory
continue with the next vibrator No. 2,
This should he tin original i'hilco part
and not a replacement type. This also
is inserted in the four prong socket and
tests the same as the preceding unit except that it is necessary to snap the
upper right toggle switch on. This is
the only test in which this switch is
used. It, is always in the off position
otherwise. Continuing, test the live pin
half wave synetironous vibrator No. 3
in the five prong socket to the left. The
three pole switch can still remain in the
non-synchronous position as the half
wave transformer now in use is not connected through this switch. If reverse
readings tire indicated on the "B" volt
meter throw the polarity switch. It the
output voltage and current arc low and
the vibrator is known to be good reverse
cither the primary or secondary of the
half wave transformer. This will correct the phasing and need never Ikchanged again.
The five pin full wave synchronons
vibrator No. 4 is next. Turn the switch
to the synchronous position and insert
the vibrator in the next five prong
socket If the meters indicate reverse
voltage change the position of the polarity switch to correct this. The voltage
and current readings will he higher than
with previous types. Remember both
upper toggle switches remain off except
as mentioned. All standard six pin
vibrators are tested in the next socket.
The switch is set in the non-synchronous
position.
The following two sockets are spocPAGE 45
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"We Need VIBRATORS That
Can REALLY 'Take It' . . .
Comebacks Are COSTLY."

' ''
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"Then Specify
UTAH VIBRATORS.
They STAND UP and
give Greater EfficienWITH TUNG-SOL

cy besides!"

Every
m

retail

advantage

which

the

ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT

radio dealer has ever hoped to find is in-

IN

cluded in the TUNG-SOL CONSIGN-

MORE

THAN

MILLION

A

SETS

MENT

PLAN:

No cash investment

at any time—an adequate, up-to-theUTAH vibrators are TOUGH! Gruelling tests
PROVE it. But UTAH research still goes on.
We give vibrators terrific abuse in our laboratory
—then build them so they can take it. That's why
the UTAH factory is responsible for practically
every major improvement in vibrator design! The
1937 UTAH vibrator is the finest and toughest
ever made!
If you're not using UTAH vibrators, you should
be. They work better, last longer—but cost no
more. Prove it in your own sets. We'll give you
samples. Just address Department RR'5.

minute stock—full-profit protection—
and remittance only after tubes are sold.
You may have the required qualifications to join the thousands of
Tung-Sol Retail
making

real

Agents who

money

are

selling radio

tubes. Write for name of your nearest
Tung-Sol wholesaler.

See the UTAH Exhibit at the National Radio
Parti Trade Show. Booth* 69-70.
TUNG-SOL
UTAH RADIO PRODUCTS CO,
CHICAGO, U.S.A.
TORONTO
BUENOS AIRES
ONTARIO, CANADA lUCOA RADIO PRODUCTS CO.I
"15
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OcttigT'IjDiu radio
TUNG-SOL LAMP WORKS, INC.
Radio Tube Division
Sales Offices: Atlanta, Boston, Charlotte, Chicago, Dallas, Detroit,
KansasCity, Los Angeles, New York. General Office; Newark, N. J.
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For full wave synchronous vibrators
ials. The first is for all Delco vibrators
that can be inserted in this type socket of the baseless variety all five wires in
and the last for G.E., R.C.A. and other the cable are used. It is only necessary
similarly based vibrators. The switch is to insert the tips in the correct socket.
set to synchronous test whenever a
Tests Tubes Too
vibrator is tested in either of these
AH rectifier tubes used in auto radios
sockets.
In the upper row the last two sockets other than the obsolete BR can also be
to the right are also siwcials. Of these
two, the one to the left is for all Delco
R-2 ,,
:/?-/ Sw.4
vibrators that have a similar base pin
& A,'--©
<A-V @ 'sh
lay-out and the other for Stewart-Warner, Firestone and several others most of
which are manufactured by the StewartWarner Company. The switch setting
is again synchronous, reverse readings
Sw.' „ Stv,2. „
s-ai 3-9) (s-w
may be corrected by changing the polar)/. 0 M
ity switch.
To test unbased vibrators and any
-ftl) (&2) (s-J) (s*0 (s-s) («
others, new or old, that cannot he inserted in the sockets of this device, a
simple extension cable is all that is
FIG. 4—Panel layout and dimensions
necessary. It is made with a short length
of five wire cable or five separate wires
each having a different color. To one tested in this device. To test an 84,
end of each wire attach an alligator clip insert it into the standard five prong
with a soft rubber insulating sleeve over socket in the upper row. Set the three
it. To the opposite end of each lead pole switch to its middle position in
solder a prong removed from the base which it is neither in contact for synof an old tube using three small and two chronous nor non-synchronous tests.
large. A much neater job can be had Snap the remaining toggle switch on,
by obtaining five tips such as used by the one on the upper left. As soon as
Motorola on the speaker cables. These the 84 cathode is heated ping a standard
tips are insulated and easier to handle. four prong vibrator into the lower left
They can be had in both small and large hand socket. This is necessary to enersize and about the same in dimension as gize the transformer. The quality of the
tube prongs.
tube as a rectifier will be indicated by
Designed

to

ROUGH

the output voltage and current readings.
The load on the tube can be varied by
adjusting the secondary load resistor.
The 6X5 and OZ4 tubes can both he
tested in the octal socket in the same
manner as the 84. In testing the OZ4
note that at first the output will be
rather low and then jump to maximum
a second or two later after ionization.
Quite often you may find a vibrator
that will test perfect in this device and
act very erratic when plugged back into
the radio. In a case like this, suspect
the secondary buffer condenser and
usually you will not have to check any
further. The buffer condenser is a very
important part of the power pack design
and when replacing one make certain
that the capacity is the same as specified
by the manufacturer. Overlooking this
detail may ruin a good vibrator in short
order.
No attempt has been made here to
treat on the problems of vibrator adjustments and repairs. For those desiring this experience, a beginning can lie
made by accumulating a variety of used
vibrators and with an instrument such
as just described the action of each different type can he studied. Various adjustments should be made and the effects
carefully noted. In general, maximum
output with minimum or no sparking
and not too violent or too little reed
action is the desired adjustment. The
action should also he smooth and constant and without erratic sputtering.

Withstand

FIELD

ERVICIM
BUY

• FOR THAT DUPLICATE SET OF
SERVICING INSTRUMENTS ADVOCATED
BY LEADING RADIO SERVICEMEN.
• The Ranger-Examiner Model 640 Free Point Tester has eight automatic switch type and fen single action jacks. Five sockets for any
type radio tubes.
Model 740 Volt-Ohm-Milliammeter has V Square Triplet! Precision
Instrument. Scale readings: 10-50-250-500-1000 A.C. and D.C. Volts
at 1000 Ohms per Volt (D.C. Accuracy 2%; A.C, 5%); 1-10-50-250
D.C. M.A.* 0-300 Low Ohms; High Ohms to 250,000 at I'/j volts.
(Rheostat adjustment for IB'/j volts for Ohm readings to 2'/2
Megohms.) Batteries may be added permitting such readings in
250,000 Ohm steps. Low Ohms to '/j Ohm with 25 Ohms in center
of scale. Backup circuit used. Current draw is only I M.A.
ALSO AVAILABLE AS SINGLE TESTERS
RADIO RETAILING. MAY, 1937

Model &40-670

PRECISION
BUILT

COMBINATION VOLT-OHMMILL! AM METER

ONLY $2700

AND FREE POINT TESTER
No Extra Coses to Buy
KE AD KITE METEK WORKS
520 College Dr., BlufTton, Ohio
Please semi me more information on □ Model 640-740;
□ Model 040; D Model 740. T am also interested in
Name
Address
City

State.
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1MF1MITE OHMS PER VOLT WITH THE MODEL
4900 D.G. POTENTIOMETER

TYPE

NO CURRENT VOLTMETER
resistance and capacity. Buiii-in power supT h i instrument measures
ply furnishes balancing vollagc -^adequately
voltage in high
filtered—so instrument may be connected :>■
resistatico netgrids in any circuit without, disturbing
works as well as usual A.C. and D.C, volts,
operation of sot.
niilliarnport's. ilocibels, induerance. impedanee
THESE RANGES ASSURE COMPLETE COVERAGE FOR RADIO TESTING
0—I. 0—5. 0—50. 0—500 A.C. and D C. miltiamperes.
ft—10. 0—50 and 0—250 D.C. volts at infinite resistanci; per volt.
Five overlapping ranges of resistance to (0 megohms.
Five overlapping ranges of capacity to 200 mfds.
0—10 and up to 0—tOOD volts A.C. and D.C. at 1000
Five
overlapping ranges of output.
ofims per volt.
Write tor eomp/ete intormation ond cafalog.
THE HSCKOK ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
10518 Dupont Ave.
Cleveland. Ohio,

FOX
CHAMPION I
RESISTANCE TUBES
for

j
|

Voltage Reduction

|

in AC-DC Sets
Characteristics charts showing
all types furnished on request.
Your nearest Jobber can give
you prices

=
=
=
|

SOUND

EQUIPMENT

The choice of radio engineers
Sells on demonstration and stays sold because it
"stays on the job/' rendering long satisfactory
service.
Fox One-Piece Metal Diaphragm
Fox Electro Dynamic Unit
Fox Aluminum Trumpet Horns
Fox B-5 Universal Baffle Type Horn
Fox Low Level Speaker
Write for catalog sheets and prices on complete line.
It points the way to greater profits.

Or write to
I

CHAMPION RADIO WORKS I
DANVERS, MASSACHUSETTS
idmitlilllililiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiililiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiruiiiiiiiDiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiMrT

a

SOUND EQUIPMENT CORPORflTIQN
UMhl
IKWfAWJtW

Now—A high-powered
RADIO

ENGINEERING

LIBRARY

—especially selected by radio specialists of
McGrawHill publications
■—to give most complete, dependable coverage of
facts needed by all whose fields are grounded on
radio fundamentals
—available at a special price and terms.
npIIESE books cover circuit phenomena, tube theory, networks,
measurements, and other subjects—give specialized treatment
of all fields of practical design and application. They are books
of recognized position in the literature—books you will refer to
and be referred to often. If you are a researcher or experimenter
—if your interest in radio is deep-set and based on a real desire
to go further in this field—you want these books for the help they
give in hundreds of problems throughout the whole field of radio
engineering.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

5 volumes, 3064 pages, 2000 illustrations
Glasgow's PRINCIPLES OF RADIO ENGINEERING
Terman's MEASUREMENTS IN RADIO ENGINEERING
Chaffee s THEORY OF THERMONIC VACUUM TUBES
Hund's PHENOMENA IN HIGH-FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
Henney's RADIO ENGINEERING HANDBOOK
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New
Tlie Library now
comprieef a revised e elect ion of
books culled from
latest McCraw.
Hill publications
in the radio field.

Special Low Price
Easy Terms
Bought singly, the five volumes comprising this
library would cost you $26.00. Under this ofier
you save $2.50 and, in addition have the privilege of paying in easy installments beginning with $2.50, 10 days after
receipt of the books, and $3.00 monthly thereafter. Already these
books are recognized as standard works that you are bound to require
sooner or later. Take advantage of these convenient terms to add
them to your library now.
McGRAW-HILL
ON-APPROVAL COUPON
SEND THIS ON-APPROVAL COUPON
MeC.RAW-HlLL BOOK COMPANY, INC.
330 West 43cl Street, New York, N. Y.
Send me Radio Engineering Library 5 vols., for 10 days' examination on approval. In 1ft days I will send $2.50, plus few
cents postage, and $3.00 monthly till $23.50 is paid, or return
books postpaid. (We pay postage on orders accompanied by
remittance of first installment.)
Name
Address
City and State.
Position .......
Company
Lit
(Books sent on approval in U. S, and Canada only.)
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SHORTCUTS

IBS
□ □

0.0004
HI—
^AAA/VVV
0.-25
C*
50,000
O-p1
VvVvV IIFI6.f

AVC
0.-25
-*—WWVA

AF.

AVI' Ovluy in Ita<l<»rv
Hy H. D. Hooton
The radio service man whose territory includes a rural section is frequently called upon to remodel some
of the 2-volt superhets that were sold
three or four years ago. These sets
mat' he modernized by the replacement
of the 30 as diode detector-AVC tube
with the later 1B5 and iF6 types.
There is, however, a great deal more
to making this change than merely
changing the socket and tube and replacing some connections; it must be
remembered that the cathode of the
2-volt tube is the filament and the diode
connection affects the detection and
AVC in a manner that otherwise might
pass unsuspected.
Due to the construction of the 2-voU
diodes, whereby one diode encircles one
end of the filament and the other diode
the other end, the return of each furs
nishes a different operating condition.
The diagram (Fig. 1) shows the usual
arrangement that develops no AVC delay, the same diode being used for both
detection and AVC purposes. In this
circuit the AVC voltage is produced
across the ^ megohm resistor, KI.
which is the A.F. load resistor as well.
At tilt terminus of the R. F. choke the
AVC and A.F. voltages are separated,

AVC
0.0004

.0.5 <015 Jot

this particular circuit is due tu the fact
that the AVC action starts as soon as
a signal is passed to the second detector
and there most of the weaker signals
will he practically wiped out altogether.
On the short wave bands the tuning is
likely to be extremely critical also.
Fig. 2 shows a diagram with an
AVC delay of 2-volts. An examination
of this circuit shows that the AVC
and detection are separate, the A.F,
or detector return being made to the
positive filament terminal; the AVC
return is made to the negative filamcm
in the usual manner. However, since
the detector is now 2-voits positive with
respect to the AVC diode, no AVC action will take place until the signal
strength exceeds 2-volts (the AVC
diode cannot rectify so long as it is
biased negative). This is probably the
best arrangement for the average battery set as it operates very well on both
the standard and short wave-lengths.
Tlie "C" battery, if one is actually

IVM. DynaiimrN as
a«M> tn on t s

0.0005
IBS

By V. A. West

0.0004
0.25
BFC

0.01

AT
fig. 3

AVC

used, should be isolated through the
, megohm and 100,000 ohm resistors
as shown for best results.
The arrangement shown in Fig. 3
gives a delay equal to the voltage of
the "C" battery which in most instances is 3-Yolts, The A.F. return
is again made to the negative filament,
the AVC return to the "C" negative.
The isolating resistor should he rather
high in this case—from h to 1 megohm
at least.
The detector diode may he returned
to positive filament which would delay
the AVC action still further. Here the
delay is equal to the "C" bias (3-volts)
plus the voltage-drop across the filaments (2-volts) or 5 volts. This is
almost certain to he too high for most
battery receivers.

WvVAWv
0.-25
c* cFIG. 2
the A.F. going through the 50,000 ohm
resistor to the grid of the first A.F.
tube and the AVC through the meg
resistor to the grids of the tubes under
the AVC action. The disadvantage of
RADIO RETAILING, MAY, IRST

-etling. When the gang is turned, however, the short turns up at a different
position. This indicates the presence of
metal filings or other bits of conductive
material lodged between the plates.
It is usually difficult to find the filings
as they are often microscopic in size.
They could be blown out with compressed air hut that is not always
available.
A satisfactory remedy of this condition is to burn out the short, Connect a
1 mfd. or larger paper condenser in each
side of the 110 volt line. Touch one leg
to the stator while holding the other on
the rotor plates. If the plates are rotated
the charge of the condensers will be
shorted by the metal filing. The flash
that occurs will bum this particle and
completely eliminate the trouble.

Itiiniiii{|£ Oul Shorlctl liangs
By Robert Shnrpe
Very often when servicing old sets
one encounters a gang condenser which
acts as though it Is shorted at a given

The thousands of a.c.—d.c, and battery-operated radio sets that are now
equiped with magnetic speakers offer
the wide-awake sendee man an opportunity for a speaker replacement almost
every time one of these sets is serviced.
It has been found that practically every
owner of a set of this type will buy one
of the new permanent-magnet dynamic
speakers if their superior reproducing
qualities are demonstrated. However,
there is considerably more to making
the replacement than merely mounting
the new speaker on the baffle-board and
connecting its leads to the output of
the set.
Frequently when one of these speakers is installed in a battery operated set
the receiver may seem noisy and more
interference is noticed than when the
magnetic speaker was used. This is
due to two characteristics of the dynamic speaker: First, the wide frequency response of the dynamic as compared to the magnetic. If the tuned
circuits arc out of alignment high-frequency noises and interference which
were cut off by ihe limited response of
the magnetic will be heard with the
dynamic speaker. Second, the better
sensitivity of the dynamic will bring
noise and interference up to a higher
level making these more noticeable.
It is found in many receivers that a
high-pitch howl may be heard when the
volume control is advanced nearly
full-on. This is usually encountered in
sets using pentode output tubes and in
most cases is due to vibration of some
part of the chassis, such as a loose tube
shield or tnicrophomc tube. It may
PAGE A<?

ARCTURUS
ENGINEERING * ♦ ♦
Assures Superiority in
Every Characteristic
ip-

OK
DEMONSTRATING
AND
TESTING
Auto
and

Radios

ELECTRICAL

ACCESSORIES

Smooth,

A/o Atote
LOST

SALES

fcom

POOR
DEMONSTRATION
Take all the fuzz and blur out of your auto radio
demonstrations . . . get clear, top-notch reproduction
all the lime with instant, dependable power from a
Stancor Auto Radio Pack,
Full protection against overload and voltage surge - - highly accurate meter - . , conservative Stancor design.
You can't afford to leave demonstration power supply
to chance. It loses sales. It costs you money.
"Three Aiodeli:
JUNIOR — Power output, 5 to 7^! volls at 5 am 7]
peres, suitable for operating one average auto I h
radio ..
$16,i.ssjj
STANDARD—Power output, 5 to 7% volts at 12%
amperes, or enough current for two average auto
$19.95I
10radios
'DELUXE—Output, 2 to 8 volts at 15 amperes."
enough for four average auto radios. This mode
equipped with Hi-Lo Switch and Continually
» Variable Voltage Control
$26.50^
fi
I'd
AU prices net to dealer

XPapendabte -ftmp lljj Ic ail on

It is not a matter of luck that "quiet as a shadow"
operation of the ARCTURUS 6D6 Tube has made it
the choice of discriminating radio technicians. For,
following the most painstaking care in manufacture,
every tube receives a final test in a special circuit
several hundred times more sensitive than the ordinary commerciai A. C.—D. C. sef. Simultaneously it
is severely vibrated by means of a "tapper" test to uncover even the slightest possibility of noise. Any tube
failing to meet our most exacting requirements is
immediately rejected.
Annoying microphonic response is reduced to an absolute minimum by extremely rigid structure and close
clearances in the spacing of members. Uniform sensitivity is assured by a 100% test for mutual conductance. Moreover, the sensitivity of AVC receivers
is unimpaired because of the extremely low
values of grid current in the Arcturus
6D6 — values which remain low
through many hours of useful
service.
** ARCTURUS
RADIO TUBE CO.
Newark, N. J,

STANDARD
TRANSFORMER
CORPORATION
B 5 0 BLACKHAWK STREET
CHICAGO
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INDEPENDENT TUBES FOR DEALERS WHO
DO THEIR OWN INDEPENDENT THINKING
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SHORTCUTS
also be caused by a poor output tube or
an improper connection to the output
transformer as outlined above. Jf the
trouble still persists and a check reveals nothing wrong with the chassis,
tubes or transformer, a mica condenser
of about .006 mfd. capacity from plate
of the output tube to the "B" minus
will eliminate the howl. It is a good
practice to always use rubber cushions
under all replacement speakers as a
precaution against vibration troubles.
The other troubles experienced with
p.m. dynamics are exactly the same and
'are treated in the same manner as in the
regular' standard speaker. An exception to this is the loss of field strength
due to weakening of the permanent
magnets. The usual test for magnetic
strength is by touching the poles with
a screw driver or a pair of pliers. A
good magnet will have a tenacious
"pull" while a weak one may have but
little attraction or none at all to the
iron tool.
Weak magnets may he cither replaced
or reniagnetized. The remagnetizing
process is quite simple and takes only
a few moments. Construct a magnetizing coil of about 300 turns of number
18 wire, remove the magnet from the
speaker, slip it through the opening in

the coil and place an iron or steel
"keeper" of about the same cross-section size as the magnet, across the jwles.
Connect the coil to the terminals of
a 6-volt storage battery and, while the
current is flowing, strike the magnet
a few sharp blows with a hammer. Do
not allow the current to flow for any
length of time; complete saturation of
most small magnets is accomplished in
a few seconds.

ivliininalin^ IF
By Gerald Evans
If the set whistles as each station is
tuned in, and as the control grid of an
IF tube is touched lightly with the finMixer

0.2b

X 1^1

IsH.F

Sin
AVC

AVC t05 T1005

ger the pitch varies as if the dial was
being tuned, it is an almost sure indication that the IF tube or tubes are in
a state of local oscillation.
If the radio was guilty of oscillating
when new, check the connections to the
coils in the IF transformers. When
the coils are wound in the same direction, the start of the primary should
connect to the C- line, the finish to the
control grid. In many manufactured
IF transformers, the reverse connection
of the primary will be found, as compared to the above. The latter connection tends to cause an amplifier to go
into oscillation. However, where only
one IF stage is employed, no trouble
is usually experienced regardless of
connection.
A 6G5 tube is a great aid in checking oscillation when connected as an
ordinary tuning meter. When a tube
in the set goes into oscillation, the
tuning eye will nearly close, and as the
degree of oscillation is reduced, the eye
will open proportionately.
Complete
elimination of oscillation is not necessary to determine whether progress is
being made as was necessary before
the 6G5 was available.
The first detector or combination de(Conlinued art fiage 731

at the National Trade Slum
(CHICAGO, JUNE 10-11-12-13, BOOTH 10 9)
something words can't describe!

•. rrt 'l
SEE
fhii new "20,000 ohms per vott" Set
Tester—the Set Tester that sets a new high
In sensitivity and value. Model 25O
net price..........
S38.50
Timtt price 58.00 down; 6 monthly payments of $5.85 each.

WHEN you see Simpson Equipment you will sec something that the camera
can't capture—something that words can't express. We have tried to
describe this plus quality and value—hut now comes your opportunity to see
these instrumenis with your own eyes and "work" them with your own
hands.
You will see not only finer instruments hut also a record of revolutionary
developments—the time saving Roto-Ranger principle—the 20,000 ohms per
volt tube tester at the lowest price ever for an instrument of its surpassing
quality—the advanced Simpson Signal Generator—the illuminated dial lube
tester—and—
SEE the new Simpson Anal-O-Scope —
a new contribution to simplify set servicing and speed up the wrork.
Displayed for the first time at the Trade Show.
If you can't he present, mail the coupon below and we will put your name
on the list to receive complete information covering the AnahO-Scope, and
other new developments that will he displayed at the show.
SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY, 5216 Kinzic Street, Chicago, 111.
QuAt/uunAKtL that

SEE this
and other RotoRanqer Developments—Model
220 — greatest
time - saving deveioprnent In
Tube and Set Testers — is
illusfrrated. D e a I e r's - j-t no
net price
JJ / pUu

fit
.XIXXITXX:
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Time price, SI down
and 6 monthly payments of $8.75
each. Coupon brings facts about
this and other "Roto - Ranger'
developments.

STAY acCH/iotz
SIMPSON
^ SIMPSON JSJLECTKIC CO.. r>'4IO Kin/.ie street, Chlt-TLgo
^
Place mo on The advance list to receive facts about new Simp- ■
eon developnrenls to ho announced at National Trade Show. I
Name .
Address
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RESEARCH ENGINEERS
Praise the Simplicity of

TMis

rja

RIDER BOOKS
fO

Engineers praise Rider Books because of their concise presentation of essenfiol facts! Said one; "I prefer Rider Books
because they give me accurately, completely and quickly
the facts I need. I don't want wordy volumes on theory, I
want the practical information that Rider Books supply."
For the same reasons. Rider Books are favorites with Radio Servicemen—supplying facts in an easy-to-understand way.
Cathode Ray Tube Aligning Phtlco Receiv- Servicing Receiver*
At Work. Complete, ers, InstrOCtionS for aligning by Means of Resistproclical information on ANY of the 8,000,000** «* ance Measurement.
Oscillograph, etc., written Philcos. Over 176 pp.
How to loke guesswork
specifically for Service- Servicing Superhcts. How out of servicing by using
m e n. 3 3 6 pp.,
to make superhet re-** *« on ohmmeter. 203 ,
$1.00
450 illus. . . $2.50 pairs quickly. 288 pp.. * '
pp., 93 illus.
pay
On
Automatic
Volume
Control.
96
pp.,
65
illus.
||OU|' ^ ir
On Resonance and Alignment. 96 pp., 48 illus.
"A* * ojclef
On D-C Voltage Distribution in Radio Receivers.
*ith boo*s
96 pp., 69 illus.
60c
.,r
ve
On Alternating Currents in Radio Receivers,
j
Co
ch
e0
Hord
e
Illustrated with drawings and diagrams.
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To Get the Most Out of
Your Knowledge and Time
Be Sure You Belong to
the RIDER 100% Group.
If you own all 7 Rider Manuals we will
supply you wirh a Certificate, showing
you hove 100'(i technical information
on American Radio Receivers. Get
yours by mailing us the SEVEN title
pages from your Rider Manuals
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ikfPtMisklH.
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JOHN F. RIDER, Publisher, 1440 Broadway, N. Y. C.
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You should know. It only needs circuit checking end the
replacement of burned out parts and the set will be as
good as new. And give her a break. Use Ward Leonard
Replacement Resistors. They are conservatively rated so
give satisfaction. Send for Bulletin 507A which lists units
available and gives list price.
V'tsif our booth No. 107 Radio Paris Show
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WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC
35 South Street, Mount Vernon, N. Y.
Please send me your Service Man's Bulletin No. 507A.
Name
Address........
City
State
Jobber's Name

CO
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U'CV i-oscillator and the succeeding iF
staee"- must have theif plate circuits
isolated. Little trouhle will be experienced in the way ot feedback between
tin two IF plate circuits, but the plate
return or B plus end of the !si detector
and the 2nd IF tubes will usually cause
oscillation if some form of decoupling;
F not employed. A 3,500 ohm resistor
between the 1! plus line and IF primary
of tlie 1st det. tube, the plate end of the
resistor being bypassed by a -1 mfd.
condenser makes an excellent tiller tor
tbi> position. Another rule to follow F
never to use a smaller condenser as a
bypa.-s where IF currents exist, than a
.1 mid. The main U plus line bypass
condenser should not be smaller than .25
mfd.. and in some cases .5 mfd. The
stray IF currents in the plate circuit of
the 2nd TF tube are hard to stop.
.Many radio sets do not use a condenser to bypass the automatic volume
conir>1 tine. Where two (F stages follow the 1st det., this is one of the most
valuable parts of the entire system m
preventing oscillation. The condenser
should not be larger than .'>5 mfd.,
otherwise the lag in the a.v.c. circuit
will be too great.

the set operated normally. When the
leads to lite taps were wired in, however, the trouble reappeared and was
at last located in the 0.03 mfd. eondenser, Cl. The best method of determining whether the trouble is due
to this cause, is to remove the leads
from the taps a- mentioned above.

down to approximately 6(1 cycles. The
contacts will also strike harder because
of the weight of the clapper. A .5 mfd.
6H
rectifier
_c
High
Low

I'onvorlin^ It liiliiiiiiiiUor
to .'12 VMM .
By B. O. Bass
Eliminators with a high-low switch
can easily be converted to deliver suflicienl power from a 32 volt d.c. circuit.
The Raytheon rectifier type unit is preferable because of low drain. Most
of these eliminators have a tapped primary for high-low operation. The
winding between the high and low baps
proved to be just about the right amount
for 32 volt operation.
Bring the two leads from the hightow switch out of the case. Connect
one lead in series with a good quality
door hell from which the hell has been
removed. Leave the clapper arm intact as this will hold the vibrations

Buzzer
\ 0.5 mfd
5
6 6
S2 volts d.c
to 2 mfd. condenser across the contacts
will reduce sparking.
When the voltage is applied to the
unit the buzzer will vibrate, breaking
up the d.c. The pulses generated can
then be stepped it]) and rectified in the
eliminator. Enclose the buzzer in a
metal case and wrap in heavy felt packing to reduce noise.
The voltage taps and filter system are
left intact, no change is necessary in the
eliminator other tliasi bringing out the
high-low taps.

Telling the engineer and manufacturer

"Fading" in Tonc-I'oiniM'usaior I'irc'iiiiw

what is being done with electron tubes

By D. tl. Henderson

in industry—and how it is being done

.\i et of the volume controls used
on "high-fidelity" radios are designed
in such a manner that the low-frequency response t.s increased at low volume levels in order to preserve good
fidelity of reproduction. A typical circui; F illustrated in Fig. 1. This type
oi control, with its associated by-pass

Just published — New second edition

Electron

Electron Tubes in Industry

IN
INDUSTRY

—%
-n

0 03

o.oi
20,000
jFaully

condensers, however, is sometimes the
source of an almost impossihle-to-find
lading difficulty, especially if the condensers have become letiky.
In the circuit shown, the set was
carefully cheeked for all of the usual
causes of fading and finally the volume
control was replaced. The condensers
were left disconnected temporarily and
RADIO RETAILING, MAY, 1937

ELJ

by K.EITH HENNEY, Eilltnr, Electronics
539 pages, 6 x9, 397 illustrations, $5.00
Engineers and manufacturing executives interested
in cheapening or quickening industrial processes will
find in this book a thorough presentation of the practical aspects of electronics
what the electron tube is doing toward making processes simpler, cheaper,
safer, and in making possible new methods of control. Describes in detail
amplifier, rectifier, and other tubes and photocells and their applications in
industry, including circuit diagrams, performance charts, and comparisons with
other types of apparatus.
SEND THIS ON-APPROVAL EXAMINATION COUPON
See this edition for
■ McGKAW-HIM, book company, inc.
;
developments in:
.■ 330 West -ISd Street, New York, N. Y.
•■
—circuits using newer tubes, ele- ■ Send me Henney's Electron Tubea In Industry for "
J 10 days' examination, on approval. In 10 days I ■
ments and principt'es
a asrree to pay $5.00 plus a few cents postage and ■
—motor control, welding, illumi- ■ delivery, or return book postpaid. (We pay post- «
,
age on orders accompanied by remittance.)
■
nation, and register control
■
■
I
—ignitron tubes, cathode-ray J■ Name
■
tubes, and other types
J Address
J
■■ City and Slate
—capacity relays, relay circuits
J■
—application of tubes to power ■ Position
••■
conversion, inversion, and ■H
■
Company
„
■
transmission
—invisible light control methods, J (Books sent on approval in U. S. and Canada only.) ■
'
Knit-s-s- ■
etc»
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| I'ltlgs in1<i nutlet.
Wall plate screws
hold and grooitd.

vov?
$Q.OO
^
NET
To Dealers
Complete

1- rout
rewptarl**
takes set power
pll>K.
Or may be inserti'd
between poise-prodnelng device and
line.
Uleetively eliminates usual line
noises.

rdC 0
fl 1
''
\ / rece"
ers at correct
voltage, or apply
over-voltage or
under-volfage.

/n\ Filament
\ I supply
voltages available for any type
tube.

No %\iriiigr fussing,
gncsshig. Just plug.
J>owrest-priced praetieal filter available.

K

Also several other
types available.

CORPORATION
70 Waskington St l I
Braaklyn, N. Y.

MAKE YOUR TEST BENCH
EXACTLY WHAT

YOU WANT IT

HE

HAVE

('/I \ M a 1 n ta in
V / correct
heat on soldering irons.

j Control
' primary of
voltage recsystem.

HaUdorson
^^Transformers

Write for
Descriptive
Literature
n '¥<■

■■-" j" / ^ ■■ .jC j
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SoQae
Your eyes and the MAGIC TUBE ...
see all. know all, quick as a wink!

IT
y

1-

0^

ie HaUdorson Company,
500 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, III.
am interested in your Vari-Volt Transformer,
ase tend complete information on how I can
ain one Free.

FREE

IT!

Throw away your makeshifts — toss your
guesses out the window . . . with Halldorson's new Vari-Vo!t Transformer, you can
step up your voltage or step it down. Improve your test work with exact voltages
, . , find troubles quickly with over voltage
judiciously applied.
The Vari-Volt Transformer gives voltages
from 0 to 256 volts in two-volt steps or
from 0 to 128 volts in one-vo!t steps. Power
Output. 250 watts maximum. Small in size
and can be carried in service kit it desired.
You can get one Free—Send Coupon—
Made by Makers of

G ET

♦.

f.

k

VOLTAGE
/0\ Calibrate
V / meters use
transformer for
measuring unknown high or
low voltages with
your present A.C.
meter.

Every set owner is a "hot" prospect
for a line-noise filter. And all the
more so at $1.75 list. • That's why
you should handle the popular AEROVOX Type IN-25 Interference Filter.
• Ask for catalog.

Cafuuittae
-Attaiyzee

SOLAR MFG. CORP.
S99-601 Broadway New York, N. Y.
RADIO RETAILING, MAY, 1937

AUTO-RADIO

TRICKS

He JtisfaUatuHts
Gef your share of these
1,016,313 new jobs
Field surveys reveal a vast new market
for dealers and service men in transferriri]if old radio sets to new ears—modernizing, replacing, converting, etc.
TRANSFER
ANY SET TO ANY CAR
With Patonted UNIVERSAL
roNTROI/S you can net your
full share of this valuable
new business. Installations
are made quickly and easily
—without cutting or drilling
the dash.
Pre-Assembled!
UNIVERSAL
gives unit
youcon-a
pre
assembled single
trol to lit any car radio—
together with die proper plate
to perfectly match the instru
ment board.
Send for Catalog TODAY!
I'ATEXTKU

DASHBOARD CONTROLS
21-07 40th Ave., Long Island City,
New York
Please send your Catalog B-2
Name
Address
□ Jobber □ Dealer □ Service Man

ARISTON
*QUALfTY PRODUCTS, such as
Anston Speakers and Condensers
are not produced overnight.
Many years' experience, plus
sound engineering, are imperative factors In obtaining SERVICE
free from interruptions.

A.K. 435
Dead, constant hum. . . . Check for
open .05 mfd. bypass in 6K7 i.f. grid
circuit. This condenser is C5 in
schematic.
ARVIN 62
Noisy when tuning dial is rotated.
. . . Solder bottom arm on planetary
drive system to bracket at bottom front
end of condenser gang.

Ignition interference . . . In most
cases this is caused by chassis pickup.
It can be overcome by removing the
front cover and cleaning the surface of
the joints with fine sandpaper to provide
greater area of metallic contact. Also
check the acoustinator plug to see that
a good ground contact is obtained.
On the model 65, check the right hand
breather screen for ground. Spotting it
with solder to the housing is sufficient
to prevent interference from feeding in
at this point.
G.E. 63, 65
Intermittent on one band only. , . .
Small insulating ceramic bushing on
band switch broken. These bushings
are held into switch by pressure and
may he replaced easily.
G.E, A-82, A-B7
Weak . . . The lixed padder (C-4fi)
across the secondary of the second i.f.
transformer should be 65 imnf. In
a few instances this condenser has
changed value sufficiently to throw this
stage out of alignment. The trimmer
(C-45) will not peak and all signals
will be weak. Replace C-46 with another 65 mmf. capacitor.

Static but station cannot he tuned in.
. . . Shorted condenser in sentry box
under 6A8 tube. To replace, unsolder
all leads on sentry box. remove front
dial screws, lift up dial assembly, pull
out band shaft, remove front section of
sentry box from bottom.

ARISTON MFG. CORP.
4045 DIVERSEY AVENUE. CHICAGO, ILL.
PLEASE SEND CATALOG
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE ....
JOBBER □
DEALER □
RADIO RETAILING. MAY, 1937

ACHIEVES
UNIQUE RECORD
IN ACTUAL USE

ARVIN AUTO RADIOS

G. E. 86

The choice ol many leading manufacturers
•—it is easy to see the reaeon—quality all
the way through. Use the coupon to
obtain catalog.

PERFORmRDCEl
unoER
severe conomonsl

G.E. 155
Motorboating, normal operation for
a few minutes then a thump followed
by poor quality. . . . Look for poor
ground connection of triple section condenser in corner close to 6L6 tubes. This
connection is under a group of bypass
condensers and is welded instead of
soldered.

in perlormance: "A
magnilicent insiruznenl
■ . Despile the chmote
here, resu.'ls are marvelous ond couid nof
be beffered./am sure".
D. Hopkins, Rallies
Hole). Singapore.
in design: "Your
sfream.'ine mike is going over big with our
frode. Congrafulaiioitfi
on its fine design and
performance"
K. Ruben. Saugus,
Mass,
SUCCESSFUI
in constmcUon; "We
believe no other mike
could take the punishment it has and still
give such excellent reproduction , Johnston
P.A. Service, Oneonta.
N. Y.
in sales: "The finest
type microphone that I
ever used . . Please
duplicate my order",
Ridley's P.A. Systems,
r E A T U R E S I tac- f"1"-0kl<1
1. Output increased 6 DB.
2. Triple shielded—entirely eliminating hum pickup,
3. Eliminates feedback troubles.
4. Excellent lor close talking and distant pickup.
5. Acoustically designed to eliminate any possibility of cavity resonance.
4. Fittedwith switch andcable clamp.
N E ws :
MODELS RBHci (High Impedance); RBMn (200 ohms).
wiih Cable Connecior and Switch. S42.00 LIST
NEW! Models RBSn, RSHn; streamline; slightly lower
output
and (reguency range than above, with Switch
on|
r
$32.OO LIST
Models RAL (200 ohms); RAH (2000 ohms).
Built to Amperile standards; No pealcs. Fieri
response. Triple shielded. Shock absorber.
Swivel bracket.
$22.00 LIST
Finishes: All microphones have the new slemdard Gunmetal Finish. Available in Chrome,
extra, SI.00 List.
FREE: WINDOW DECAL, advertising
your SOUND SERVICE, Four-color
design, SVi x B'A. Write for it now.
Alkrm. New York.
/{MPERITE (0. Cable5€lAddressBROADWAY, N. Y.
AMPERITE
^ MICROPHONE
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CUT

RATE

OUTLETS

llnmlreds of Units
t« rhooMe from.

('ompositioii a n <1
wire-wouml typo*.

... are places where
K \ a <• t resistance
and taper reuuired.
National

Radio

W.

Union
Correct shat'ts—no
sawinff or foreing.

Tubes

AIN'T!
A nice comfortable feeling! We mean that secure, clean
cut feeling a National Union Service Specialist has when
he installs N.U. tubes. He knows he's gotten a fair price
for premium quality merchandise. He's rendered a genuine service to a set owner and he's not going to be embarrassed by having his customer see N.U. tubes advertised
in some gyp joint down the street as a loss leader.
No, Sir! National Union has kept the market clean for
you. National Union tubes are not listed in cut price
mail order catalogs. You won't find them in price slashing
chain stores or department stores.
Your profit margin is reasonable when you sell at established
list prices and National Union has always felt that you
arc entitled to protection on it.
Remember these facts . . . the boys who are selling N.U.
tubes are selling them with complete confidence , . . they're
not running a chance of customer ill-will . , . because the
set owner will never see N.U. tubes offered for sale with
the heart cut out of the price!
This business of keeping the market clean for the Service Industry is only one of the reasons that N.U. is such
an overwhelming favorite in the service field , . , Have
you ever heard the entire National Union sales story? It
will pay you handsome dividends to be tied up with N.U,
Find out why - . . send the coupon below . . . NOW.

^

20

Matched!
(•rid Idas r» sistors
s n p p I i e rl where You save time, trouble ami money
nceded.
when you insist on CLAROSTAT
Exact Duplicate Controls. • These
units are ri-ihi electrically, mechanieally, visually. • And that
Ducked by most ac- fussy customer is satisfied. • So
ini rate and comask for your copy of our Volume
plete liKtiiiK'.
Control Guide.
CUmOST/JT
28S-287 NORTH SIXTH STREET
BnOOHlYX, X'EVX YOfiK, V. S.-1.
• OPPICES IN PfMNCiPftk CITIES •

ADVANTAGE No. 1
RUGGED, PROTECTED,
€*

CLOSED

FRAME

m

CONSTRUCTION
THE RAD1ART CORPORATION
CLEVELAIW, OHIO

MEET US—at the NATIONAL RADIO
PARTS TRADE SHOW

Booths 104-105,

Hote! Stevens, Chicago, June 10, 11, 12, 13
•CLIP!-

MAIL.'-

Git

NATIONAL UNION RADIO CORP. of N. Y.
570 Lexington Avenue, New York, N. Y. RR 337
Who is the nearest N.U. distributor? I want to
IiikI out what N.U. can do for me.
;■*. ;
iss
City
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Stale...

ELECTROLYTIC
REPLACEMENTS

Paper Wound Condensers
Better filtration . , , years of service
every unit
tested on 1500 V.
A new line of 600, 800 and 1000 volt
condensers for P.A. and transmitting
use. Complete line of midget and
standard Electrolytlcs.
• Territories Open fo Jobbers
GIRARD-HOPKINS
L MO
1437-23rd Aye.
Oakland, Calif.
RADIO RETAILING, MAY, 1937

CJ

TRICKS

Administrative Executives
Electrical Dealers & Wholesalers
Mill Supply Houses
Power Services
Product Engineering & Design
Production and Maintenance
Radio Dealers & Wholesalers
Radio Engineering d Design
For further details, selections from
above basic classifications, counts,
prices, etc., or estimates on special lists
. . . ask any representative or write to

As business paper publishers for over liily
years, McGraw-Hill is uniquely equipped to
MAJESTIC 50
| ofler complete, authoritative direct mail covI erage of Industry's major markets. Extreme
is maintained (guaranteed to 980o)
. . . Clieck tirsi auflio trans- accuracy
and thorough careful analysis ol markets,
lornier which is cfJiitltiiscr-choke complete classification of companies and per1 sonnel, etc., the widest possible selections
coupled.
I are available. Send for handy reference
folder "Hundreds of Thousands of Reasons
I Why" which describes how McGraw-Hill Lists
|
are
built and maintained.
PHILCO 29
Fading after short period of opera- What Fields Do You Want to Reach?
tion. . . . Check 350,000 ohm volume
Aviation
Bus A Electric Railways
control, may vary tip to several megCivil Engineering and Construction
ohms intermittentl v.

Dlfl id MAIL DIVISION.,..
" MtGRAW-HIll PUBLISHING CO.
330 W. 47n4 STRUT
Complete Lists Covering Industry's Major Markets

PHILCO 37-10
Intermittent oscillation, motorboat- ^Acclaimed . . .
inpp . . . Replace 3200 ohm resisiof for Their True
mounted under oscillator coil. This re- Amplification Test
sister has greatly increased value. Remove r.f. unit and oscillator to get at
resistor.

S-S?
cv-

-

- ^

PHILCO 212
Fading. . . . Replace bypass connected to low side of volume control.
This is a tone compensator condenser
for increasing bass response at low
volntne.
PHILCO [937 MODELS
Distorted, fuzzy . . . Check the voice
coil gap for steel tiling-. This is iptite
a fretjuent trouble. Filings get behind
the heavy cardboard spacer and graduatlv work into the voice coil.
R.C.A. VICTOR 143

QlVE iu TUBES

Noisy, intermittent hum . . . replace
500 ohm cathode resistor on 76 tube.

COMPLETE TESTJ

SlMULATHjC
sn op "'"
conomons

.
W"

Model
1503

RCA D9-19
Weak, tuning eye will not function,
second i.f. trimmer will not peak . . ,
This is a radio-phono combination, examination of the second i.f. transformer
disclosed the trimmers soaked in oil that
had dripped from the phono motor.
Clean trimmers thoroughly and realign.
Use oil sparingly on the motor.

DEALER PRICE

RADIO RETAILING, MAY, 1937

46"67

MADE IN THREE MODELS

Model 1502 P. O. E. Tube Tester has
Shadow Graph Line Voltage Indicator.
Neon Inter-Element Short Test is made
while tube is hot. Complete in Quartered Oalc
.67
Case.
RCA T7-5
Dealer Price
'36
Distortion, high plate current in hF6 Model 1504 same as 1503
output stage . . . Increase bias resistor but also combines Free
.67
to its normal value and distortion will Point Tester in side panels.
Dealer Price
56
disappear.
ZENITH 6-M-90, 6-M-9I, 7-M-9I
Noisy, inoperative at times , . , Check
the 600 k.c. paddcr and tuning condenser. The ground lead to these units
olten breaks loose. Rcsolder for a
permanent cure.

S

let
Hi
INSTRJiMENTS

Model 1503 combines with the P. O. E.
Tube Tester separate Universal VoltOhm-Milliammeter, Condenser
Tester
and Decibel Meter. 'n C ^
07
same Case as the Model
1502. Dealer Price .
SEE YOUR

JOBBER

WRITE FOR CATALOG
The Tripfett Electrical Instrument Co.
205 Harmon Ave.. Blutflon, Ohio
Please send me more information on ——-Model
1502: ——Model 1503;
Model 150-1. I am
interested in—
Name
Address
City
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1937 TUBES
Every Confidence and
Unameter
TUBE TESTER
tan be brought up to date for 1937 octal base and
metal tubes by either adapters. Kits. Sochet
Mails or factory re-vamp jobs at very reasonable
rates. From $2.00 up. You cannot obtain proper
test data for the new tubes from any source
otter than This factory. Send for FREE SEltVICE FOLDER No. 1!>2 which describes fully the
reanireznents to bring every model up to date.
Tell your friends who own one of (he thousands
of Confidence or Unameter (esters.
APPARATUS DESIGN CO.
LiUle Rock, Arkansas
Owned and cneratrd hy J. R. Williams i. Sons

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
EMPLOYMENT BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES EQUIPMENT—Used or Resale
=
=
|
5
=
=
=
=
1
i

UNDISPLAYED—RATE PER WORD
Positions Vacant and all other classitication-s, 15
cents a word, minimum charge $3.00.
Positrons Wanted (full or part-time salaried cm
Dloyment only) % the above rates, payable dn
advance, fSee t on Sot umbers)
Proposals, 50 cents a line an insertion.
Box Numbers in eare of our New York. Chicago
or San Francisco offices count 10 words additional in undi-splayed ads. Replies forwarded
without extra charge.

Discount of 10% If one payment is made in advance for four consecutive insertions of undisplayed ads (not Including proposals),
DISPLAYED—RATE PER INCH
1 inch
$8.00
3 and 3 inches
7,80 an inch
4 to 7 inches
7.60 an inch
(ither spaces and contract rates on request.
An advertising inch Is measured vertically on one
column, 3 columns—30 inches—to a page

=

TOUGH RADIO JOBS
BON'T STUMP ME
I SOLVE ALL MY PROBLEMS WITH
KINK-AIDS
More than 3000 tiled and indexed service kinks to repair
those hard-to-fix home and
auto radios. Just, pull out
the card corresponding to the
name and model of the set
you are repairing, and there
you have listed the service
troubles found in that radio
and how to fix them.
Senf postpaid for only
$1.95
FREE—Write for Bulletin IlR-f! and sample cards.
AKRAD PRODUCTS COMPANY
3Gv AVOuster Ave.
Akron* Ohio
The Leading
RADIO
PARTS and EQUIPMENT DEALER
in Buffalo, N. Y.
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DYMAC RADIO iiMiimiiimiiiiiHiiiiiiiMiiiiiniitir
Phone:
CL 2080 St. ==
OVER 10,000 PARTS I
FOR VACUUM CLEANFRS AND 1
WASHING MACHINES
24-I10UU SEKVICE!
Attach this ''Ad" to Vour Inquiry and Receiv*
Complete Catalog
Manufacturers
Factory Representative
MIDWEST APPIJANCK PARTS CO.
2723 TV, Division St.
CHICAGO, ILL.
New "SEARCHLIGHT" Advertisemeits
must be received by the 8th of the month to
appear in the issue out the same month.
Address copy to the
Departmental Advertisinfj Staff
Radio ketailing
330 West 42d St., New York City
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ATTENTION
1 !
wanted
MANUFACTURERS RADIO and RECORDING ] j Commissioned Distributor Salesmen
I I
Southwest Territory.
feel for recording. Write for details. Per ) j HOWARD RADIO COMPANY
^ ^= 1735 Belmont Avenue* Chicago,
III.
3
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York City
NOlF-how to repair and rewind all types of motors . .
ELECTRIC MOTOR
REPAIR LIBRARY
4 volumes, $10.00, payable in
easy monthly installments
THIS set of books should be on the shelf of
every man who ever haa to touch a motor Tor
purposes of repairing it or changing it to meet
different operating conditions. In shop language
and with practical shop methods, it covers every
step in stripping, rewinding and connecting a.c.
and d.c. motors of all kinds.
How to change motors for different
operating conditions
Here is all the information you need In order
to determine what changes various types of motors
permit r to lay out new windings for specified serv-
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JLOW price easy terms 1U days
examination on approval
Covers all types of motors, from those used in
Bought separately the books in this Library
small household and commercial appliances of all would cost you $1-1. By using this coupon you
kinds, to mining and railway motors. Explains need pay only $2.00 in 10 days and $2.00 monthly
principles underlying the different types of wind- until the special price of $10.00 is paid. In adLngs; gives definite instructions for doing the vari- dition, we give you 10 days in which to examine
oua rewinding jobs. Also gives many data, tables the books. Send no money: simply fill in and
and diagrams constantly needed by the repair man, mail the coupon now; let us know your answer
including data difficult to get from any other sources. after you have seen the books.
■■■■■■■■■■■■« ■•■«*■■■■■■■ ■■■■■■■■•■■■■a ■(.■i* ■■■«■■«■*■
■■■■■■>
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 330 W. 43nd St., N- Y. C.
Send Electric Motor Repair Library for ID days' examinatiou on approval. In 10 days I will send
$2.00, plus few cents postage, and $2.00 monthly for four months, or return books postpaid. (We pay
poetago on orders accompanied by remittance of first installment.)
Nam#
Address
City and State
Position
Company
II.R. 5-37
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Don't Grope Around In The Dark . . .
—- Send For This New Radio Buying Guide Today/
■—
Here is the solution to all your radio swpply problems . . , Here ia ASfig}*]
w
your key to the fastest service . . . Lowest Prices . . . and the MggisS
largest stock of Radio Repair Parts in the world! This Radolek new
1937 Radio "Profit Guide" is the most complete Radio Parts Catalog
FASTEST SERVICE
ever published . . . over 160 pages . . . bringing to you over 10,000
individual Repair Parts . . . hundreds of new items . . , a complete
new selection of Radio Receivers. Amplifiers, Tubes, Tools, Books and
Instruments . . . Everything you need . . . always in stock . . .
COMPLETE STOCKS
ready for prompt shipment ... at the right prices.
YOU NEED THIS BIG CATALOG!
J V* f»
V
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It's FREE! Send this coupon NOW! Radolek endeavors
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to
restrict
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of
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Profit
Guide
to
those
actively
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LOWEST PRICES
engaged in the Radio businest. Please enclose your business
a. OUi W. Kandoipb St., Dept. A-f, L.rlLL.AGU
card or letterhead.
•
Name .
► ■ Address
Rely on Radolek "for"Everything in Radio'
; Serviceman?□ Dealer?D Experimenter?□

s

Why Trades Glut Market
M;my a radio deafer has enviously
watched the rapidly changing display of
used cars in an ■automobile lot and wished
he could find as ready a market for his
trade-ins. The used car business is a
healthy and important part of the automobile business. The used radio is, more
often than not, a disgraceful parasite dogging the heels of nearly every sale.
Why can't it hold its head up?
It could, if set manufacturers would let
it 1
Let's look at the automobile industry
again. It! today's market $2,500 will buy
an extremely fine car, Six hundred odd
dollars are required to deliver to you the
lowest price car. Now §250 buys an extra
fine radio, but does it take sixty dollars to
buy tbe cheapest radio. You know the
answer.
The six hundred dollar car possesses all
the requisites of a good automobile in generous measure. Sixty odd dollars will buy
a good table model radio.
Now automobile manufacturers could
undoubtedly turn out a contraption on four
wheels that would move along the roatl for.
say, $149.50. It would hear little resemblance in performance to our popular
priced cars in the $000 class. But does a
S14.9S radio act like a $60 one?
The automobile industry will not stoop
to this, hut radio manufacturers have vied
with each other to produce miserable little
radios at an even more miserable price.
How many used cars are sold at a price
higher than the delivery price of the low
priced new cars? A few, of course, but
the percentage is low.
That is the answer. It is next to impossible to persuade John Doe to pay more
for a used machine than a new one, no
matter what the difference in the original
prices.
If radio manufacturers would stop making cheap new sets, the whole situation
would change. Buyers who could not afford a good new machine would buy a

reconditioned used set at a fair price and
get more radio for their money than they
do in a cheap new machine. Sales of new
sets would be stimulated as dealers could
afford to give better allowances for sets
still of salable age.
As a serviceman and dealer 1 believe
that such a move on the part of manufacturers would do more for the industry
than anything else. Extra discounts to allow for trade-ins won't help. They merely
encourage price-cutting on no trade-in sales.
Would he glad to hear what others think
on this subject.
I.AKK GEORGK, N. Y.
S. B. Lawton
Disfribu+or Headwork
Lots of radio dealers have a very large
stock of used radios. These are becoming
a problem to move, as are used cars in the
automobile business. A plan that is working very well in this territory, and which
we have suggested to a number of our
dealers, is as follows;
Say you have a radio that you want §10
for. Advertise it for $10.49, 49 cents down
and $1 per week thereafter. Be careful
who you sell it to and also take a mortgage
contract.
It is surprising the number of used radios
that can be sold. You will also find that
these customers usually buy a better set as
soon as their present contract is completed.
The idea of this is to make the downpayment so low that anyone has it in their
pocket and then to make the paytnents low,
too. Some of our friends have closed out
their entire stock of used radios.
Chanute, Kansas
G. A. Phillips
The Philiips Electrical Service
Surprise Package Surprises
Certainly want to thank you for the welcome surprise package of a window
streamer inclosed as an insert with the

April issue of Radio Kclaitiug,
Thank heavens there is somebody a: iast
trying to help us dealers promote the -'ars
on the radio programs.
We certainly would appreciate y ur
sending us more of these fine win-: w
streamers for our use in the future.
is
now in our window.
Nazareth, Penxa.
C. A. Angi.emihk

Y In H?
Regarding your comments on the Ltter
of Mr. Carl J. Grey in the April isstio oi
Radio Rctailini/, I would like to know why
in
you believe the time's not ripe
for legislation concerning the probleif, of
radio interference?
It is the writer's personal opinioi; that
the hill introduced in the Pennsylvania
Legislature is quite a practical one. According to my understanding it differ- from
most of the so-called local ordinance- in
that it merely provides that electrical appliances sold In the future he quiet and ; cnot make any attempt to force pr--em
owners of such equipment to filter or rebuild it.
We know of an instance where a ..tree
manufacturer of electrical business equipment shipped several carloads to a cvrrrn
in Sweden. Upon examination there it was
refused on the grounds that it created
radio disturbance. It was illegal to -hi it
in that country.
ShinOLEhouse, PKXXA. Irving J. T -NKK
Toner's Radio Set-dee
lOxperienee leftiIs us to believe thai qtit
the a venire •-onsnmcr is I'efuiy for txi'M-ivc
Hag waving' in behalf of a t-auso. lo-jjislation
like i his is axt romely diflk-ult. if not im
liossiblo. to riifon-t'. Wo bi'licve. too, ^hal
tin- avorajrt' Americati mamifai-turijr will uo
farllu-r toward imiirovoimail of his prodnri
if convinced thai the product will rhet. —II
moro rejidily. wlnlo some are just "urm-ry"
enough to buck legislation. So we v ■ eontinned to approach the problem from -his
anjile. We feel that legislation sbouH he
a last resort.

PEEKS, POSES, PASTES
Re-enacted a la Tirnr, here's what happened when a typical dealer (Boh
Young of Atlantic, Iowa) found Radio Retailing's April insert on broadcasting
r4
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Surprise . .
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APPROVED!

ACCEPTED!

DEMANDED!

The On I standing''Buy* in Electric BeJ rige ration
THE NEW 1937 CROSLEY SHELVADOR
MORE BEAUTY • MORE ECONOMY •

MORE CONVENIENCE

• MORE USABLE SPACE • MORE ACCESSIBILITY
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THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION - CINCINNATI POWEL CROSLEY, Jr., Pres.
Home of "the Nation's Station"—WLW—500,000 Watts—70 on your dial
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Model F6-77

Mode) FB-52

2-VOLT "AIR CELL" MODELS
6-VOLT SINGLE BATTERY MODELS
SENSATIONAL FEATURES OF THE 7 TUBE LINE
Color Tuning and Silt-nt Tuning with Push btuton Control • Tuning
R.-ingf- 540 to 18.000 kc • New I "Alnirorc" Pcfniancni-maynet Dynmniu
Sjwaker r- Sliding-rule Tuning Scale - Illuiriinntrd Dial - Automatic Rnn<l
1ndieolO • Super Class "B" Amplification • 2 ftlanrs of Inierine<]iAir
Fritjucni y Amidifiralion « 3 point Tone Control • Auiomftlic Volume Con
trol - Wave Trap * Beautiful Console and Table Cnbinels.
BIG FEATURES OF THE S-TUBE LINE
Greater Diataiice-geitiiig Ability • Tuning Range: S40 lo 1600 kr, and
3800 to 18,000 kc. • Super sensitive Magnetic Speaker • Sliding rule
Tuning Scale • 2 stages of Intermedintc Frcquciuy Amplification • Aulomatic Volume Control • 2-point Tone Control • Low Battery Drain *
Wave Trap • Beautiful Console and Table Cabinets.
GENERAL ELECTRIC POWER ADAPTER
This compact unit enables the owner of a 2 volt G E Battery Radio lo convert his particular model over to a single 6-voM battery-operated receiver.

Radio prospects beyond reach of the
"High Lines" present a vast, rich market for the sale of General Electric
Battery Radios. There are probably
several thousand prospects in the farms,
country homes, camps, roadside stands,
boats and yachts, located right in your
own trading area. GENERAL ELEC
TRIG gives you a fast-moving BAT
TERY RADIO line, having a long list
of sensational sales features.... a moneymaking sales-stimulation plan on winddriven and motor-driven charging
equipment .... an intensive sales promotion and merchandising program.
Your G-E Radio Distributor will gladly give you full details. Ask for the G-E
BATTERY RADIO SALES PLAN—today.
/M'.

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

APPLIANCE AND MERCHANDISE DEPARTMENT, GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY. BRIDGEPORT. CONN,

